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ABSTRACT
Calalytic asymmetric s~·nlhcsis is the most effective and challenging approach to obtain
cnantiomcrically enriched organic compounds. This research focussed on development of
new chiral salen-based macrocyclic catalysts for catalytic asymmetric synthesis.
particularly asymmetric epoxidation of unfunction alized alkenes.
Tcmplulc.directed reactions of dialdehydcs and (I R.2R)- or (/S.1S)-cyciohexanc-l.2-
diaminc gave three seriesofmacrocyclic salen dimers. A single-crystaJ X-ray study of the
lirst series. 26·membered macrocycles having -CH:- Jinks. showed a novel calixarene-
like structure with a [.J-alternate confonnation in the solid state. NMR studies rc\'caled
that a single confonner was maintained in solution for this series of m<lcrocyclcs.
However. the related 32·membered macrocyclic salen dimer containing longcr 4(OCH;);·
links was llcxible and showed lour conlormers in CDCI, at room tempermure.
Sequentially. controlled complexation of the macrocyclic salen dimcrs allorded
mononuclear (t', symmetric) and binuclear {(.~ symmetric) complexes. Host/guest
interactions of the mononuclcar complexes were demonstrated through 'H NMR titration
experimcnts. For the binuclear complexes. two eofacial salen units adopted a .~yn- or (Inti·
contormotion with respect to the cyclohexyl rings relative to a cavit)' defined by four
benzene units. An intramolecular inclusion compound between a binuclear Ni(lt)
macrocyclic complex and a non-aromatic guest. acetonitrile. was structurally delermin~d
by X-ray diffraction.
Ekctrocatalytic sludies using the rotating ring-disk technique showed that the activity and
sclccti\"it~· ofa binuclear calixsalen l;obalt l;omplex compared favourably with that ofa
(;lcc-to-Iace porphyrin catalyst reponed by Collman IOf catalytic reduction ofdioxygen at
biological pH.
Cat;J]ytic epoxidution studies showed thai binuclear Mn(llil complexes had moderate
cn:lOtioselecti\"ity. An ee of 72% was achieved in the epoxidalion of styrene at ambient
temperature. The new binuclear catalysts were size-selective and both X-ray and MMX
modelling studies ofa model complex supponed Ihe experimental obsefvations. This
research provided the first strong experimental ~\';denl;e for host/guest catalysis in
asymmetric epoxidation.
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Chapter I
Asymmetric Induction in Enantioselective
Epoxidation
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 Molecular chirality
Nmure provides many examples of asymmetry. For instance. the shells of snails of the
same species all spiral the same way. Climbing plants like honeysuckle and bindweed
corkscrew around their venica! suppons in onc direction only. This kind of
"handedness" is called chirality and is more fundamenml than twirling garden planls in
that chirality is directly related to the \'e~' molecules of life such as DNA. amino acids.
and sugars.
Molecules arc three.dimensional objects. If there arc four different chemical groups
:lnachcd to a tctrahcdrnl central atom such as
C. N. P. Si. or a metal in a molecule. then
two and only (wo spatial arrangements.
whil;h aTC mirror images of each other
(Figure 1.1). will be possible. I like our
rig.ht and left hands. it is impossible 10 Fig.urc 1.1 Optical isomers of alanine
o\'~rlay the twO mirror imagc tetra-substituted tetrahedral carbons. They cannot be
intereon\'crted unless bonds arc broken and relormed since the energy barrier to inversion
da a planar intermediate would be too high.
The criteria which define molecular chirality arc based on group theory. i\ molecule is
chiral ifit docs not have any improper axis (S.) ofsymmcll:-.'·:) i\ chiml moleculc may
belong to any orthe C'., D." T, 0 or I point groups. Chiral molcculcs within the C', group
an:: termed asymmetric. within C'.,n>!) an:: dissymmetric, within D. are dihedral
symmetric. and within T. O. I arc polyhedral symmetric.
The lirsl class: of chiral molecuks contains at least one atom bound 10 four dilTerent
substituents in a tetrahedrallashion \\·;th C', symmetry (Figure 1.2) such as
glyceraldehyde I: phosphine o),;ide 2: Ihe organomctallic comple),; 3: and the cluster
l,;ompound ~. Olher molecules lacking any symmetry clements an:: the \V~rncr complex 5:
Ihe li::rrocene derivative 6: and Ihe biphenyl 7 whose chirality is due to restricted rotation
aboul the Ph-Ph single bond. Restricted rotation is also responsible for the chirality of
many molecules with C: symmetry like binaphtyl 8 and spiranc 9. Chiral molecules with
C:: or higher symmetry dements arc scarce. One example is th~ bridged biph~nyllO with
D; symmetry which owes its chimlity to restricted motion. E),;ilmplc II. another Werner
comple),;. is chiral with Dj symmetry.
O+l
I
c.
/ \"ClIO
II Oi~H
0"I
(COI'CO(~o(COl,CP
Ru(H}(CO).l
©¥oo)~
10 II
Figure 1.2 E:(3mplcs ofchirol molecules with Cnor D.
symmetry
For mobile molecules. iftrolnsient conformations cannot be brought into congruence with
tll<:ir mirror image by Irolnslation. romtion. or intramolecular motions thai can occur under
the obscrntion conditions (Iemperature. timescale of experimental instrument. etc.). then
the molecule is ehiraL' This is why d.\·-cydoh.:xane-I.2-diamine 12. containing two
asymmetric earbons and Mislow's L-menthyl-D-menthyl-2.6.2'.6'-tettanitro-4.4'-
diphenatc 13 containing chiral carbons (Figure 1,3). are achiral because in the formcr case
,1I Icasl one conform;:lIion wilh a symmetry plane (the high energy planar conformation) is
accessible. In the laller case all possible conformations arc chira!. but this compound is
achiral bcC;luse rolation about the unhindered ph.:ny!-.;:slet bonds allows intcrcon\·.:rsion
between mirror-image conformations. Thus. 13 is chital in all ils conloffimtions. but does
not exist in stable enantiomeric forms: it is chemically achiral.
12 IJ
Figure 1.3 d.\·-Cydohexane-I.2-diamine 12 and L.menthyl.D.menthyl.2.6.2'.6'-
Ictrtmitro-4.4'-diphcnate IJ
1.1.2 Synthetic stnlltegies for new chiral molecules
L'\'lokcular chirality has very significant impacts on lite lk':cause enantiomcrs in most cases
demonstratc \'t':ry different biological activity. For instancc. the natural enamiomer (.).
physostigmine 1..1 (Figure
IAl is 700 times stronger
than its unnatural
cnantiomcr as an inhibitor
orcon..:x
acclykholincster.c;c:" The
n.::ccnt[y dc\"elopcd (-J.
Carbodr 1!'(Figurc 1...1) is
a highly potent inhibitor of
~:)~N~I,
I I-I Mc
Mc
(-I-physostigminc
..
(-I-Carbovir
15
[-II V rc\"crsctranscriptase
Figure [.4 Two biologically ;Jcti\"!,: ehiral molecules
whcr.::as the antiviral acti\"ity of its cnantiorner is ncgligibk.'~ Therdorc. development of
new synthetic methods to obtain ncw or naturally cxisting cn;Jntiopure compounds is
highly dcsirablc and also challenging. Threc basic strategies ha\"c been dc\"cloped: (a)
Resolution Racemates with rC3ctive functional groups such as -COOI·I or -NI-I; arc
tr3nsromled into two chemically dillerent diastcrcomers by reaction with an cnantiopurc
reagent. Diastercomcr separation by crystallization is followcd by clcavagc of the
resoh"ing rcagent. which releases the pure enantiomcr: (b) Trandormation An
cnantiopure molecule is stcreospecilic311y convened into the desired chiraltargct via
stereoselectin: reaction(s): (c) AS~'mmetrics.lORlhesis A prochiral substrate is
transfonned into a chiral compound in the presence of a chiral auxiliary. reagent. or
<;:atalysi.
.-\:;;ymmetric synthesis has many advantages over
resolution and translonnation in tenns or
accessibility to synthetic methodologies. potential
substrates and thus new chirnl molecules. As
illustrated in Scheme 1.1. I.::!· addition ofa reagent
A-13 to each enantiolace of prochiraI compounds
sllch as alkenes. aldehydes. and ketones. afTords
cnantiomcrs. The aim of asymmetric s~'nthesis
B-X
I
A-C
rt "'R'
X-B
IC-A
( "R'
x = O. CI-L N. ctc.
thcrdon: is to lind or synthesize a highly cllicient A·B : 1-1:. ~ISiR,. dienes. etc.
ehiral auxiliary. rcagent. andlor catalyst to induce
Scheme 1.1 Enantiolacial
enantiofacial discrimination. An ideal case would be selective reactions
to de\'c!0p an efficient chiral catalyst and thus chirality could be transfcrred and
multiplicd.'h
This research projL'l;t focuses on the synthesis ofchiral epoxides. Thc subject is fCvicwcd
in this chapter. and panieular atlcntion is paid to catalytic asymmetric epoxidation.
1.2 Asymmetric Epoxidation
1.2:.1 General considerations
The importance of chiral mole<:ulcs to lite has spurrcd chcmists to prcpnrc enantiopure
huikling. blocks lor the synthesis of biologically active compounds '.X In this regard.
ehiral epoxides are extrcmely important:· I"
x
-I- R-OOH l~~l. /--\-[MO~ /PhIO/C,1.
'---./ ~ vOv~"'-------./ • 1-110 X~ '-----./~ ~ -HX /1 f"' X=halol2en r---..
~~1"~O" .
X
Schemc I ..:! Common methods lor preparation or epoxides
Tr:tdition:tll;.'. chiral epoxides are oblained through resolution of racemales. which are
pr..::parcd by scveral well-known methods" shown in Scheme I ..:!. TIlis approach however
is time-consuming and not eOicient. The enantioselecti\'e \'crs;on (asymmetric
cpoxidation) ofthesc reactions using chir:ll oxidizing agents such as chiml peroxides.
chiral auxiliaries with achirnl oxidants. and chirnl catalysts coupled with acbira[ oxidants
proddcs new methods lor obtaining enantiopure epoxides. [n the asymmctrk reactions.
asymmetric induction. measured by enumiomcric excess (%ee). is the major issue.
Asymmctric cpoxidations may be broadly classified imo two categories: cpoxidutions
in\·ol\·ing organic cl1irul peroxides and epoxidations in\'ol\'ing chira[ catalysts/achiral
oxidants.
1.2.2 Enanliosclccti\"c cpuxwarions with chiral orgllnic uxidants
[n asymmetric epoxidalion. l:hiral inlonnation is present either in an optically pure
substratc or in an oxidizing agent (Schcme 1.31. [n case A. cpoxidation ofa ehiral
substrate with an achiral oxidant generates diastereomeric isomers. there lore further
R:achiral
[Or
1·IOOR*
chiral
Cal.
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Scheme 1.3 Asymmetric epoxidalion with oxidants
sqxmllion is m::eded. This approach ob\"iously is impractical 10 obtain dircctl~
cnantiopure epoxides. Th.: use of optically pure organic chiral peroxides (case B) such as
pcroxy acids. h~·dropcroxides.or dioxiranes as both oxygen and chiral source. with or
without a catalyst. for epoxidation ofa prochiral alkene represents another approach that
has attracted grcat altention since 1965. (+)-Pcroxycamphoric acid 16 (Figure 1.5)
showcd a slighl enanlioselecti\"ity (1-3% eel with a \"aricty of substrates.':' Subsequent
work with thc pcroxy acids 17 and hydropcroxide 18 in differenl research groups also had
limited success « 1000/"eel':b.':< With chiral dioxiranes 19 and 20 10 (Figure 1.5).
generated by reaction of oxone (potassium peroxymonosult:lte) with enamiomericall~
pur<: kctones. the enantiomeric excesses obtained were slightly high",r Ihan using
rcroxoaeids. About 9-20% ee was obtained lor the epoxidation or methylstyrcnc. 2·
netcne. and I-methyleyclohexene. Surprisingly. with oxone and Ihc (': symmetric chiral
keton.: 21 (Figure 1.5), up to 87% cc was achie\"ed by Yang'· for epoxid:lIion of/ram·
stilbenc dcri\"ati'-es. Recently. '"cry promising work employing th.: chiral ketone 22
(Figure 1.5) was carried out in Shi's group. Epoxidc product with:> 90% cc was obtained
tiJr cpoxidation ufstil~ne al -IO"C.'· Epoxidation ofprochiml alkenes with chiml
oxaziridinc oxidants such as the X.sullonyloxaziridine derinuh'cs 23 (Figure 1.5)
genemtcd ill situ from the corrcsponding nitrile was in\"estigated by Dads.'6 Trcm...•
mcthylstyrene cpoxide was prepared with up to 64.7% cc using 23. The notable feature
of this type chira! reagent is that il may be recycled.
10
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Figure 1.5 Chiml peroxy acids. hydroperoxides. dioxirancs. ketones. and oxaziridine
1.2.3 Mechanistic implications in\'oh'ing c:hiral o);idants
Corrdation of the enantiosclcctivitics and molecular structure of the chiTllI oxidants
mo.:ntioncd abo\"c suggests that stericaJly demanding oxidants such as 21 and 23 (Figure
1.5) and/or close proximity of the delivered o:-.;ygcn to the chiral centre such as in 22 and
23 arc nccesS3I}' to accomplish encclive asymmetric induction. Explanation of the
"an o:'\ygcn diaoion. 0: . f\ theoretical
Firstly. the twO oxygen aloms in pcroxy acids.
mechanism involved in the epoxidation reactions.
hydropcroxidcs. and dioxirancs can be regarded as
phenomena must rely on the understanding of the
/ >!=< /
~[O'I
inn:Sligation" h:ls shO\\TI that thc LUMO of 0:': Figure 1.6 Approach of oxygen
Scl"n:s ctl<:cti\"l:ly as an d~tron-ac,cplingorbital for ~~kl~~ctwo faces ofa prochiral
dectron-donating alkcncs evcn though it has a nltt ncgath''': charge. The reaction rates
shown below lor epoxidation of \"urious alkylalcd alkenes 10110\'" Ihe order of It-electron
density" and support the theoretical argument.
rhus. clcl;trophilic attack ora chiml oxidant <It either lhce ofa prochiral alkene (Figure
1.6) gin:s cpoxidcs. The prcli.:rcncc for R or S cpoxidc logically dcpends on the rate or
tho.: fonnation of the two diastercomers in the transition states. Sincc both
diastercoisomcrs ha'·c the same reactant and leaving groups. stcric faclOrs must play the
major role in the asymmctrie induction process. Since the lranslerrcd oxygen in th<:
pcroxy acids and hydroperoxides is dircrlly bonded to a hydrogen and another oxygen.
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figure 1.7 /l1.\"il/i asymmetric epoxidation ofalkcncs with a chiraJ oxaziridine
il follows that steric intcrnctions between the nuc1cophik (alkene) and tit..: dectrophile
(oxid:mll in the transition sute arc not biassed toward dther approach. ThcrelOre. less
than 3% ce was ob~eryedwith chiTal pero.'l:oacids and hydroperoxidcs. On the other
hand. the sterk cn\"ironment oflhe ddi\"crcd oxygen in dioxirancs as well as oxaziridines
can be adjusted to discriminate approaches. and thus higher cnantiosc!ccti\"ity (> 65% o;."e)
was achic\"cd. Another example. the (+)-2-hcptahdiccnonitrik/H:O: system II (Figure
1.7). runher suppons the argument. The chirai heptahclicl:nc group close to the
Lransferred oxygen enhanced thc chinal communication "ia ster;c intcractions between the
bulky chiral residue and alkene. Therefore.;1 was vcry ellicicnt for cnant;osclect;vc
cpo.'ddation of unfunctionalized alkenes. Bascd on thc analysis abo\·c. it follows that
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dcq:[opmcnt ofa new oxo-transler ~ystcm in whil;h the oxo site resides in the vicinity of
a rigid and/or bulky stereogcnic centre is required to ul;hicvc high enamiomcric excesses.
This idea is funnel' demonstrated in catalytic asymmetric cpoxidation as discussed below.
1.2.4 Emmtioselcctin epoxidation wjlh chiral c:llal)"Sls!:achiral oxidllnls
The results obtained employing chiral pcroxy oxidants. especially dioxirancs. arc '"cry
promising. However. the fact that the required chiral kClOnc needs 10 be added in large
amounts (30% mol) toa multi-solvent medium limits its potential application on large
scale. New types of asymmetric epoxidation reaclions are ob\iously required. In this
respect. catalytic asymmetric cpoxidation rcpn:sents Ihe most powerful s::nthetic tool
sincc. wilh a small amount of chirnl catalysl« 5% mol). a large amount of chirnl epoxide
can be obtained.~·~ Thus. chirality is "multiplkd" in the presence of a chiral catalyst.
Thrce ditl'crent cascs tor calalytic asymmetric cpoxidation can be distinguished (Scheme
I A). [n casc A. cpoxidation of both enantiomers under kinetic control leads to
impro\"cment of the oplica[ purity ofbolh slarting materials and producls since one
cnanLiomer may rcaci fasler than the olher in the presence ora chiral catalyst. Such a
strategy has been applied in the epoxidalion orallylic alcohols. I' hydrogenation.'" as well
as cpoxidc ring opcning.;~ Wilh regard to chemical yield. Ihis approach is less efficient
sinl;:c Iho,: maximum yield is only 50%.
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Scheme 104 Asymmetric cpo:-;idation in the presence ofa chiral or achira!
catalyst
In case B. a chiral oxidant is used with an <lchiral catalyst and Ihus the reaction is
catalytic. hUI chirality transtcr is stoichiometric. In reality. the chiml oxidant may tirst
react with the catalyst (nonnally an oxophilic transition metal) and subsequently this
rcuo;;(ion generates a mctal·oxo species:' which thcn would react with Ihc substrate.
During the translcr. chirality is 10SI belOTc reaching thc substrate. Thcrelorc. this strategy
was nOllound in the literature.
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CmalYlic asymmetric cpoxidation mainly deals with case C (Scheme 1.4). In this way. a
large amount ofoplically active compound can be synthesized. c\"en though only a
comparatively small amount ora chiral c:lIulYSI is used. Naturally. a great deal of etlort
has been applied 10 develop such chiral catalysts which normally contain a transition
Illct"l bound by a chiralligand. Papers publish\.'<l in 191)1.:: 1992.:'\ 1993." ~. 19Q4:~ and
1995;~ rcdcwcd such cOons. To this end. some of the chiral catalysll:i arc quilt:::
rcmarbblc and give chiral cpoxide with synthetically useful cc"s (>90% eel. Based on
the chir3! ligands. three types of chiral catalysIs arc presented: i) chiral. tartrate-based
Sharpless catalysIs: Ii) chiral. salen-based Jacobsen c:llalysis. and iii) chira!. porphyrin-
bascJcalalYSlS.
1.2..1.1 Sharpless catal.ysts in'·oh·inJt chirlll dieth~·1 tartrate as the source or ehirali~·
D-(-)-diclhyl tanr.ltc[O.1
L-(+)-Jiclhyl tanrale
Figure 1.8 Sharpless epoxidalion
(CH;hCOOH. Ti(O-i-Pr)~
CH2Cl2• 10°C
\"icld 70-90%
~e > 90%
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In 1')80. Sharpless tirsl reported an asymmetric cpoxidation system:: composed of a
mixtur~ of commercially available titanium(1V) tctraisopropoxidc. t-bUlylhydroperoxidc
ITBI-IP). and (+) or(+diethyllarttate (DET). Fi\"c years later. this system was developed
into a catalytic '"crsion throUl;h addition of Molecular Sic\"es.;x With this system.
cffil;i..:nt asymm<:\ric induction was achieved lor epoxidation of allylie alcohols (Figure
1.8).
\\'ilh a gin:" cnantiomeric tartrate ester. the system is torced to deliver oxygen 10 one of
the two faces of an alkene. regardless or its substitution pattern. When the olefinic unit is
in the plan..: orlhe drawing. as 5110\\11 in Figure 1.8. the use of(+)-DET kads 10 the
llddition orlh..: oxygen from the bouom whereas
wh<:n (-)·DET is employed_ the o:'\ygen is added
ro rationalize lhr:sc observations. X-ray studies
and kin~til: invcstigations of
Ti:CdibcnzyltanramidcJ:(OR), were carried out.
The r~sults suggested a transition state modcl:~':~
(Figure 1.9; in which an axial and an eqll<ltorial
rigure 1.9 The proposed transition
state structure in Sharpless
epo:'\idation
ligand -OR", uriginally in the c3talysl. undergo exchange with a bidentate pcro:'\idc It-
BuOOI-I). Due to the larger steric demand of I-butyl. coordination orthe ~ro:'\ide10 the
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axial and ~ualorial sites occurs on the [ower lact: of the roughly octahedral titanium
complex. Another axially coordinated carbonyl is released from the titanium centre and
substilUlcd by the ally lie alcohol (Figure 1.9). A linear alignment of allylie ;]Ikoxide and
peroxide oxygen :lIoms results. The transferred oxygen is thus temporally localed directly
bdow (producing one enamiomerl or above (giving the other cnamiomer) the double
bond in the transition slate.
dcpcnding on which
cnantiomcrofDET is used.
A """ 0 '::11. I product. _C:ll~~gand. A + B
Scheme 1.5 Ligand acceleration catalysis
Bus.:d on the results of epoxidalion and subsequent exploration of dihydroxylalion of
..lkcncs with osmium tetroxide in the presence ofa chiral iluxiliary. Sharpless concluded
that an important reason for such high enantiosdlXti\"ity in the processes was the
substantial rate acceleration (k: > k,). resulting from coordination of the chiral ligand
(DETlIO the metal ion (Ligand Acceleration Catalysis-LAC).-~' Thus. if the metal-chiral
lig;:md complex rapidly exchanges its ligands in solution. high enantiosclectivity would
only Ix: obscl'\·cd whcn catalyst and chiralligand system is much more active than catalyst
(Scheme 1.5).
In the Sharpless systcm. the chira! ligand is retained in the coordination sphere of
titanium. More importantly. temporar:y coordination of both substrate (allylic alcohol)
and oxidant (l-bUlylhydropcroxide) to the titanium atom promotes stercoconlrol b~
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coloreing conlormational rigidity through au:-;iliar:y interactions. This is not an isolated
case since other catalytic systems such as the Ru-BfNAP complex developed by Noyori ef
til." lor cnantloseleclive hydrogenation of ketones also requires directing groups (-NH;
COOH. lIf'",) for temporary binding the substrate to the metal centre. 11 appears that a
gouJ chiral catalyst should be inert in terms orlhe chira! ligand for maintaining the chira!
cn\"ironmenl but mobil.: in tcrms of the achiralligand lor exchanging with the subslr:J.tc
and/or reagent so that passive bonding;:(scl;Ondary o;;hdation) between substrate and the
acti'"c l:cnlrC can occur in Ihc reaction.
1.2.~.2 [poxidation in\'oh'ing chiral porph)'rin-b:u;ed catal)"sts
The highly cnantiosclel;tivc: Sharpless cpoxidation rcquirc:s a funnionaliscd allylil;
akohol with an auxiliary anchoring group (-OH) to favour high o:e·s and last ratc:s via
chelation. For asymmo:tric epo.-.:idation of unfunctionalized alkeno:s. a crucial ditlicult~
arises becauso: conformationally restricting chelate complexes arc reluctanl to form and
only low-energy. non-covalent interal;tions are available. The de\'c1opmcnt ofa catalyst
that can differentiate between the two cnantiomcric laces oran unfunctionalizcd alkene is
there lore a more challenging tusk.
Porphyrin-based transition metal complexo:s based on Fe(llI) and Mn(11I) show excellent
oxidation properties. resembling the acth·ity of natural enzymes such as l;ytochromc P-
450:""'" Studies showed Ihat the catalytic properties of melalloporphyrins were related
[9
la,
......./'
""1<3
o
~
,b) Ie,
Figure 1.10 Possible inlcnncdiatcs in porphyrin--culalyscd cpoxidation
10 the lonnation ora high.\"a]cnt transition metal porphyrin intcnnedi3te in the presence
\If un llxidant (1-1:0:_ PhIQ. C.FlIO. RCO,H. NatO,. CIC.). The et..~tronic properties of
Ihe high-\"alcnce oxomc!<l[ porphyrin species. M=O. have N':en extensively examined b~
bOlh experimental and theoretical studies)' and will not be rc\"icwed here since they may
not directly relate to asymmetric induction and chirality multiplication.
Howc\"cr. oxygen transler from M=O to alkene. which precedes cpoxidmion. is essential.
Based on the approach ofan alkene parallel to the porphyrin plane and \'crticaJ to the
1\-1=0 bond. three intermediates (Figure 1.10) arc proposed:" (a) a concerted 11+21 path
giving an intcnncdiatc which maimains Ihc slereochemistry orthe alkene: (b) a non·
concerted 11+21 palh gener.l\ing a C-C-O-M rndieaJ. which ean t:xpJain the loss of
slcrcochcmisuy orthe alkene iflhe life lime orthe inlenncdiale is long enough 10 allow
rotation around the C-C bond: and (eIIl12+2j oJ.idali~'cC)'CIOllddition leading to a
rnctalloxetane imennediale. which ronns the cpoxidc by rcdueth'e e1iminalion.
oC1J--RO
Scheme 1.6 Preparation of the ehiral porphyrins
Theon:tieal in\·estigations'" suggested that anyone of the three intennediates may be
fa\·oured in the epoxidation of an alkene. Fe(lll)tcnds to I,mn an open inlermediate.
Ru( [I) catalyses epoxidation via a non·eoncened [[ +1] route. whereas Mollll) possibly
proceeds \·ia <I concened [I +:2] pathway.
T;\king the strategy of modifying the porphyrin frame by introduction ofchiral groups on
the IIIt'Sf) aod ll·pyrrolic positions, Gro\"Cs l!f (//. )7 had prepared chiral ·pickel !,:ncc"
porphyrins (Scheme 1.6l staning from
Su.IOll.ISa.20u.tetrakis(o·
'lminoph.::nyllporphyrin by amide
formation with (Rl-1·phcnylpropanoyl
chloride. Using the same approach.
porphyrin b (Scheme [.7). containing two
rigid. axially-ehiral binaphthyl bridges.
\\"<lS obtained by Groves.;' Catalytic
R R$ / J;,a 0 HM R~ lrr"0
rigurc I. [ 1 Formation of an aldehvde in
epoxidation .
~po:ddation of styrene with PhlO in the presence of these porphyrins and Fe(!lI) or
Mn(lJ[) chloride. gavc optical yields of31% and 48%ee. res~tively(Scheme 1.7).
[Or
(., (b'
Scheme I.7 Asymmetric ~poxidationof styrcnc with chiral porphyrin-based catalysIs
The rdati\"cly low optical yields were ascribed to sen:ral shortcomings in the systems:'" i)
similar to chiral pcroxy acids. the gap between thc chiral centres and thc activc sitc may
be too large: iiI "h,:nkage reactions" on the <lchiral tace of the porphyrin plane ean occur
~\"L'n in the pres~nceof ~xcess axial blocking ligand: iii) radical sidc-r<:actions such as
lhos.: in Figur<: 1.1 [ might occur. as indicated by the tormation of an aldehyde: and iv)
possible auto-degradation of the
porphyrin molecular architecture through
dimcrizationand/or oxidation may occur.
To overcomc these problems. the !\-In(1l1)
complex of 5r!.1 0I1.15«.1011-tetmkis[( R)· Figure J.11 Chiml porphyrin wall
1.l'-binaphthyl-2-yl]porphyrin (Figure 1.121 with a built-in "chiral wall:' which should
prt,:\-ent "Icakag,; rca'tions"and intcmlOlccular dimerization. was prepared and pron:d to
b,,; robust under oxidati\'c conditions. However. the optical yield 01'20% ee lor the
epoxidation of styrene was somewhat dis,ouraging.'"
1.2....3 Epoxidation in"oh'ing chiral salcn-bascd calal:~;sts
Chiml porphyrin-based catalysts
oller an altemati\'c for asymmetric
cpoxidaLion of un fun,tionalizcd
oldins thut is not uvailablc with
the Sharpless catalyst. Howe\"cr.
therc are still considerable Figure 1.13 ""hiral salen
limitations as stated above for their use in
organi" synthesis. Other synthetically useful chiral catalysts arc therefore highly
desirable. Salens. with the general stru"ture shown in Figure 1.13. are similar to
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porphyrins with respcl;t to d':l;tronil; properties. The peripheral carbons in porphyrin arc
all sp:. whereas two sp'. polentially stereogenic. carbons occupy positions I and 1 in th..:
salen abo\·c. The stereogcnic centres. locatedjusl two bonds away from the metal. are
closer to the acth'e site comp~red to the situation in the chiral porphyrin system.
Furthermore. the salen is a tetradentate ligand and the resulting complexcs should be
quitc slable as a result of the chelation cl1i:cI. Therclore. Ihe dissocimion constant of the
sakn complexes should be smalL and it is expected thaI the chirality will be maintained
within the framework of the chiral complex during epoxidalion. lfth.: chiral salen
I;atalysts havc higher al;tivity than the corresponding achiral fre.: transilion melal ion.
higher enantiosekctivity should be expected (LAC. Sharpless principle). Additionally.
therc arc at Icast three posilions. Rl R,. and R, on th.: phenol ring .l\·ai lable both lor sterie
tailoring and electronic adjustment. through Ihc conjugatL'<! benzylic ring. to the metal.
M<lnipulalion of the R groups will possibly oticnt the incoming oletln. modily electronic
propertics oflhc catalysL and improve both thc enantioseleetivity and the calalytic
Despite the ad\'anlages of salens and Ihe acknowledged catalytic <lcti\'ity ofth.:
I;orresponding Mn(lIl) complexes in epoxidation of olctins dating b<lck to 1985."
introduclion of chirality into a salcn framework at positions 1 and 1 to prepare chiml
catalysts (figure 1.14) was not reponed until Jacobsen's work in 1990.': It was found
th.:n thl; size ofthc substituent R, I;ontrolled the enanliosclcclh·ily. For R, "" H or CH). the
optil;al yi~lds were low lor <:posidation of,:i.\-·Il·methylstyrcne. When the size of R~ was
Figure 1.14 Chiral wkn-based l;alalysts
increased to I-Bu. a high oplil;al yield 01'98% <.'C was obtained allow temrx;:rature.
.Jal;obsencalalysts(J)
.11 R, = Ph. R," H. R, = H. R," I-Bu
.12 R,. R, = -(C,H,I-. R, -,-Bu.
R,-H.R,=I-Bu
Katsuki caLalysts (Kl:
KI R, = Ph. R, '" I-I. R, .. H. R, - -C(I-I)(Et)(Phl
Kl R,- Ph. R, - H .R, - Me. R, - -C(I'I)(Et)(Phl
.13 R,. R, '" -(C,I-l.)-. R, -R, =1-1. R, '" I-Bu KJ R,'" Ph_ R,· H. R," Me.
.I~ R, "Ph. R,"'CH,_ R," H. R," {-Bu R, "-C(H)(~-I·Bu-Phl
.15 R," Ph. R:"Br. R, =H. R,= {-Bu K4 R,. R, =-(C,H.)-. R, "H. R,-M"
X=CT or PF: R, '" (R)-C(I-I)(Et)(~-[.Bll·Phl
Since the initial discovery. marc than 120 chiral Mn(ll!) salen d"ri\"atiws ha\"c been
synthcsized and studied as calalysls lor the epoxidalion ofa variety of unfunctionalized
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oldins with PhIO. NaOel. and <:\"en 0: as the oxidanl.'H! Some representative catalysts
arc shown in Figure 1.14.:~·;~·H"'·: The results lor the epoxidation ord.'--f3-
methylstyrene_ styrene. 1I"(l/l.~-f3-methylstyrene.and t.2-dihydron:lphthalene are
summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Epoxidation of various alkenes with Jacob~n and Kmsuki catalvsts
olctin catalyst l:hemicalyield/%l ec('Yo)
Ph Me .11 73 81
>==<
./2 81 q,
II
"
K4 36 86
KI 50
I'h~ JI 75 57
"
\1.:
./2 34 47Ph>==<H K4 61 98
KI 25 43
00 K2 6; 72.11 7' 78./2 67 86
Inspection of Table 1.1 showed that high asymmetric induction was achie\·ed for
epoxid:lIion of ds-alkenes with Jacobsen catalyst .11. Introduction of more stcreogenic
(;cntrcs at R... as in Kmsuki catalysts KI and K2 had only a minor inl1uence on
cnantioselceti\"ity. The groups likely scn"cd as stcric bulk similar to the I-butyl groups in
Jacobsen catalysts. Tablc 1.1 also showed thm the enantiosclectivities lor epoxidation of
'6
fOigurc 1.15 The side-on approach of an alkene to a Mn"'O centre
II"(III.\' anu terminal alkcnes were lower than that for epoxidation of dx-alkcnes with both
Jacobsen and K.:usuki catalysIs.
Tn uccount lor the experimental results. a side-on approach of the alkene to the Mn(V)=O
CC11lrc located in a nearly planar salen rramcwork (Fig.ure 1.15). similar to the one
;;uggcslcd lor Grove's porphyrin system. was proposed by Jal,:obscn.)~ H.:- believed that
the bulky I-butyl groups in positions R: and R. shielded the ul')'l rings and prc\'cntcd
alkene approach \"Ia pathways a. b. and c (Figure 1.15). The alkene was lorced into
approach \"ja palhway d. which was slcricaJly favoured due 10 the smaller substituent
(\k) on the same side as the axial hydrogen .:lIom orthe cyclohcxyl ring and iarger
~llbstituent (Ph) on the other side of the equatorial hydrogen atom or the stereogenic
This side-on approach model was challenged by Katsuki'~who proposed that a prochiral
alkene molecule would approach the Mn=oQ ccntre along the direction e (Figure 1.15).
I'k reasoned lhat. in addition to the sterk elli."C1 from R;. iI-electron repulsions between
the salen benzene ring and the olefin also contributed to asymmclril; induction"" More
interestingly. Jacobsen proposed a radical intermediatc (Figure 1.10. b) 10 explain the
lonnation of 'r"m-cpoxide from epoxidation ora d.I·-alkene. On the other hand. Katsuki
l;l\'oured a mel1l11aoxetane intennedime (figure 1.10_ c) in order to suppon his
cxp.:rimental results which found thaI enantiomerie cxcesses for epoxidation of
conjugated dienes \\'CrC higher than that of alkyl substituted alkenes"" Since direct
experimental evidence regarding the intermediates has not emerged. the mechanism of
asymmetric induction remains an ongoing. intensi,'c debate."
:-.iewrthdess. comparison ofthc saJcn-bascd catalyst resull~ shown in Tablc 1.1 with lhe
porphyrin-bascd catalyst results shown in Schemc 1.8 indicates that Ihc
enantiosclcctivities with the fOnTIt:r are generally higher lor epoxidation of
unfunctionalizcd alkenes. MoreQ\·er. a straightlOrward synthesis based on a readily
a"ailable chiml sourcc «(I R.2R)- or {/S.2.'i).cyclohexane-I.1-diamincl madc chiral salen
t.:,nalysts morc attracti,'c and synthetkally useful. at least currenlly. than porphyrin-based
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chim! catalysIs. However. problems remain to be solved. Firstly. salen catalysIs were not
nppllcablc to the epoxidation oftrUII.\"'phenyl and aliphatic alkencs. Secondly. as a
consequence ofdimerization of the monosalcn compkxes.'" '; the Ii fetime of salen-based
catalysIs was shan. and turnover numbers were normally lower than 40.
1.3 Enantioselcc.inl epoddation in"olving heterogeneous chiral c:ual~'!it5
As slated above. homogeneous chir:lI catalysts arc oftcn unstable. Ao\;horing or
supponing efficient homogeneous chiral catalysts on solids like polymers"" silica gel~ or
\-Iokcular Si..:\'cs was anticipated 10 suppress catalyst decomposition caused by
intcmlOkcular dimerization and/or oligmeriz.1.tion.
1.3.1 Supported Sharpless cat..I~·sfs
The lirst repon. which dealt with an anchored Sharpless catalyst on Na"-montmorillonite
with zeolite-like cages. was reponed in 1990.'" Optical yields (> qO% eel lor catalytic
epoxidation ofallylic alcohols were demonstrated. but no further work with clays has
been reponed. Very recently. copolymerization of L-(+)-tanaric acid and
bis(chloromethyllbenzene anorded sc'"eral polytanratc esters (Schcme 1.8). which
showcd rclati'"c1y low asymmetric induction under Sharpless reaction conditions.
1..'.2 Supported .Jaeob.'!icn calal~"sls
Early atto.::mpts to immobilize Jacobsen catalysts lcd to polymeric species. which oncrcd
Hf~:
HOtH
CO~H
HOXCO,",
1-16 CO~Ar·)x
'9
::I: ,.Bu-tNBr. H:p. cHell' rcllux. 7 days
Scheme 1.8 Polymerization of chiml tartaric acid wilh bis(chloromcthy\)
benzen.::
lower ec's in epoxidation: l ,-\ new ··ship-in-the.bottlc·· approach encapsulates c!liral
,'vlnllll) salen complexes in a zeolite cage. so Ih.:!t shape-selecti\'c catalysis can occur in
the ca\·ily..~,~_t With cholesterol. a relatively larg<: substrate. no conversion was obsen'cd
whereas with smaller substrates like styrene more than 15% was conn.:rtcd to cpoxidc
with 34%cc
1.3.3 roly(amino add) catalysts
Polylumino a<::ids) or peplides hu\'c bt.'CTl widely tested as calalysts lor Michael additions.
carbonylation. hydrogenation and cpoxidalion. Julia cf til.... used poly-alanine as both a
~I-I H~O.,!NaOHLJ ,.( 'Ph t~l~ene/Cat.·
I-IF-C
r
H-COOH CICOOCI-I2Ph
NI-I2
7R-86%ee
H.C--eH-COOH SOCI
.' I . 2
HN-COOCl-{:lh~
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Scheme 1.9 Epoxidalion of chalcone with H.D. in the presence of
poly(aminoo.cid) - -
chira! auxiliary and a catalyst for the cpaxidation of dcctron-dclicicnt a.p-unsaturated
carbon~'l compounds. High optical yields were al;hic\"cd (Scheme 1.9). [tsuno Cl al."~
[(lund thai supported poly(amino acid) also can act as an cflicicnt chiml catalyst in the
cpo:ddution of substillll\.'<i chalcone (Scheme 1.1)) with high enanlioselccti\"ily (>'Xl% eel.
~'Iorc interestingly_ the polymeric catalyst can be rcco\"crcd without <llly loss ofaClivity
and can be used for further asymmetric cpoxid::l.Iion.
IA Resellrch design summaI')'
Re\'iew of the progress made during the past 10 years re\'cals that asymmctric
3\
<:[lOxidation of prochiraI alkenes remains a l;hallcngc sincl: Ih<: synthetically uselul chiTal
catalysIs examined so far have limited scope with regard to the alkene subslr.:ltcs. New.
enidenl chiral c3L:llystl' are therefore in high demand. especially for the epoxid3lion of
unfunctionalizcd alkenes.
Regardless orthe details ofasymmelric induction in either the Sharpless or Jacobsen
systems. Ihn:e poil1l.s are crucial for high cnantiosel«ti\"ily: i) passin: bondinS of
substr..l(c and/or reagent to the activo: centre to generate rigid conlonncrs and thus loree
oxo transfer 10 occur within the "coordination sphere": ii) orientation ofalkencs by virtue
of stene factors :lllo\\;ng sc:lecth"c appl"Oal;:h 10 the active site on one of the IWO
enantiotopic txes: and iii) introduction arC: or higher syrnmelry 10 the catalysIS to
reduce the lorm:lIion of diasteroisomeric trnnsition stales.:--· ....
In natur.:. Ih~ sc:1o:t:tivity ofan enzyme is determined by Ihe ~CQmcll'~' ortlle oclh'C' site
~mbcdd...'d in a conca\'e-shapcd re~ion of Ihe protcin. and non-booding S<..'Condar:y
interactions wilh thc subslrate. These conccplS ha\'e been strntegically USl..'<1 in organic
synthesis. suprumolccular chemistry. and very recenlly in asymmetric catalysis.;" ~,.",
There is no work to date which takes advan13ge ofmacrocyclit" architeclures \\ilh a
huilt-in cavity 10 impose non-CO\'alcnl inter.lClions such as ;1:-;( suckin~.H-bonding. "ft'.
ltlr asymmetric induction in cnantiosclcclivc eposidation of unfunctionalized alkencs.
This proj~ct ~xpJores a hostlguesl approach by the design and syntheses of a series of
chiml macrocydic bimetallic complexes. Th~ catalytic properties orlhc complexes in
cpoxidation ofunfunctionalizcd alkenes arc cvaluated on the oo.sis of understanding thc
contormation of the complexes both in solution and in the solid slate.
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Cbapter 2
Syntbesis and Cbaracterization of
Cbiral MacrocycUc Salens
2. t Introduction
As dcmonslnned for asymmetric epoxidation in Chapter I and rderence to other
asymmetric catalytic systems. l ... the activity and particularly the enantioseleclivity ofa
chiml catalyst is ligand-mediated. Accordingly. design and synthesis ofchira! ligands lies
a1 the heart ofasyrnmctric catalysis.: To this end. several chiralligands for asymmetric
cpoxidation have been reviewed in Chapter 1. Among these ligands. porphyrin-based
macrocyclcs with chirality located in the bridge(s) spanning onc or IWO laces of the
porphyrin planc(s) showed relatively low chiral induction.··~ However. the idea of
construction ofa chiral m3crocycle surrounding [he active site seems promising because
il is generally recognized Ihat macrocycles sueh as cyclodextrins. 1U• 1I cro\m ethers.l~_1J
and calixarcnes""b \\ith well-defined cavities have enhanced binding abilities by vinue of
non-covalent interactions. Consequenlly. a macrocyclic host can incorporate
confonnational constraints orthe guest and thus possibly reduce the number of
diastereoisomcrs during the course of a reaction. 17•1·'
From a structural point orview. macrocycles possessing binuclear coordination sites
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without a bridging anion crcate a pocket for an incoming guest and therefore are of
particular intercst~O because they resemble certain mctaJloproteins.': ' ·':': A great deal of
dTan has been made to mimic the function of these types ofenzymes.:J Lehn:~ indicated
that macrocycJes. capable of binding two metal ions in a geometry such that the)' could
coopcralh"ely direct a substrate within the cavit)' between themselves and thereby trigger
a reaction on a functional group of the guest. could mimic metalloenzymes. Several such
macrocycles have boo:en rcponcd.:~·:;O' For instance. recent work on the cleavage of
phosphate dieslcrs has shown that two metal centres provide enhanced electrophilic
assistance. On the other hand. it is quite surprising that cniTaI macrocyclcs. especially
those with a dislin":l c:I\·ity after coordination ofmcral(s). arc rare. The chiral
maerocyeles developed so far mainly focus on slereoisomer discriminalion. H A brief
summary of their complexalion behaviour toward enantiomers is presented below.
2.2 Chiral macrocycles
Chiral macrocycles can be c1assilied. according to the components Ortne ring. into
functionalized and unfunctionalizc:d macrocycles. In the fonner case. some hCleroatoms
such as O. S. N. Si. or even metals arc incorporated in the macrIX:yclic frame whereas in
lhe taller case the ring is carbocyclic. Herein. only funelionalized maerocycles are
examined due to their inherent complexing ability toward tr:msition metals.
Crown ethers;: (Figure 2.[. a) arc generally considered as Ihe tirst generation of
funetionalizcd chiral macrocycles and have a moderate hosl/guesl prcorganization
andcompkmentarity. Host/guest recognition is mainly based on H-bond fonnation
hetwcen acidic guesl protons RNH)· and the Lewis base sitC's. i.C'. oxygens of the host.
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Figure 2.1 Reprcsentative functionali7..ed chiral macrocycles
Wudl .') first reportL-d se"eral chir.:J1 ,rown ethers synthesized from I.-proline or 0-
ephedrine. Subsequently. CramJI.)' in,"cstigated the enantiosclectivecomplexalion of
enantiomerkally pure crown ethers with oplically active ammonium saliS and achieved
good resolution of racemates. Varying ··mulliplying-point-interaclion:· that is the
dilkrence ofH-bond numbers between the host and the guest. was used to explain the
obsen-ations. The phenomcnon ofhostlgucst chirosdecli\'c recognition was also
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d.::monstrated by Stoddart]j who concluded that stereoisomer discrimination could be
impro\'cd by inducling several host residues of different sizes for a better slenc malch.
Chiml crown ethers also havc been USl..-d as l;illalysts for C-C coupling in Mil;hael
additions. An cnantiomcric excess of almost 100% was m;:hic\"cd at vcry low
t.::mpcrature. It was believed that sterie clTccts played a major rok in the asymmetric
indul;lion.':
So,:l;ond generation functionali7.cd chiral macroo:;:ycles have mort.: ,;;:omplicalcd structures.
III addition to sterk effects and H·bonding. it-it Slacking plays an imponanl role in
hosllgucst preorganization (Figure 2.1. b)..;.l;"·)1 Introducing. coordination sitc(s) for
transition metals ontO the macrocyclic platform forms third generation tunctionalized
chiral macrocydes. Once complexed \~ith a transition metal. the lewis acids not only
further enhance hoSt/l;ucst interactions but alSQ create potential catalytic activc sites.
Fraser and Bosnich'"' prepared a series of chiral macroeydic transition metal complexes
from lhe binucleating ligand e (Figure 2.1) bearing. lour-(open) and six-(doscd)
coordination sit<:s in which the two mctals wcre bridged via two phenolalc groups similar
to the reported synthetic aehiral analogies with no cavity.)A It was tound that the chiral
diaminc I 1.'i".2S)-1.2-bis(aminomethyl)cyclopentane induces one topological diastcrcomer
of tile macrocyclic framework but no catalytic and stereoisomer discrimination work W;JS
reported.
4'
Brunner and Schicssling':;~ prcparl;d OJ :lA-membered ring ch.irall<:lradcntate salen ligand
(Figure 2.1. d) by reaction of{S}-2.2'-dihydroxy.l.\ '.binaphthyl-3.3'-dialdehydc and
(R.R)-1.2-diphcnylcthanc.l.2.diamine. Inhibited rotation ofbinaphth~'l probably resulted
in bidcntatc coordination-complexation offOUT metals rather than two. No structural
information of the free ligand and complexes has been published.
Prior to this work no chiral macrocycles capable oftonning an inherent cavity after
complexation of I\\"O metals had been reported. Comparalindy. achiral salen-crown-
ether-based trinuclcar compkxes"" arc very interesting in that a hard alkaline earth calion
is incorporated within the crown t:ther c3\'ity" .: and lorces the two salen moicties into a
.':"11 conformation. Consequently. a ca\'ity in which tWO metals werc nearly face-to-face
was tomlcd. However. based on CPK models. it was suggested that the possibility of
introducing chirality appeared unlikely."
""'onomeric and dimenc linear chiral sah::ns:''''; which arc structurally and elt:i,:tronically
similar to porphyrins. have ~n extensively explored by scveral groups and showed vel)
positivc results in asymmetril;: epo.'ddation (Chapter I). Chiml macrocyclic
salen dimer c (Figure 2.2l. which is strul;:turally analogous with diporphyrin r. would be
cxpel.:tl.:d to show promise in the same regard. [n this Chapter. the synthesis and
characterization of this new type ofchiral salen-based macrQl;ycles. namely chiral
macrocyclic salen dimcrs. will be dcseribed.
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Figure ::!.::! ChiraJ macrocyclic salen (e) and analogous diporphyrin <0
2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Basic synthetic strategies
SilJcn i1nd sillophene moieties i1re known 10 torm "cr:-' smble compkx<:s with most
trilnsition mdill ions. These complexcs JU"'e been widely uscd <1..<; CiltillYSIS and reilgents
in various asymmctric reactions such as epoxidation. <:poxidc ring-opcning.·.....• oxidation
or sull1dcs.""'" cycioproJXlnation.~"··' and Dicls-Alder reactions.~~ i\-lacrocyclic salen
dimcrs Ihat contain two salen units arc excellent largets. Since they ha\"e more free
posilions 10 be modified simply by changing the bridges or the substituents on the phenol
rings; the salen dimers arc electronically more adjustable. Furthermore. complexes
deri"cd from Ihese salen dimers would be more stable than Ihe corresponding monomeric
salens because of the macrocycle elrcc!. Tailoring of complexes 10 achie\"c high activity.
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~tabiliLY. and selectivity might therefore ~ possibk. In this study. the desired
macrocyelic salen dimers with dilTerent shapes and sizes were constructed through
template-directed synthesis using three types of dialdehydes and cnantiomcrically
enrichd (I R.1RH+ or (/S.1S)-(+)-cyclohexane- L2-diamine as the molecular building
blocks (Figure 2.3). For the purpose of comparison. a linear dimeric salen was also
synthesized through controlled condensation (Figure 2.3). The outcome of self-assembly
o
O~Hf'O
HO- {I~H
~ /; -
R R
contrOiledconden7
Figure 2.3 Synthetic strategies for chiral macrocyelic salcns and linear salen
4S
of dialdchydcs and the diamine W35 also examined (Figun: 2.3).
2.3.2 Syntheses of dialdehydes
As shown in Figure 2.3. the crucial starting materials lor syntheses of the macrocyclic
salen dimers or linear salen arc the dialdehydes. Since they were not commercially
;;1\-ailable. synthcses ofthcsc threc typcs of dialdehydcs wen: carried out and illustrated
bela\\",
2.3.Z.1 S"nthcsis of 5,S'.mclhylcne.his.salic,·laldehydes 3a·3d
Initbl attempts to synthesl:£e salicylaldehydes 2b·2d through selective ol"/Iw-fonnylation
of phenols (I b·ld) with formaldehyde in thc presence of hexamethylphosphoramide
IHMPAj in benzene were unsuccessful.'-' An ahemativc route,'-ltreatmcm of phenols (Ih.
Id) with 2 equh'alents ofparatonnaldehyde in the aprotic and poorly e1eetron.donaling
soh-cm toluenc in the pn:sence ofSnCI, and tri-II-butylamine, was used to obtain the
aldehydes Zh-2d (Scheme 2.1). Chromatography on silica gel (hcxane/elhyl acetate).
ga\'c 2h-2d as pale ycllow liquids. Subsequent reactions ofZa-2d with 1.3.S-trioxane in
:\cOH using H;SO, as a catalyst!' afforded thc dialdchydcs 3a-3d as pale yellow to yellow
crystalline solids in yields 01'60-70% alier chromatography on silica gel (hexane/ethyl
acctalc) or crystallization from hexane.
1\'l:1ss spectral data were consistent with Ihe proposed composition as evidenced by
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molecular ions that appeared at 1It'= = 156 tor JII. 184 tor 3b. 340 for 3c. and 368 for 3d.
The '1-1 and 'lC NMR spectra suggested symmetrical structun:s tor Ja-Jd. Six signals.
assigned to the six aromatic carbons of the two phenol groups. were observed for 311. 3b.
la: R=H
Ib: R=CH 3
Ie: R =i-Pr
Id: R = r-Bu
(CH~OJ.lAcOH
I~I!SOJ I
o~~>oHOVQOH
R R
2a: R = 1-1
2b: R=CH3
2e: R = i-Pr
2d: R =r-Bu
3a: R= H
3b: R-CH;
3c: R =i-Pr
3d: R=r·Bu
Scheme 1.1 Syntheses orlhc dialdcltydcs 3a-3d
3c. or 3d at low lield. 'JC resonances at 196.6 ppm tor 301. 196.8 ppm lor Jb. 196.9 ppm
tor 3c. and [97.2 ppm for 3d were assigned to the aldehyde groups. :\ high licld peak at
W.5 ppm was assigned to the methylene bridge for Ja: twO pc3ks at 39.7 ppm and 15.3
ppm were ascribed 10 methylene bridge and -CH; for 3b: three peaks 31 40.0. 26.5. 21.4
ppm corresponded to methylene bridge. and i-Pr for 3c; Ihre<: peaks at 40.2. 35.0. 29.4
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ppm \\"CTe assigned to thc methylene bridge and I-SU group lor 3d.
2.3.2.2 Synlhesis orS·r2-(J.rorm~·I""-h~'dro:.;yphenosy)cthox~·1-2-
hydroxybenz:llldehyde 6
Rq;io-control1cd panial (J-alkylati.:m of polyphenolie compound'" with S to prepare
dialdchyde 6 \\TIS pertonned under an incn atmosphere. 2.5-Dihydroxybellz.1ldehyde. -I.
was trented with 2 eq. ofNaH in dry DMSO to gh"e the clinnion. Subsequent reaction with
ethylene glycol ditosylalc 5 in DMSO gcneratcd Ihc dcsired dialdehyde 6 in 60% yield
nlh:r al;idic \\wkup and chromatography (Scheme 2.2).~~
A molt.x:ular ion at 1m: =302 in the mass spectmm continued the lonnula of the isolated
TsO~OTs l/d)~~~'.
Scheme 2.1 Synthesis of the dialdehydc 6
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H H
HO-O><=O-OH
.
Fi~urc 2.4 Possible products in tht: O.alkylation reaction
product as C"H"O,. The 'H NMR spcl;trum was consistent with the dialdehyde structure
6. The ')C NMR spectrum showed a signal at 196.2 ppm which was assigned to the
aldehyde carbon. Only were three aromatic carbon signals observed The bridge dhylene
glycol (-OCIl:CH:O.) carbons appeared as one signal at 67.8 ppm
These spectroscopic results excluded structure 7 hut could nOI rule out the possibility of
8 (Figure 2.4). Dialdehyde 8 was. howe\'er. less likely because ofrcsommcc 9. which is
conjugated and Ican:s the phenolic sile open lor ().alkylation. Sec Chapter 4 ror the
ligand structure.
2.3.2.3 S~'nthesis of 3./(3.rol'"m~·1·2-h~'drox~·-I-naphthyl)mcth~·11-2-
hydroxy-I-naphthaldch~'dc12
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Starting from l-hyJroxy-l.naphthoic acid 10. the dialdehyde II was obtained as a yellow
H
~O0J
OH
'0
l. ~\'lc;SiCl+KI
., H20
-
-
-
H
II
12
"
H
a
GMe
OM,
a
Scheme 1.3 Syntheses of the dialdehydcs II and 12
solid according to the route as shown in Scheme 2.3:~ Allcmpts 10 dcmcthylate the
protected 01-1 groups by rclluxingofdialdchydc 11 with BCI., in CH:Cl: on.:might did
nOl give 12.'~ Thin-layer chromatography (TLCl showed only the slarting material.
Dcmcthylation with Mc)SiCIIKI did produce the desired dialdehydc. but the yi<.:Jd was
poor (15%). No further attempts were made.
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2.3.3 Preparation of (JR.2R)-and (IS.2S)-cyciohexane-I,2-diamine 13
Preparation of <:nantiomeril;ully <:nriched cydohexanediaminc 13 Irom the corresponding
salt off I R.1R)- or (IS.1S}.cyclohex:me.L~-diamine-l-lartratewas curried out according
to a modi tied procedure initially dc\'eloped by Galsbol <!f al. H After release from Ihe salt
by treatment with aqueous KOH.l.h<: diaminc was c-xtractcd with eLher and dried on:r
sodium metal. Crystalli7..ation at room tt.:rnpcrature;: from ether alTorded 13 as clear
colourless crystals in good yield 175%l. The '1-1 NMR was consistent with thai of an
authentic sample trom Aldrich.
2.3.4 Template-directed syntheses for 2+2 dimers 14a-14d
Synthesis ofmacrocycles using template.directed reactions in the presence ora mcml ion
and high dilution conditiolls has been shown to be an elTecth"e technique:" [t is genera[[~
bclicn::d that coordination to the cationic templ<lte seryes to promole approprialc folding
of the growing ch<lin and fa\·ours cyclization.
Initia[ attempts 10 cyclizc the dialdehydcs 3 and (/ R.1R)- or (/.'i·.1S)-cyelohexane-I.2-
diaminc 13 with transition metal ions sueh as Ni(lI) orCu(il) resulted in thc lonnation of
a red or pale blue solid. which did nOI dissoh·e in any organic solycnts. Barium saliS
pro\·cd to be bcnelicial in the cyclizalion oflhc dialdellyde 3 with thc diaminc 13. The
reaction was carried out under high dilution by simullaneous slo\\" addition ofa solUlion
of 3 in THF and a solution of 13 in methanol to a solution of Ba(SCNl:or Ba(CIO.): in
THF/i'vh:OH (1 :11 at room temperature (Scheme 1.4). The condensation reaction was
facile and rcliabll:. Mixing thc dialdchyde and the diaminc immediately gave a bright
yel!o\'" solution.
Cycli;.o.:uion orlhe dialdchydc 3d and Ihe (/R.1Rl-diamine 13 with Ba(SCNl: resulted in
three major products with different Rr '"alues on TLC. After the reaction was complete (4
hl. slow addition ofMcOH to the reaction mixture produced a yellow prt:cipitate identical
with th.: lowest R, '·alue product. in about 15% yield. Further purilication of the
precipitate was accomplished by filtration followed by washing with acetone until the
washings were colourless. Chromatographic purification (hexane/ethyl acetate. TLC) of
the filtrate (ydlo\\' solution) atlorded the other two products in yidds 01'7% and II %.
The tlm.'C products wcre all air stable and had good solubility in common organic
soln:nts.
The two products isolated from the filtrate. which were conlinned to be lhe dimer 14d
and trimer 13d (sec below). showed similar IH NMR (Figure 1.5. p. 51) and IR spectral
patterns and had the same number of liC NMR peaks. The third produet 16d obtained
rrom the precipitate also showed a spectroscopic pattern similar to that orthe dimt:r 14d
except a peak at around 2.15 ppm. which was ascribed to inclusion-water-molecules.
:W:H
R R
3:1: R'" Ii
3hR""CH;
310:: R:;-Pr
3d R=I-Bu
14
9
H2N \n-~
J3
+ trimer ...
15 16
B:lx..:
(X~SCN·. Cl0~·).
THF'McOH
a:R= H
b:R-OI3
c: R=;·Pr
d:R=r-Bu
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Scheme:!.4 Tcmplalc-directed syntheses of chiral macrocyclic saJcns 14. 15. and 16
.~
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Identification of the three cyelic products was made on the basis of mass spectral
c,"idencc. Figure 2.6 shows mass sp<.-ctra of two oftne cydization products fonned from
3d and the diamine 13. The most mobile product on TLC had peaks at In': 893 (100%).
894 (7-1-%). and 895 (30%). which were consistent with those calculated lor the 2+2
metal-free [dimer I~d -'- B] isotope. The peak at Ill':" 911 (27%\ was the 14d plus a
H,O· ion. The second product showed peaks at III.': [339 (100"/0 ) and 1340 (95%).
consistent with the isotope of 3+3 [trimer 15d + H]· The peaks at /11,: '" 1358 (71%)
and 1359 (42%) were the ISd isotope plus a B,O· ion. nle last product did not g.ive a
molecular ion in the mass spectrum. but it was believed to be a 4+4 tetramer 16d.
The 'H NMR ehemica[ shift assignments for the dimer 14d. trimer 15d. and putati,·c
telranter 16d were based on HETCOR analysis (A representativc HETCOR for the dimcr
I~d is shown in Figure 2.7. p. 55). The phenolic protons were observed allow tield:
13.77 ppm lor dimer 14d. [3.80 ppm tor trimer 15d. and 13.77 ppm tor tctramer 16d.
indicating that the hydroxy groups in the dimer. trimer. and tetramer were all ,·ery acidic.
The four iminc protons in the dimer 14d ga\·c onc signal at 8.07 ppm. The imine protons
nftrimer 15d and tclramer 16d were identical and appeared as one signal at 8.2l ppm.
The bridge methrlcne protons also appeared as a singlet (3.63 ppm in l~d. 3.72 ppm in
15d. and 3.67 ppm in 16d).
-
--...-:
_Ill""'"
Figure 2.6 ES·MS IpCItra orthe m.crocydic saJen dimer Ita (lop) and trimer ISd (bottom)
~ . .~II~--rr-'n---L----i
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c
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As thc volume of the R group increased along (he series 01'1-1. CH1• i-Pro to I-Bu. thc yield
of tetramer increased whereas those ofdimer and trimer decreased. When R '" H. CH.'. or
i-Pro 2+2 and ~+4 products were obtained in yields of 30-10% and 7-10%. respectively.
When R = (-Bu. 2+2. 3+3. and 4+.& products were all Sl;:parated in yields of 10%. 7%. and
15%. respectively. These results showed that dialdehydes with bulky R ~roups
disf3.Youred the formation orlhe dim<:rs. 'H NMR and nC NMR spectroscopic
assignments lor each dimer 14a-14c were based on HETCOR spectra.
The simplicity ofthc 'H NMR spectra orall dimers 14a-I"d ruled out the possibility of
catcnanes and suggested that the dimers were symmetric. The I)C NMR SpcCIr.:J provided
the dearest evidence regarding the macrocyclc structure. TIlere were seven resonances at
low lid.!. corresponding to one ofthc four cquivalent imine C="N earbons and six of the
Iwcnty lour aromatic carbons for each macrocycle 14a-1 old. Consistcnt with o\"erall D;
symmctry. lour (lola). live (.4b)and six (14c. 14d) high field signals were observed for
thc remaining carbons. Furthermore. the sharp 'H NMR pcaks implied that the molecules
wcre either conformationally rigid or completely mobile on the NMR time scale.
A welliormed single crystal ofdimcr lola was obtaincd by slow evaporation ofa DMF
"Crystal data tor lola (C.;H.oO.N.. DMF): fw = 737.90: yellow. crystal dimensions 0.400 x
0.200 x 0.400 mm: monoclinic. space group P2,/e (#14). (/ = 14.640(3). h = 25.679(4). h
=; 81.97 (2). ,. = 11.045(6) A.II" 81.97(2f. V= 4112(4) N. Z '" 4. 5858 unique
;8
solution. Its molecular slructurel•1 was detennined by X-ray crystallography. An ORTEP
\-icwofthc structure of '4a is shown in Figure 2.8.
The molecular structure of 14a showed that Ihc four benzene units adopted an 1.3-
alternate conformation (Figure 2.8) with overall Dc molecular symmetry. Consequently_
the hydrosyl groups also dc\"iated Irom planarity with respect to the imine groups. The
fralls-array orthe two closest CH=N bonds and the l;onstraincd anglcs orthc spo
hybridized methylene bridge might force this arrangement. For example. the
intramolecular bond angles of \09.2" for [C(10j-C( 14)-C( (5)] and 112.8" for [C(3I)-
C(35)-C(361] showed a modesl3~ increase in comparison to the angles in a tetrahedral
sp·'. No hydrogen-bonding between adjacent 01-1 g.roups was evident in the 1.3-alternatc
contornlation. The two opposing Ixnzene rings were almost face-to-Iace with a distance
01'7.6 A. As shown in Figure 2.8 the lour benzcne rings define a calixarene·like structure
which we ha\'c named a ··cali.'(salen".~:
When Ba(C10~): was used as the template. the 3+3 products were not lound for R =H.
CJ-I; and i-Pro The major produCls wcre touod 10 be the 2+2 dimcrs 14a-14c and small
rell~tions.R =0.077. R,. = 0.045. DC'<d = 1.192 g1cm;: avcragc CH=-N bond length 1.25
A. Dctails of the structure delennination. crystal data. dala collecllon parameters. atomic
coordinates. bond distances. bond angles. and torsional angles can be lound in Appendix
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FigufC 2.8 ORTEP representation of the calixsalen 14a (Solvent DMF and hydrog.en
atoms were removed for clarity.,
amounts orlhc 4+4 letramers 16:1-16(. Ba(CIO.): was therefore used in all further
prcpnr:ltions orlhc more rigid 2+2 dimcrs 14a-14d. Similar results were obtained from
the condensation reactions of(IS.1S)-cyclohexanc.l.2-diaminc and dialdchydes Ja-3d.
2.3.5 Effects or reaction conditions on the cyclization
2.3.5.1 Template effects
To avoid potentially explosive pcrchloratcs. otlter metal sails were used to test the
cyclizmion reaction between 3a and (/R.lR).cyclohcxanc-[ .2·diamine (Table 2.1). With
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Mo·'· as the template. dark brown. presumably Mn" salen complexes were found. Tests
tor cyclization with alkali metal sailS gave dimeric product. A larger ion appeared 10
increase the yield of the dimer(K" > Na"). bUI the yield was still [ower than thai obtained
with Ba~' salts. Based on those observations. MoO:(AcAc): was examined in the
template cyclizD.lion reaction. The resuhing yellow reaction mixture was not soluble in
common organic solvents except DMF. Therelore. transition metals tested were not
suitable templates lor the cyclization reactions.
Table::!. [ The template etT~t on dimerization of dialdehyde 33 and the diamine 13
uimer yield 45%
NaCl
5%
KCl
8%
Mn(OAc);
nOlobser,'ed
MoO~(AcAc):
nOI obscn"e<J
2.3.5.2 Reaction temperature and lime
Using Ba(CIO.J:a5 a template,the l;:O'el;ts of reaction tem~rature and time on the
cyclization arc summarized in Table 1.1. \linen the reactions were pcrlonned at15~C.
increasing the reaction time decreased the dimer yield and favoured the fonnation of
tClramer. The appropriate reaction tiOll;: was luund to b.: n/. 4 h. A reaction temperature
of 50"C was optimal for preparation of the monomeric salcn;"-'· .... however. the dimer
yield was very low and less soluble yellow precipitates. presumably of oligomeril;
mixtures. dominated.
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Table 2.2 The effect of temperature and lime on dimerization lor I-Ia
Tcmpcrature lime (hr) results
nodimcr
:!SC 45%dimer
overnight IO%dimcr
50"C nodimcr
2.3.S.3 Solvent effects
Since barium salts have vcl')' poor solubility in less polar organic sol\"cnls. methanol was
uscd as a co·sol\'cnt in all reactions. As shown in Table 2.3 the best solvenl system found
was THF:i\·teOH=I:l.
Table 2.3 Solvent ctTeclS on the lonnation of the dimer 14a
Sol\"cnts(1:1)
dimer yield (%)
THF/MeOH
40-45
CH:CI!McOH
30
CHC1,1MeOH
20
2.3.6 Template-directed synthesis of macr~yclicsalen dimer 17
In order to alter the cavity size. the methylene bridges in lola were replaced with longer
ethylene glycol links 10 fonn a 32-mcmbcred macrocyclic ring (Scheme 2,51. With
Ba(CIO.): as the template. the 2+2 cyclization ordialdehyde 6 and the chiral diamine 13
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allordcd 17 as a pale yellow solid in 45% yield after chromatogrnphy.
Ion spray mass spectra gave strong peaks at m;= "'760 and 778. corresponding to the mass
of the salt·trcc dimer 17 and the dimerplus one water molecule. The '1--1 NMR spectrum
of 17 displayed a series of signals. Four imine signals at 8.05. 8.07. 8.08. and 8.09 ppm
with an intensity ratio of 1:2:4: 15 were obser....ed by 500 MHZ NMR at room temperature.
"1\\-0 sets of aromatic proton signals were apparent and. they showed very similar 'H
NMR patterns. These observations suggested the presence of possible four conformers
with IWO in dominant lor the dimer 17 in solution (See next section lor I>'onformational
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analysis). I-IETCOR and COSY experimenlS of 17 supported this inlcrpn::tation.
The I!C NMR spectrum of the dimer 17 showed double lhc number of carbon peaks
which would be expected lor D: symmetry. Two imine carbon resonances in a ratio of
1:3 appeared at 164.9 ppm and [64.5 ppm. Twelve aromatic carbon signals were
obsen-ed. The signals of the stcrcogenic carbons were present at 72.7 ppm and 71.6 ppm.
lJ
17
Scheme 2.5 Synthesis of the chiral macrocyclic salen dimer 17
There were also two ethylene signals at 66.8 ppm and 67.5 ppm and two methylene
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carbon signals at 32.9 ppm and 32.8 ppm assigned to the cyclohexyl ring. Another two
mdhylcne carbon signals were found at 24.2 ppm as indicated by a almost doubled
intensity. The remaining IlC NMR signals of the minor conlormalions were not
observed.
Considering the product distribution pattern obse....·cd in Ihc cyclization of dialdehyde 3d
and the diaminc 13. il is likely that thc cycli7..4ltion of dialdehyde 6 and Ihc diaminc also
would generate a trimer. and a telramer. Therefore. the remaining solid after initial
chromatographic separation. was funher separated by prepannive TLC using the same
duent. However. instead oftrimerortetramer. another ponion of the dimer was obtained
in about 10% yield.
2.3.7 Con(ormadonalsludics afthe macrocyclic dimer 17
:\s disl;ussed in the previous section. the dimer 17 was conloflltationally mobile at room
tempcraturc. Rotation of the phenol rings and the Ilexiblc cthylcne glycol bridgcs mig.ht
made thc non-rigidity possible. Comparison of the calixsalen structurc lola with
calix[4]arcnes suggested that the four confoflltcrs obscryed by 'H NMR were the 1.3-
:tltcrnatc. 1.2-altemate. cone and partial cone (Figures 2.9 and 2,10). MMX molecular
modclling analYSIS via PC Model V6.0 (Serena software) revcaled that the confoflltalion
encrgy (kJ/mole) lollowcd the ordcr: Eu .•11 (318)< E, :.•" (355)< E",~"""",, (422)< E«>n<
(439), Hencc. the major species \\'as assigned to the 1.3-altemate and the second most
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abundant species was assigned to the 1.1-altemate conlormer. Since the diiTerence in the
chemical shifts between the imine protons orlhe conlormers was measurabk (ClI. 0.02
ppm /: it was possible 10 calculate a minimum rotational barrier of about 16 kJ/molc.
Variable Temperature (VT) NMR studies at 300 MHZ contirmed the abo\"(~ conclusions.
Upon warming the sample to 55"C. the (wo imine carbon signals obscn'cd at RT.
coalesced into one and the ten aromatic signals redul;cd to nine. Huwever. the bridge
curbon signals remained unchanged. Therefore. the two major conlormers mosllikely
stemmed from phenol ring rotation.
'1-1 NMR c:-.:perimcnls at -30"C and· 50"C on the calixsalens 14a and .-4d with the shon
methylene link showed no signal coalescence. indicating that 1m: 26-mcmbered
macrocyclie dim.:rs. unlike thc 32-membered relativcs, were eonfonnationally stable.
on tho: abo\'e results. it appeared that thc shortcr m.:thylcnc link b<:twecn the two a salen
moieties might lock the macrocycle conlonnation and thereby would bcnetit Based
symmetric induction,
2.3.8 Template-directed synthesis ofchiral macrocyclic salen dimer 18
In addition to modifying. the cavity shape by changing. the substituents 011 the phenyl rings
such as in l~a·l~d and replacing the bridge to adjust the cavity size such as in 17, it is
1.3-altcmatc
I.l-altemate
Figure 2.9 Possible conlormers or the calixsalen 17
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panial cone
Figure 2.10 Possible eonformers of the ealixsalcn 17
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also possible to tune lilt: depth of the cavity by replacing the four benzene rings (each has
a width of ca. 6.8 A) by naphthalene rings (each has a \\idlh of cu. 8.4 AS"). Based on
Ihis consideration. the macrocyclic salen dimer 18 was prepared according to the route
shown in Scheme 2.6. Condensation of dialdehyde II and the chiral diamine 13 was
perlormed in THF/McOH (1:1) with 83(ClO.I: as template:1t gentle rel1ux (mere was no
13
II
Q
-N N
18
Scheme 2.6 Synthesis oflhe macrocyclic dimer 1M
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reaction at room temperature). The reaction was tallowcd by TLC. After 6 h. a resultant
\\-hitc precipilalc was collccted by filtr::llion and washed with McOH. Crystallization
from loluene atTorded an olT-white solid.
The mass spectral peak at m/= '" 915 was consistent with the molecular ion [dimer 18+
HI" In the 'H NMR spectrum. an imine signal al 8A2 ppm Waso\'crlapped with a
naphthalene proton signal 0=7.5 Hz). Unlike the contonnutionally tlc.... ibk
calix[4]naphthalene!h in which an AB system was nonnal forthc methylene bridge. the
two methylene protons were equivalent (4.61 ppm) in the climer 18.
As pointed out previously. the methylene bridge carbon appeared around 41 ppm in
macrocyclc 14a-14d: however. in thc naphthalene system it was strongly shielded (22.8
ppm). This comparison demonstrated that repl:lccment of benzene with naphthalene
chanl;cd the dimer propenies not only ~eomelrically but also electronically. A difference
also can be seen for the imine ~roups. The imine carbon si~nals. which appeared at about
165 ppm tor dimcrs 14a-14d. occurred at 157 ppm fordimer 18. indicating that the C=N
bonds were relatively electron rich in the naphthalene salen dimer.
2.3.9 Directed synthesis or chirallinear salen dimer 20
In order to compare with m:lcrocyclic salens. :I linear salen dimer was synthesized
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according to the route shown in Scheme 2.7."~·"" The half- unit 19. generated by reaction
uf(l R.2R)-(-j-cydohexane-1.2-diamine and phenol aldehyde 2d in highly dilute CHCll
2d
'9
O~HH O
HO -- 7 ~ OH
,,/; --
I-Bu 3d I-Bu
CHCI;/MeOH
ON_ -NON-cF: Ho3=n=fOH Ho9
I-Bu I-Bu I-Bu I-Bu
2.
Scheme 2.7 Synthesis of the chiral linear dimeric salen 20
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solution. was very unstable and easily converted to monomeric salen. Attempts 10 isolate
the half-unit failed. The next step was therefore perfonnro in .,-itll. A small amount of
McOH was lirst added 10 the solution to break the intramolecular hydrogen bonding
~Iwccn -OH and NH:_ the dialdchydc 3d was then directly introduced [0 the solution
containing the half-salen unit over a period 01'24 h. Afler stirring for an additional 6 h.
solvents were evaporated at oil-pump vacuum. leaving a yellow solid. which was purified
by prcp,:Irative TlC (hexane/ethyl acctalc) to give a 25% yield oflhe linear dimeric salen
2B. [n the course oflhis work. Janssen and coworkers reponed a similar dimeric salen
manganese complex.··1 but no data were available for the free ligand.
The linear salen structure was eonfinned by 'H and 1JC NMR. Assignments were based
on HETCOR experiments. The 'H NMR spectrum showed two well separated chemically
nonequivalent imine protons a! 8.28 ppm and 8.19 ppm. Corrcspondingly. two C=N
stretches wcre obser....ed at 1654 em' I and 1635 cm'l, Two dilferent f-Bu group signals at
1.38 ppm and 1.35 ppm were also found. [ntereslingly. the two prolOnsofthe methylene
bridge in 20 were nonequivalent and a doublet at 3.67 ppm with 1=3.6 Hz was observed.
This implied that the two salen units on either side orthe bridge were twisted. The IJC
Ni\·IR sp.:etrum showed two imine carbon resonances al [65.7 ppm and 165.6 ppm. As
cxpccll:d. there werc twelve aromatic carbon signals. in which two quaternary aromatic
carbon signals werc overlapped at 137.1 ppm. O\·erall. twenty three carbon signals. which
matched the proposed structure 20. were found.
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2.3.10 Self-assembly for tetramers 21a-21d
Directed reactions and template-directed reactions between the chiral diaminc and
dialdehydes alTorded linear salen and macrocyclic salen dimers. respectively. II was
interesting to speculate on the possible outcome ofa reaction without template conlrol
since polymer or macrocycles could resull (Figure 2.11). The reactions were condu<:lcd by
macrocycJic salen 21
~' Q~,H: 0 0 -~: H:- 0 0 -:HR R R Rn
polymer 22
Figure 2.1 I Possible products of the reaclion without template
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directly mixing 2 eq. ofUR.1R)-(-)-cycloht:"ane-1.2.diaminc in methanol with 2 cq. of
dialdehyde (3a. lb. 3e. or 3d) in THF at room temperature. During an 8 h reaction period.
a yello\\" precipitate was graduall~'generated. Workup similar to that used for tctramer
16d afYorded a yellow solid.
'H NMR spectra showed that the products were clean and that there were no aldehyde or
amine signals present. A large signal at 2.15 ppm. tentatively as.signcd to WUleT molecules.
was observed in all fOUT products. In the "C NMR spectra. one imine and six aromatic
carbon signals were found for each of the products (2Ia. 21 b. 21e. 2Id). In addition. six
l;arbon signals for 21d. six for 21 c. live for 21 b. and lour for 2III \\"CTC observed at higher
field. l[the products were polymer 22. broad proton NMR signals would be expected.
The "c and 'H NMR wcre therefore more consistent with a macrocyclic structure.
Comparison of the 'H NMR and I!C NMR of21d with that ofdimer 14d. trimer ISd. and
tetramcr 16d indicated that it was idcntical with the spectrum of 16d. Therefore. it was
concluded that the major product in the absence ofa metal template was a macrocyclic
salcntctramer.
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2.4 Summary
N,;w types of chiral mncrocyclic and linear salens were synthesized. In the presence ofa
Ba~' templ:lIc ion. the condensation reaction bcl\veCn (I R.2RH-r or (/S.1S)-(+)-
cydohc:->ane-I.2-diamine and dialdehydes 3a-Jd. 6. or 7 gave macrocyclic salen dimers
cont:!!ning c:l\"ities \\ith different shapes. sizes. and depths. Reaction in lhe absence ofa
template ion anordcd macfocyclic salen tctramcrs as the major product.
X-f<IY and NMR studies suggested thai the four benzene units in all macrocyclic dimer'S
prclerred a 1.3-altemate conformation both in solution and in the solid state. The dimer
with longer -OCH;CH:O- bridges was nexiblc and scveral intcrcon\"cniblc confonncrs
coexisted in solution. The dimers with shoner -CH;- bridges. on the other hand. were
confonnational1y stable. which was considered to kc an advantage in preparation of chiral
catalysts.
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2.S Experimental Section
2.5.1 Methods. Unless olherwise specified. all reactions were perlormed under a nitrogen
atmosphere. Nitrogen gas was purified by passing through a series orcolumns containing
DEOX (Aipha) catalyst healed to 120"C. granular P,O,,,. and activated 3 A Mole<:ular
Sic\"es. Organic solutions were concentrated using a rotary evaporator al aspirator
pr~ssure. Flash column chromatogmphy was performed with silica gd (130-400) mesh.
Preparative thin layerchroma\ogrnphy plates (4 rom) were made from Aldrich silica gel
ITlC standard grade 7749. catalogue No. 34644-6). Thin layer chromatography \Vas
performed on prttouted silica gel plastic sheets with a !1uoresl;cnl indicator UV:~..
IMachcrcy.Nagcl GmbH & Co. KG. Germany).
2.5.2 Reagents. Chemical reagents and solvents wcre purcha.o;cd from Aldrich and uscd as
rccci\·cd with the following exceptions. (I R.2R)- or (/S,2S)-cyclohexane-I.::!-diamine-L-
tartrate salts were a gin from ScpraChem Company. Dry DMSO was obtained from ACS
grade DMSO by dl')'ing over acth·atcd 4 A Molecular Sic\·es. Anhydrous toluene was
obtained by distillation ofslock toluene from a dark blue solution containing sodium and
bcnzophenone. Anhydrous dichloromethane was obtained by distillation ofstoek CH:CI:
from CaH~. £'Clrl!mc carc .~"olf/dwkclI\l·"I!IIIl(mlllil1~Ba((·/OJ: ll·fTich i.l· shoL·k .1·CIlSilil'".
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2.5.3 Inst..-umcntation. Melting points (mp) were determined on a Fisher-Johns appar.Jtus
and were uncorrected. Elemenlal analyses were pertormed at the Analytical Service
Labor,Ilory. Department of Chemistry orthe University ofAlbena. Electron spray mass
spectral (ESMS) analyses were conducted in the Biochemical Mass Spec laboratory at the
Department of Chemistry. University of Waterloo (see Chapter 5. fordeluiled
c;.>pcriments). Mass spectral (MS) data were from a V. G. Micromass 7070HS instrument.
IH NMR spectra were recorded in CDCI". CD:CI:. CD;COCD). or toluenc.d~on a OE
300-NB spectrometer operating at frequency of 300.1:2 MHZ with Me,Si as an internal
standard. I·'C NMR spt.'Clra were recorded at 75 MHZ. High field NMR data were
recorded in CDCI, on a Broker 500 MHZ spectrometer at the Department of Chemistry of
thc ~kMasterUniversity with Me,Si as an internal standard. NMR spectra for each
compound synthesized in this study arc attached in Appendix 6. Data are reported as
fc.lllows: chemical shin (ppm). multiplil;:ity (s = singlet. d = doublet. dd = double doublet. t
'" triplet. br = broad. m = multiplet). coupling constant (J. Hz). integration. and assignment
(mH-x. m for the H numbers in the position x ofa molecule). 'H NMR and lie NMR
spectf3 were all processed using Nuts (availablc from Acorn NMR). Chemical shifts for
'-'C NMR spectra arc relati\'e to the solvents I) = 77.2 ppm lorCDCI). <5 =137.9 ppm for
C~D,CD). and 0'" 54.0 ppm for CD~CI~. Infrared spectra were recorded with a Manson
Polaris Fourier transform spectrometer. Crystal data were collected at ambient
tempcrature on a Rigaku AF"C6S diffractometer with graphite monochromated Mo-Ku.
radiation and a 1 kW scaled tube generator. Details of the X-ray experiments arc given in
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Appendix I.
2.5.4 Syntheses of the aldehydes and dialdehydes
RttOH10
<Y I H 2h: R=CH)
2c: R = i-Pr
4 ~ 6 2d: R"'I-Bu
To <I three-necked round-bottomed tlask (500 ml) equipped with a rellux condenser.
stirring bar. and a nitrogen source was added anhydrous toluene (100 mLl. thc approprial<;:
phenol (0.50 mol). tin(lV) chloride /6.0 mL 0.050 mol). and lri-n-butylamine (34.7 ml.
0.20 mol). The pale yellow mixture was stirred lor 10 minutes at room temperature. then
par<lfonnaldehydc (33 g. 1.1 mol) \\<15 added in one ponion. The resulting yellowish
solution was heated at IOOue overnight. Aller cooling. thc resultant black mixture was
poured into water(:! L). acidified 10 pH 2 with 6 mol/L hydrochloric acid. and extracted
with Et;O (3 x 100 mll. The combined red ether solutions were ~\'aporated and purified
on silica gel (hcxaneICH~C1:). Products were obtained as pale yellow liquids in 77-81%
yield.
2h~'" Yield: 56 g (82%). 'H NMR (CDCI): 6 11."2.7 (s. 1H. OHt 9.88 (s. IH. CHO). 7.40
(d. 1=7.5. 2H. H-4. H-6). 6.93 (t. J=7.5. tH. H-5). 2.27 {s. 3H. CH.J.
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Ie Yield: 63 g 180%). 'H NMR(CDCI;): 6 11.37 (So IH. OH). 9.88 (so 1H. CHO). 7.47
(dd. 11-1.1.-.-,<=7.1. JM =I.5. 1-1-6). 7.40 (dd. tH. 1,/"7.1. 1.....=1.5. 1-1--4). 6.98 (I. IH. 1=7.1.
1-1-5). :>.37 (septet. 1=6.9. II-!. f·Pr). [.13 (d. 61-1. 1=6.9. j-rr)
2d'-'1> Yield: 69 g.177%). 'H NMR (COCl): 6 11.81 (S. lH. OHI. 9.83 (S. II-{' CHO). 7.51
(dd. IH. J•.•=7.-L J....=I.1. 1-1-6) .. 7.36 (dd. 11-1.1,.,=7.1.1....=1.1.1-1-41.6.91 (dd .. JH. J•.
•=7.1.1 •.•=7.4.1-1-5). lAI (5.91-1. [-Bu).
2.5..1.2 Synthesl's of the 5.5'·meth~·lcne-bis-saliq:laldch~·desJa-Jd
o
HO
H H
_0
OH
R
3a: R = H. Jb: R = CH, 3c::: R'= i-Pro 3d: R"" /·Bu
To n solution of3-alkyl-2-hydroxy-benzaldehydc (Za. lb. 2e. or 2d) (0.060 mol) in 20 mL
OfrlCdlC acid was added 1.3.5-trioxanc (0.90 g. 0.020 mol) at room temperature. A
mixture ofO.::!5 mL HlSO, in 10 mL aeetie aeid was then dropped inlo the solution at 70"C
over a one hour period. The resultant solution was stirred ror 12 h at 70"C and then
poured into ice water. The mixture was allowed to stand overnight. and then hexane or
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chloTofonn (2 x 100 mll was added to extract the product. The conc<;:l1trall::d l;:xtract was
rurilicd on silica gel (hexane/ethyl acetate) and a pale yellow c~'stalline producl was
obtained.
3a Yield: -U g (61%). rnp: 136 -138: MS (nli=) 256 avr): IR (Nujol); 166! em·'ICHOl.
1589 cm"(Phl: 'H NMR (CDC1;):,) 10.92 Is. 21-1. 01-1). 9.85 (s. 2H. (HO). 7.37-7.32 (m.
41-1. H-4. 1-1.-4'. 1-1-6. H-6'). 6.97 (d. 21-1. J= 7.4. H-3.1-1-3'). 3.96 Is. 21-1. 1-1-7): UC NMR
(CDC],): 0196.6 «(HOI.. t60A (C-2. C-2'). [37.7 «(·6. C-6'). 133.4 (C-3. C-3'). 132.2 eC-
1. Cool'). 120.6 (C-5. (·5'). 118.1 1(-4. (-4'). 39.5 (C-7): Analysis: (aled. lor C,~H,PJ: C.
70.12: H. ·U6. Found: C. 70.31: H. 4.72.
3b Yield: 6.1 g (72%). rnp: 148-149"C: MS /111= 284 (i~k): IR (Nujoll: 1649 em"leHO),
1622 cm"(Ph}: 'H NMR (CDCI): 0 11.16 (s. :!H. OH). 9.83 (s. :!H. CHO). 7.21 (br.2H.
H-6.1-1-6·). 7.16 (br. 2H. H-4. H-4'). 3.88 (s. 21-1. 1-1-7). 2.24 (s. 6H. G\,): IJC NMR
(CDCI): 6 196.8 (CHO). 158.8 (C'::1:. C-2'). 138.7 (C-6. C-6'). 131.8 (C-1. C-[·). 130.9 (C-
-I. C-4'). 127.5 (C-5. C-5'). 120.0 (C-3. C-3'). 39.7 (C-7). 15.2 (CI·J.,): Analysis: Caled. for
CI1I'II~O~:C. 71.80: H. 5.68. Found: C. 71.58; H. 5.65.
3c Yidd: 6.3 g (65%). mp 71 -73 "C: M5 (nil:) 340 (M"): IR (Nujol): 1654 em· 1 (CHO).
1622 em" (Ph): IH NMR(CDCI;): Ii 11.28 (s. 21-1. OH). 9.83 (s. 2H. C[·IO). 7.29 (d. 2H.
J~2.0. H-6. 1-1·6'). 7.13 (d. 2H. J"'2.1. H-4. H-4'). 3.95 (s. 2H. H-7). 3.36 (septet. IH.
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J=6.8. i-Pr}, 1.23 (d. 61-1. 1=6.9. i-Prj: "c NMR (CDC I,): oS 1%.9(CHO). 158.1 (C-1. c-
:?'). 137.6 (C·1. Col'). 134.5 (C-6. e-6'). 131.9«(-5. (·5'). 130.9 «(-4. (-4').120.2 (C-3.
C-3'). 40.0 (C-7. C-7'). 26.5 (i-Pr). 22.40 (i-Pr): Analysis: Caled. for C~IH~.O.: C. 74.09:
H. 7.11. Found: C. 74.23: H. 7.38.
3d Yield: 7.2 g (68%). mp: 123-124"C. MS (m'=J 368 (M-): IR (Nujol): 1661cm" (CHO).
1615 em" (Ph): 'H NMR (CDel): oS [1.71 (5.21-1. OH). 9.83 (5. 21-1. CHO). 7.38 (d. 21-1.
1=2.1. H-6. H-6'). 7.15 (d. 21-1.1=2.1. 1-1-4. H-4'). 3.95 (5.21-1. H-7). 1.42 (5. 18H. I-Bul:
IJC NMR (CDC1,): 0 197.2 (CH01. 160.0 (C-2. c-:n. 138.7 (C-1. C-I'). 135.1 (C-5. C·S').
131.-l (C-6. C-6'). 131.3 ((-4. (-4').120.7 (C-3. C-3'). 40.2 (C-7. C-7'). 35.0 (I-Bu). 29.4
(I-Bul: Analysis: (aled. forC:,H:p.: C. 74.96: H. 7.66. Found: C. 75.14: H, 7.87.
25"'.3 Synthesis of 3-12.(3.form",·I-I-hydroxyphenoxy)etho~'1-2-
hydroxybcnzaldehyde 6
oz.. ~o
HO~"----./O~Of-l
3' 7' 7 3
To ~ suspension ofNaH (1.31 g_ 0.0550 mol) in 12 mL ofDMSO was added a solution of
2,5-dihydrosybenzaldeh)'de (3.47 g, 0.0151 mol) in [2 mL DMSO over a period of 1 h
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with dgorous stirring at temperalUre O"C. The mixture was allowed to wann to room
temperature and ethylene glycol ditosylalc (4.36 g. 0.0125 mol) was then added in one
portion. The dark brown solution was stirred for 24 h. Subsequently. Hp (150 mL) was
added. and the reaction mixture was extr.lcted with CHell (2 x 50 mLI. The organic
layers contained only a small amount ofunreacted ditosylate and wen; discarded. The
aqueous layer was acidified wilh I mol/L Hel to pH I. and the mixture was extracted wilh
CHC1.'(1 x 50 mL). The combined organic layers were evaporated. the remaining black
mixture was purified by chromatography on silica gel (hexanc/chlorotonn) 10 give a pale
yellow crystalline product 2.1 g (59%).
6 mp: 159-161 "C: MS (m/;) 302 (M-): IR (Nujol); 1654 em" (eHO). 1582 em" (Ph): 'H
NMR (CDeI): 6 [0.69 (s. 2H. OH). 9.87 (s.1H. CHO). 7.11 (dd. 2H. )=<!.7. )=9.3. H-4.
I·I-·n. 7.08 Cd. 2H. J=1.7. H-6. 1-1-6').6.96 (d.1H. 1=<).3. H·3. H-3'). 4.33 (s. 4H. H·7. H-
7'): lJC NMR (CDeI;): 6 196.2 (CHO). 126.2 (C-4. C-4'). 119.1 (C-6. C-6'). [16.9 (C-3.
C-3·). 67.8 (C-7. C-7'): Analysis: Caled. for C ..H,~Oh: C. 63.56: H. 4.67. Found: C. 61.12:
11.4.38.
2,5.4.4 S~'nthesis or 3·1(3·rorm}'I-Z·hydroxy-l.n.. phth}'I)meth~·11-2-hydrox~·.I·
naphlhaldchydc 12
Dialdehydc I J 0.300 g (0.756 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL ofanhydrous CH:Cl~ at
room temperature. To this solution 4 cq. of Mc,SiCI (0.40 mL. 3.1 mmol) and 4 eq. of KI
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12
15.80 g. 3.11 mmol) were added under a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was then kepi
at rcllux lor 14 h. AftercooJing. 10 mL o(water was added and the organic layer was
rcmo\"cd. The concentrated organic phase was purilied on silica gel (hcxancJcthyl acetate
'" 5: 1). A ydlo\\' solid product was oblaincd (0.041 g.15%).
12 I" NMR (CDCJ;): 011.06 (s.lH. OHIo 10.07 is. 21-1. CHQ). 8.13 (d. 2"1. J"'8.9, H-6.
1-1-6'). 8.01 (s. 21-1.1'['1. H-I'). 7.75 (d.J=oS.1. 21-1. H.f). H·Q'). 7.4t·?1l (m. ~H. H·8. H·S',
i-1.7.[-P').4.87(s.2H..CH:-).
2.5.5 Resolution for (IR.2R) or(JS.2S)-(:)·c1ohc:canc-I.2-diamin~13
An aqueous solution ofKOH (4.0 g. 0.10 mol) in to mL ofwalcr was added 10 solid
(/R.2R)-1.2·diaminocyclohcxane-L.tanr:l.lc (13.2 g. 0.0502 mol) from ScpraChcm in a
scparatory funnel. and the mixture was shaken carefully. The amine layer was separated
as quickly as possible and ether was added to Ihe solid residue. then the combined ether
and amine solutions werc dried \\i-ith excess sodium ovcm;ghl. After coneenlration. the
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~\her solution deposited a clear and colourless crystalline product (4.3 g. 75%) on standing
at room temperature. The lH NMR spectrum was consiSlent with thaI ofautltenlic
diamine purchased from Aldrich. Tht: diamincs arc hygroscopic and should be handled
approprialely.
2.5.6 Syntheses of the chiral macrocyclic salens
2.5.6.1 Syntheses oflhe chiral macrocydic salen dimers l·b-14d lind trimer 15d
9o 13 0H
II R~3
17. R-l4
"
H0
39 Q
35
H0
34 Q 31
14a R = H. '4b R =CH;. '4e R" i~Pr. 14d R = I-Bu
To a solution ofBa(SCNh (0.368 g. 1.20 mmol)or Ba(CIO.h (0.469 g. 1.20 mmol) in 20
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mL of MeOH and 10 mL ofTHF was added dropwise (I R.1R)-cyclohcxane-[ .2-diamine
(0.137 g. 1.20 mma!) in 15 mL ofMcOH and thcdia[deh~'de(1.20 mmol) in 15 ml of
T1-IF at room temperature over a 1.5 h period. A yellow solution was generated. After 5
h. 10 mL of MeOH was added to the ycllow-orange solution. and the resulting precipitate
was collected and washed with McOH (3 x 5 ml) and acetone until the acetone washings
w.::r.:: colourless 10 yield the lelramer.
The liltrate obtained above was c\"aporated 10 d~'ness to give a yellow-orange solid. which
was dissol\'cd in 4.0 mL ofCI-I:CI: and 1.0 mL of MeOH. "nit: orange solution was
flurilicd by preparative TlC dc\'t:loped in hexanc!l;:thyl acetate to gi"c the analytically pure
climer.
I~a Yield: 0.16 g (40%). 249"C dec.; ESMS (m.:=): Cakd. lorC"I-I."N~O" 668: Found:
668 (100%).669 (48%). 670 (12%). 671 (3%): IR (Nujol): 1636 em" (CI·I=N). 1589 em·1
(Ph): 'H NMR (CDeI;): 013.14 (s. 41-1. -01-1). 8.07 (s. 41-1. H-7. 1-1-21. 1-1-28. H-42). 7.18
(dd. J".~=2.4. J".,:=8.3. 4H. H-Il. 1-1-16. 1-1-32. H-37). 6.92 (d. J~.,,=2.4. ~H. H-9. 1-1-20.
1-1-30.1-1-41).6.75 (d. J=7.8. 41-1. H-12. H-17. 1-1-33. H-38). 3.64 (s. 41-1. H-14. H-35). 3.22-
3.18 (m. 4H. H-I. H-6. H-22. H-27). 1.85-1.42 (m. 16H. eyclonexyl rings): lJC NMR
(CDCl;): I) \64.5 (C-7. C-21. C-28. C-42). 159.5 (C-13. C-18. C-3-t C-39). 132.2 (C-12.
C-17.C-33. C-38)'13I.5(C-8.C-\9.C-29.C-40).131.2(C-9.C-20.C-30.C-4I). 119.2
(C-l0. C-15. C-31. C-36). 116.9 (C-I1. C-16. C-32. C-37). 73.1 (C-1. C-6. C-22. C-27).
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41.1 ((-14. C.35). 33.5 (C-2. C-5. C-23. C-26). 24.4 (C-3. C-4. C-24. C-25).
I.&h Yield: 0.14 g (32%). 209"C dec.: ESMS (1111=): Caled. lorC,.H.:N,O, 724; Found:
724 (M".IOO%). 715 (19"/..). 716 (15%1. 742 fM"+H:OI: IR (Nujol): 1628 em-' ICH"'N).
1603 em" (Ph): 'H NMR (CDCl;): 013.49 (so 4H. ·OH). 8.08 (s. -1H. H-7. H-lt. H-28.
H.....n:l. 7.05 (s. -1H. H·C). H-lD. H-30. H-4I). 6.80 (5. -1H. H·II. H-16. H-32. H-37). 3.59 (s.
-IH. "1-14. H-35). 3.21-3.[8 (m. 4H. H-I. H-G. 1'1-22. H':!7). 2.17 (s. 12H. H-B. H-44. H·
45.1-1-46). 1.85-l.26(m. 16H.cyclohcxyl rings): IJC NMR (CDCl.,): 6164,6 (C-7. C-2!.
C-28. C-42). 157.7 (C-13. C-18. C-34. C-39). [33.3 (C-g. C-19. C-29. C--IO). [31.9 (C-lO.
C-15. C-31. C-36), 128.7 (C-9. C·20. (-3D. C-41). 125.7 (C-12. C-17. C-33. (-38). 118.4
(C-l1. C-16. C-32. C-37). 73.2 (C-1. C-6. C-22. C-27). 41.2 (C-14. C-35). 33.6 (C-2. C-
5. C'::!3. C-26). 24.4 (C-3. C-4. C-24. C-25). 15.7 (C-43. C-44. C-45. C-46): Anlll~'sis:
Cilled. for C,~H~:N"O,: C. 76.20: H. 7.:!3: N. 7.73. Found: C. 75.67: 1·1. 7.25: N. 7.36.
I4C Yield: O.IOg (20%). 178"C dec.: ESMS (/III:): Caled. for C... H""N"O, 836: Found:
837 (M + H. 100%): IR (Nujol): 1636 em" (CH=N). 1603 cm"IPh): 'H NMR (CDel):
613.50 (s. 4H. -OH). 8.07 (s. 41-1. 1-1-7. H-21. H-28. H-42). 7.09 (s. 4H. 1--1-9. H-20. 1-1-30.
1-1--11).6.75 (s. 4H. H-I [. 1-1-16. 1--1-32_ 1--1-37). 3.65 (so 41--1.H-14. H-35). 3.28-3.19 (m. 81-1.
1-1-1. H-6. 1-1-22. 1-1-27. H-43 (-CtiMc:). 1--1-44 (-CliMc;). H-45 (-CliMc;). H-46
(-CliMc;)I. 1.67-1.23 (m.16H. eyclohexyl ring). I.IC) [d. J= [8.0. 24H. H-43 (-CHlli:).
1-1--1-1 (-C1-I&k;). 1--1-45 (-CH.M£:). 1-1-46 (-CHM,s.:)]: lJC NMR(CDCI;): 0164.8 (C-7. C-
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21. (-28. C-42). 156.9 (C-)3. (-18. C-34. C-39). 136.0 (C-S. C-19. C-29. (-40).131.8
((-12. C-[7. (-33. (-38).118.8 «(-9. C-20. (-3D. (-41).128.7 (C·II. C-16. C-32. C-
37).1 [8.6 (C-IO. C-15. C-31. C-36). 73.0 (e-I. C-6. C-21. C':27). 41.7 (C-[4. C-35). 33.7
(C-2. C-5. C-13. (-26). 26.6 [(-43 H,:'HMe:). (-44 H':'HMe:). (-45 H':HMe:). C-46 {-
Q·IM..::)I. 24.4 {C-3. C-4. C-14. C-25t12.7 [C-43 (-CH~). C-W (-CH~).C-45 (-
CI-Illi;). (-46 (-CHM£:)f. 22.5 rC-43 (-CHlli.:J. (-44 (-CH~).C-45 (-CHM£,;). (-46
(.CHM£~)l: Analysis: (aled. forC!..H~~N.O .. : C. 77.46: H. 8.19: N. 6.70. Found: C.
76.56: 1-1.8.31: N.6.48.
•-'d Yield: 0.062 g (11%).210 "C dec.: E5MS (1It-'.:): Caled. lorC,"H,~N.O.:892: Found:
893 (\-r+H. 100%). 894 (75%). 895 (19%). 911 (19%): IR(Nujol): 1636cm" (CR"'N).
1603 em" (Ph): 'H NMR (CDCI,): 6 13.77 (5. 4H. -01'1). 8.07 (5. 4H. foP. H-21. H-28.
H-42l. 7.14 (s. 4H. H·(). H-20. H-30. H-4Il. 6.73 (s. 4H. H-II. H-16. H-32_ H-37). 3.63 (s.
4H. H-14. 1'1-35). 3.24-3.22 (br. 4H. 1-1-1. H-6. H-22. H-27). 1.84·1.26 (m. 16H. cyclohexyl
rin];st 1.36 (5. 36H. H-43. H-44. H-4;. H-461: IJC NMR (CDCI;): 6 165.4 (C·7. C-21.
C-28. C-42,. [;8.8 (C-13. C-18. C-34. C-39). 137.0 (C·8. C-19. C-29. C-40). 131.0 (C-12.
C-17. C-33. C-38). 129.6 (C-9. C-20. C-30. C-4I). 129.4 (C-[ I. C-16. C-32. C-37).
119.1 (C-IO. C-15. C·31. C-36). 72.5 (C-1. C-6. C-22. C-27). 41.7 (C-14. C-35\. H.9 [C-
43 (-{:Mc;). C-44 H';.Mc). C-45 H:Mc;l. C-46 (-~Mc,)]. 33.8 (C·2. C-5. C<?3. C-26).
29.67 (C-43 (-Clli:;l. C-44 (-C~). C-45 (·Clli1). C-46 (-CM£,,)]. 24.5 (e-3. C-4. C-24.
C-25).
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Macroq;dic salen trimer 15d
Q
~7=' ,*_T,., ~o 13 OH H 13' 0 CH211 II'l-Bu '-Bu
15d Yield: 0.044 g{7.0%).
[SMS (11I:=): Cakd forC.,H II , N~O, 1338: Found: 1339 (M"';' H. 100%). 1358
(1'..1+1-1 ..0"): 'H NMR (CDCI;): .) 13.80 (5. 61-1. 6-0H), 8.:!l (so 61-1.1'1-1). 7.02 (5. 61-1. H·
<)).6.72 (5. 61-1. H·ll l. 3.71 (5. 61-1 .•eH;- bridg.es). 3.30-3.28 (m. 61-1. 31-1-1. H·6). 1.88-
1.26 (m. 241-1. cyclohcxyl rings). 1.33 (s. 541-1. 6 (-Bu).
Using. B<I(([O,); asa template. thedimcr yields 0.26 g (58%) for 14b and 0.29 g (53%) for
I.&d were higher than those obtained by using Ba<SCN1: as a template. The cyclizations
und workup of (IS. 2S)-( +l-cyc;:lohexane-I.2-diarnine and the dialdchydcs were carried out
under the same conditions as (IR.2R)-(·)-eyclohcxanc-I.2-diaminc. Similar rcsults were
obtained.
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2.5.6.2 S~'nlhC!iis oflhe ma~ro~'dk~alen dimer 17
To a solution ofBa{CIO,); (0.390 g. 1.00 mmol) in 20 mL ofTHF and 20 mL ofMeOH
\\";lS addo:d (/R.1R)-cyclohexane-1.2-diamine (0.114 g. 1.00 mmol) in 20 ml McOH and a
solution of the dialdchydc 6 (0.302 g. 1.00 mmol) in 20 mL ofTHF with stirring at room
tem~ratuft:over a 1.5 h period. The soh"ents were pumped olTand the yellow organic
solid was then pun lied by preparati\"l~ TLC (hcx;lOc/ethyl acetate).
17 Yield: 0,17 g (45%). ESMS (m/:): Cakd. forC,.H,~N,O";760; Found: 760 (100%).
778 (M" + HpJ: IR(Nujol); 1636 em" (CH=N). 1596 em"(Ph): 'H NMR(CDCIJ ) of
the most stablcconlormcrat RT: 012.79 (h. 4H. -OH). 8.04 (s. 41-1. H-7. H-n. H·29. H-
44).6.82 (dd. JII .q =3.0. J".d"g.O. 41-1. H-I L H-17. 1-1-33. H-39). 6.77 (d. J II_,!=8.9. 4H.
H-I I. H-18. H-34. H-40). 6.57 (d. J'>'I,=3.0. 4H. H-9. H-21. H-31. H-43). 4.11 (dd.
89
J,••. ,!~=L 1. JI.'.I.~= 3.2. H-14. H-15. H·36. H·37). 3.11-].20 (m. 4H. H-I. H-6. H-23. H-
28). 1.95-1.45 (m. 16H. cyclohexyl rings): IJC NMR(CDCI) at RT: <5164.5 (e-7. C-22.
C-19. C......4). 155.4 (C-D. C-19. C-35. C-41). 150.5 (C·IO. C-16. C·]2. C-38). [19.8 (C-
11. C·17. C·]3. C-39). 118.3 (C-8. C-l0. C-30. C-42). 117.5 (C-ll. C-18. C-34. C·40).
116.8 (C-9. C-21. C-]!. C-43t 72.7 (C.\. e-6. C·2]. C-l8), 66.8 (C-14. C-IS. C-36. c-
37).31.9 (C-Z. C·S. C-14. C·17).14.2 (C-3. C-4. C-25. C-26). 24,3 (cyclohexyl rings).
Dimcr 17 'H NMR (CDC!,) of the second Siable confonner 31 RT: 6 11.79(br. 4H. -Ol-n.
8.07 (s. 4H. H-T. H-21'. H-29'. H-44'), 6.83 (dd. J II_....=2.9. JI1·.,~=9.0. 4H. H-II', H·IT.
H·33'. H-39'). 6.79 (d. JII"_I~,=9.0. 41-1. H-ll'. H-1S', H-34', 1-1-40'),6,54 (d, 1....11" =2.9, 4H.
(-1.9'. (-1·2 r. (-1-31'. H-43'). 4.11 (dd. J"'-"'b-=2.0, J,••.,,~= 21.4. H-I4', H-I5'. 1-1-36'. 1-1-37).
3.27-3.18 (m, 41-1, H-I', 1-1-6', 1-1-23', H-28'). 2.00-1.40 (m. 161-1. cyclohexyl rings); IJC
NMR (CDCI;) of the second stable conformer al RT: /) I64.7(C-7'. C-22'. C-29'. C-44'),
[55.6 (C-I3'. C-19'. C-35'. C-4I'). 151.0 (C-lO'. C-16', C-32', C-38'). 120.6 (C-II'. C-17',
C-33'. C-39'). 118.2 (C·8'. C-20', C-30', C-42'). 117.5 (C-I2'. C-18'. C-34'. C40'). 116.3
(C-9'. C·21'. C-31'. C-43'). 72.6 (C-1'. C-6', C-23', C-28'). 67,S (C-14', C-15'. C·36'. C-
37').32.8 (C-2'. C-5'. C-24'. C·27'), 24.2 (C-3', C-4'. C-25'. C-26'),
For the t\\"o remaining less stable conformers. imine signals appeared at 8.08 and 8.09
ppm. Other signals were very weak and could not be interpreted.
Dimer 17 'JC NMR (CDC!,) at 55"C: <5165.1 (C-7. C-22, C-29, C-44), 155.9 (C-I3. C-
1<). C-35. C-4I). 151.4 (C~[O. C·16. C·32. C·38). 151.0 (C-IO'. C-16'. C~32'. C-38'). 121.1
(C-Il. C~17. C~33. C~39). 120.4 (C-II'. C-I7'. C-33'. (·39').118.7 (C-8. (~20. C-30. C-
42). 117.8 (C-I2. (-18. (-34_ (-40). 117.3 (C-12'. (-18'. C·34'. (-40').116.9 (C·9. C·
21. C-31. (-43). 72.9 «(~I. C-6. C-23. C-28). 68.2 (C-14. C-15. (·36. (·37). 67.5 {C-
14'. (·15'. C~36' (~37'). 33.2 (C-2. C-5. C-24. C-27). 24.5 ((-3. C-4. (·25. C-26).
2,5.6.3 S~'nlhesisoflhe maeroe~'e1iesalen dimer 18
To Ba(ClO,): 0.390 g (1.00 mmol) in 20 mL ofTHF and 20 mL ofMcOH was added 4-
1(4-lonnyl-3-methoxy-l-naphlhyl)methylJ-2-methoxy.l~napIllhaldchyde II 0.397 g (1.00
mmol) in IS mL ofTHF and (/R.1RH+cyclohexane-1.2.diamine 0.1 14 g (1.00 mmol)
simullaneously under gentle reflux. The clear colourless solution was kept at reflux for an
additional 4 h. A white precipilate fonned. which was fillered and washed wilh MeOH (3
.]
x 5 ml). Aller crystallization rrom toluene. an ofT-white solid was obtained.
Oimer 18 Yield: 0.32 g (64%). ESMS (mI=): Calcd. for C~!H",N.OJ 924: Found: 925 (M
+I·n. IR (Nujol): 1649 (CH=N) em". 1622 em". 1596crn·'. 1503 ern"': IH NMR
(COG,): 6 8.42 (5. 4H. H·7. H-27. H·34. H-54). 8A2 (d. 1, ...."'7.5. 4H. H-14. H-lD. H-
41. 1-[·..171. 8.06 (5. 4H. H-9. H-25. H-36. H-51). 7.65 (d. 4H. J'I.,~"'8.1.H-I L H-2J. H-J8.
H-50), 7.56 (dd.l,!..."'7.5.1 o . IJ=7.5. 4H. H·13. 1-1-11. H-40. H-47). 7.39 (dd. 1=8.1. J,!.
,:""'7.5.41-1. H-12. H-22. H-39. H-49). 4.61 (5. 4H. 1-1-17. H-44). 3.42 Is. 41-1. H-1. H-6. 1-1-
28. H·33). 2.[6 (5. 121-1. 4Me). 1.84-1.44 (m. 16H. cyclohexyl rings): UC NMR (CDCI)):
il 157.4 (C-? C·2? C·34. C·54). 156.1 (C·SS. C-56. C·;? C-581. 134.2 (C-IS. C-19. C·
42. C-46). 130.6IC-l0. C·24. C-37. C-51). 129.3 (C-8. C-26. C-35. C-53). 128.9 (C-16.
C-18. C-43. C-45). 128.0 «(-9. C-25. C-36. C-52). 127.1 (C-14. C-20. C-41. C-47). 126.8
(C-ll. C-23. C-38. C-50). 114.9 (C-11. C-13. C-21. C-::!1. C-39. C-40. C-48. C-49). 74.5
(C-1. C-6. C-18. C-33). 61.96 (OMe). 33.3 (C-2. C-5. C-29. C-32). 24.7 (C-3. C-4. C-30.
C-31). 22.8 (C-17. C-44).
2.5.7 S!t'nthesis oflhe chirallinear dimeric salen 20
Salicylaldehyde 2d (0.446 g. 2.53 mmol) in 50 mL ofCHCI) was added dropwise to a
solution of (/R.2R)-i-)-cyclohcxane-1.2-diamine (0.286 g. 2.50 mmol) in 50 ml ofCHCl,
O\'er a 24 h period at room temperature with stirring. Dialdehyde 3d 0.461 g (1.25 mmol)
in 5 ml oITHCl; and 10 ml of MeOH was then added in onc portion. After 6 h. the
yellow solution was concentrated and purilied by preparative TLC (he:-.;anc/cthyl acetate).
.,
Q 0~,ojL~: f:O~O=~: ~:=:v~: ;Y91~ ('.X
allording analytically pure yellow solid.
Dim.:ric salen 20 Yield: 0.28 g. 25 %. mp: 83 - 84 "C; ESMS 1m.::): Ca1cd. ror
C.71-17~N~O, 880: No molecular ion was found: IR (Nujol); 1654 em" (CH=N). 1635 em' I
(CH=N): 'H NMR (CDCI;l:" 13.78 (hr. 41-1. 401-1). 8.28 (5. 2H. 1-1-7. 1-1.7'). 8.19 (d.
1=2.1. 21-1. "1-14. H-14'). 7.24-7.20 (ro. 2H. H·l. H·2'). 7.04·6.98 (m. 41-1. H-20. 1-1-20'. H·
18. H-IS'). 6.7]-6.68 (m. 4H. 1-1-1. H-I'. 1-1-3. H-3'). 3.67 (d. 1=3.6. 2H. H-ll). 3.36-3.24
(m. 41-1. H-S. H-13. H-8'. H-I}'), 1.<)8-1.27 (m.16H. cyclohexy[ rings). 1.38 (5. ISH.t-Bu).
us (5. ISH. I-Bu): IJC NMR (CDCI,):.5 165.7 (C-7. Co?'). 165.6 (C-14. C-14'). 160.5 (C-
5.C-S').158.7{C-16.C-16'). 137.2 (C-4. C-4'. C-17.C-I7'). 130.4(C-19.C.19').130.:!
(C-20. C-20'). 130.0 (C·18. C·IS'). 129.6 (C·I. C-I'). 1:!9.4 (C-3. C-3'). I 18.S (C-6. C-6').
IIS.6 fC-15, C-I5'). I 17.9 (C-2. C-2'). 72.6 (C·g. C·8'). 72.4 (C·13. C·13'). 40.6 (C-21).
34.9 KMc;l. 33.4 (C·12. C-12'). 33.3 (C·9. C-9'). 29,6 (Clli,). 24.5 (C·l0. C·IO'. C·ll.
C-II').
2.5.8 S,yntheses oflhe ma<:rocyclic salen lelramen 21a -lid
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0"~'=N N=*,o 13 OH HO 13' 0 i:~~11 R R II' 4
21n: R = H. 21b: R = CH,_ llc: R = i-Pro 21d: R = {·Bu
(/R.1RI-H-Cyciohexanc-I.:!.diaminc (0.138 g. 1.21 roma!) in 10 mL ofMeOH was added
dropwisc (Q a one equivalent dialdehydc 3a. 3b. 3c. or 3d solution in 10 mL ofTHF at
room tcmpcmturc over a 30 minute period. Stirring yellow solution lor an additional 8 h
resulted in [ormation or a yellow solid. which was collected and washed \\ith acclOne (5 x
10 mLI and McOH (5 x 10 mL).
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21a Yield: 0.34 g (85%). 303°( dec." IR(Nujol): 1635 cm·1 (CH=N). 1615 em" (Ph): 'H
NMR (CDC1;1: I'i 13.14 (s. 81-1. 80H). 8.19 (5. 8H. 8H·7). 6.99 (dd. J=2.4. J= 6.6. 8H. SH-
Ill. 6.9[ (d. J=6.6. 8H. 8H-ll). 6.77 Cd. 1=1.4. 8H. 8H-9). 3.72 (5. 8H. 81-1.(4). 3.16 (br.
8H. 41-1-1. 4"1-6).1.85-1.44 (br. 321-1. 8H-2. 8H·3. 81-1-4. SH-S).
21b Yield: 0.31 g 01%). 235°C dec.: IR (Nujoll: 1628 em" (CH=N). 1596cm" (Ph): IH
NMR (CDC1,): i5 13.42 (5. 81-1. SOH). 8.20 (5. 81-1. SH-?). 6.89 Is. 8H. 81-1-9\. 6.78 (5. gH.
SH-Il). 3.66 (5.81-1. 8H·14). 3.28-3.25 (br. 81-1. 41-1-1. 4H-6l. 2.23 Is. 8(1-1,). [.83-1.42 (br.
311-1.81-1-2. :m-3. 8H-4. 8H-5): 1JC NMR{CDCl»:,) 164.9 «(·7).157.8 (C-13). 134.0 (C·
Q). 131.05 (C-8), 129.1 (C-l11. [25.9 (C-I1). [17.9 (C-IO). n.8 (C·!. e-6). 40.1 (C-14).
33.4 (C-2. C-5). 24.3 (C·3. C-4). 15.7 ((Ho)'
lie Yield: 0.42 g. (83%). 217"( dec.: IR (Nujol):1628 em" (CH""N). 1596 em"(Ph): 'H
~MR (CDeI): is 13.48 (s. SH. 80H). 8.2! (s. 8H. SH-7). 6.99 (s. SH. SH·'l). 6.76 Is. SH.
SH-Il). 3.72 (s. SI-I. SH-14). 3.31-3.25 (br. 16H. 4H-1. 4H-6. SruMe;). I.S4-1.42 (br.
321-1. 81-1-2. 8H-3. 8H-4. 8H-5). 1.17 (d. 48H. J=3.0. 8CH~): UC NMR (CDCI;): ;5
165.2 (C-7). 156.9 (C-13). 136.2 (C-8). 131.1 (C-10\.129.1 (C-l1).118.\ (C-12). 72.7(C-
1. C-6). 40.5 (C-\4). 33.5 (C-2. C-5). 26.6 (CI·IMe;). 24.4 (C-3. C-4I. 22.7 (CH~).
21d Yield: 0.44 g (80%). 221"C dec.: IR (Nujol):162S em" (CH=N). 1596 em· l : 'H NMR
(CDCI): <5 13.69 (s. SH. 80H). 8.21 (s. 8H. 8H-7). 7.05 (s. 8H. 8H-9). 6.74 (s. 8H. 8H-
95
11).3.67 (s. 8H. 81-1·14). 3.28-1.16 (br. 8H. 41-1-1. 41-1-6). [.86-1.39 (m. 321-1. 81-1-2. 81-1-3.
81-1-4. 8H·5j. 1.35 (s. 72H. 8eMel ): lJC NMR(CDCI,): <5165.6«(-7). 158.7«(-13).
137.2 ((·11).130.5 (C-IO). 130.1 (C-9). 129.67 (C-11). 1[8.6 (C·8). 72.54 (C-1. (-6),
40.6 «(-14). 35.0 C!:Me,J. 33.4 (C-2. C-5). 29.6 (C~). 24.5 (C-J. C-4).
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Cbapter 3
Studies of Mono- and Binuclear Nickel
Cbiral Calixsalen Complexes
3.1 Introduction
Almost e\'e~' tr:msitlon melal can catalyse cpoxidation ofalkcnes wilh terminal oxidants
such as perox)' acids. hydropcroxidcs. amine oxides. iodosylbenzene. and hypochlorite. I.:
[t is g~nerally believed": that a metal-peroxo species (MO~) ror early transition metals or
a mctal-oxo species (MO) for the middle and late transition metals is in\"olved as an
intcrm<:diate in thc reaction. The meml serVl;:S as an oxygen relay. possibly via an
oxidatlve-additionlreductive-elimination sequence. to accomplish catalytic oxidation.
Those transition metals that can readily change oxidation st:lICS and coordination numbers
arc good epoxidation catalysts. Fc(IIl). Mo(ll!). and Rc(IV) are particularly elTecti\'c.-'·~
On the other hand. transition-metal-based ehiral catalysts cllccti\"c in asymmetric
catalytic cpoxidation are scarce and. moreover. chiral binuclear macrocyclic catalysts
ha\"e nOI hcen reported even though they are expected to show better catalytic properties.
such as higher activity and selectivity. than their mononuclcar analogs.~ Examplcs of
mononuclear chiral catalysts arc the chiral diethyl tartrate- medialed titanium.7 chiral
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Figure 3.1 Representative nickel complexes exploited in epoxidation
SINOl.ligated lanthanoid (La or Vb) complexes." and chiral saleo-mediated manganese
catalysts" (Chapler I). Other platinumIV!).'" nickel(lIl. '1 and iron(I1Il'~ chiral complexes
only gave 30% cc or less.
Since high oxidation state nickel was found in \"arious nickel complexesl}· ,. and
particularly m:lcrocycle.bascd nickel complexes which were synthesized to mimic nickel-
containing redox t:nzymcs and co-enzymes. showed catalytic activities in cpoxidation
reactions.,,·I·," prepar.llion or chiral macrocyclic mono- and binuclear nickel "calixsalen-'
complexes were thererore initially attempted in this sludy. There were also several other
considerations. Firstly. :lehiral salen·bascd nickel complex. shown in Figure 3.1 3. had
the highest activities among the previously developed nickel complcxes.'··'s Howcvcr.
chira! versions ofthesc catalysts ha\·e nOI ~en reponed. Secondly. salen Ni(lI)
complexes are normally squllre planar and diamagnetic. Therefore. conformation and
structure studicsofthis class of compicxes became possible using NMR. In this regard.
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Dangel <!I (//.'~ recently reported a ehiml salen-like niekcl complex (FigufC 3.1 b) derived
from amino acids. but only 4% ec was reported in epoxidation of Ir(m.~-I3-methyls[yrene.
This chapter describes the preparation and chnraeterization of the chiral calixsalen mono-
as well as binuclear nil;kd complexes and the resulls ofthcir host/guest and catalytic
properties.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Preparalion of chiral mono· and binudcltr nickel(ll) cltJixs:aJen complexes
With regard to complcxiltion of calixsalens. the r;hallenge was how to introduce
sequentially transition metals into the two identical coordination sites to obtain
mononuclear eomplcxes.~··:1 If this were possible. both mononuclear eompkxes and the
l;orresponding homobinuclear and heterobinuclear t::ompJexcs might be at::t::essible and
would prodde a new window in the exploration of ehiral mctallamacrocycles.:~which are
generally synthesized by transition-metal-dirct::ted self-assembly of simple Tat::emic or
l;hiral pret::ursors.::·:· The synthesis of mononuclear mat::rocyclic complexes \\us
therefore attempted. and it was found that solvent was extremely important in
determining. thc outcome of complexation. With MeGH and CH:CI,. MeOI-! and CHCI).
or MeOI-! and THF as solvents. theanticipatcd mononuclear Ni(ll) complexes 3.1-3.4
I\-erc formed as the major products at room temperature (Scheme 3.1). Complexation at
3.5: R-H
3.6: R ·CIi
3.7: R =/-rr
3.8: R:/-Bu
Scheme 3.1 Preparation of the mono· and binuclear calixsalen nickel(lI) complexes
highcr Icmpcr:lIure (50°C) also gU\"C mononuelcilr Ni(\I) complexes in these soh"cnt
systems. Incrcasing the reaction timc from 4 h to 24 h al 50"C with an excess oflhe
Ni(lI) Sillt gavc ring-opcned Ni(lI) complexes. which were confirmed by If-( NMR
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observation offrccOH (11.67 ppm) and CHO (9.80 ppm). Of noIe was that free ligand
was always present during the reaction as observed by TLC. suggesting the presence of un
equilihrium between a mononuclear complex and free ligand in solution. This
assumption was also supponed by the obser.ation that the characteristic imine signal of
the free ligands was observed in the IH NMR spectrum after storing the mononuclear
",j(lIl complex in CDCI) over a period of one week. In contrast. the solid complexes
\\"ere stable in air a\ room temperature. Interestingly. the complexes were even more
soluble than the corresponding free ligands in almost all organic soh"ellts tested. The
nickel complex 3,.4 even dissolved in benzene and paraffin oil! Elemental analysis. NMR
spectroscopy. infrared spectroscopy and. in the case of 3.... X-ray dim'action confimled
that only one of the two tetradentate salen sites was coordinated (sections 3.1.2 and
3.1.4).
LJnc:-.pcctcdly. the binuclear Ni(lI) complexes 3.5-3.8 were obtained almost quantitati\'ClY
by compk:xation of eillt.:r the chiral cali:-.salens or the mononuclear complexes with
Ni<OAc): when the reactions were carried out in EtOH at room tempcmture (Scheme
3. I I. Structures of the complexes were .:stablished from elemental analysis. infrared
sj"lC{.:troscopy. NMR and. in the case of 3.8. X-my dilfmction. The reactions werc facile
;]nd clean at room temperature. With time. a dark-red. highly crystalline solid gradually
appeared and no free ligand was observed by TLC analysis. In the case oD.S. 'H NMR
<Figure 3.1) ortlt.: crude products sho\\-ed that only mononuclear and binuclear
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complexes. with the laltcrdominant. fonned.
As indicated above. solvent could change the product distribution. The driving force for
!onnation oflhe binuclear complexes was a result of the poor solubility orthe binuclear
products in EtOH.
3.2.2 Spectroscopic anaJy5is ofthe mononuclear nickcl(H) calbs.len complex" in
solution
All complexes were diamagnetic and gave sharp. well resolved 'H NMR signals.
implyinll thullhe d" Ni([l) must adopt a planar geometry in solUilon. The 'H and I;C
NMR chemical shifts observed in the ,"omplexes 3.1-3.4 were consistent with a
mononuclear nickel calixsalen structure. and the assignments were based on HETCOR
spectr;] (One orlhe spectra is shown in Figure 3.3). Two 'H NMR signals at low field.
corresponding to two free OH groups in the free salen site. were observed in all
complexes. The shifts around 8 ppm were assigned 10 the two lree imine protons whereas
the eomplexed CH=N protons were shifted upfield. Eight aromatic resonances
corresponding to the eight aromatic protons were observed in all mononuclear complexes
and therefore no topological isomers were apparent. For instance. the two free imine
protons in the complex 3.8 gave two well-separated signals at 8.42 and 8.20 ppm. which
required that they were no longer chemically equivalent as in the tree ligand 14d (Chapter
2). [t was further noted that the two free imine protons resonated at signit1cantly
8.5 8.0 7.5 70 6.5 6.0
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Figure 3.3 Expanded HETCOR spectrum of the mononuclear nickcl(I1) complex 3.4
(CDCI,)
'0'
dinerem downficld shifts (.1.00 1 = +0.35 ppm. ~0i5:= +0.13 ppm) in comparison with the
imine signal (.1.6 = 8.07 ppm) of the corresponding free ligand.
Since conjugation between the two bridged-benzene rings was impossible. the observed
chemical shift changes in the free sakn moiety were probably due 10 enhanced ring
constraint after embedding one nickcl(ll) in the remaining S<llen moiety. The molecular
structure (Figure 3.5. p. 1[ I) revealed that one of the tree imine signals was forced into
the deshielding zone of the other benzene ring in the cornplcxed salen site.
The two complcxed imine protons were also non-equivalent but underwent uptield shifts
(.1.6.0, = -1.00 ppm. /loo: = -0.68 ppm). This was a direct result of complexation which
reduced the ekelron density oflhe CH=N bonds. The chemical shirl differcm:c of the
complexed imine prOlOns was likely due 10 a sterie elTcet since one site mighl be more
crowded than another.
Among the eight aromatic proton signals. lour from the compkxed salen moiety appeared
at higher ticld because of the positive charge imposed by Ni(II). The other four protons
on the free salen moiety were chemically non-equivalenl and appeared at lower field
(6.68 ppm. 7.14 ppm. 7.07 ppm. and 7.21 ppm).
Analysis of the 'H NMR spectrum revealed that the mononuclear complex had C 1
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symmelI'}" in solution. Therefore. lifty carbon sigm:als for complex 3.4 were: expected and
found. Four imine carbon signals were observed al 167.8 and 167.3 ppm fontle free
imirn..-s and 164.0300 157.8 ppm rorlhe complexcd imines. In the latlcr~.one of the
CH=N carbons shifts significantly upficld (/lO() '" -6.3 ppm) compared to the other. This
clungc can be explained on the basis ofa stene environment difference around the IwO
imine bonds. One CH-N bond was more twisted than the other and appe;ued al higher
lidd. This argumcni was supported by the observation lhat larger R groups ga\'c greater
chemical shill dilTerences. Changing R in the series CI-I]. j·IJr. 1-8u resulted in IlC NMR
chemical shirt differences between the two cornpJcxcd imine carbons in each complex of
5.5 ppm. 5.6 ppm. and 6.3 ppm. The same order (0.0 ppm. 0.3 ppm. and 0.4 ppml was
lallowed for the two free imine carbons. Twenty lour aromatic carbon signals were
ut>sen-ed. Two aromatic mcthine carbons were m·erl:tpped at 1.31.0 ppm. The expected
lourc;:hir.ll carbons were obsen'ed at 7.3.2. 12.5. 71.2. and 68.7 ppm. The two mClhylo:ne
bridgc carbons were fOund at 40.2 and .39.6 ppm. Tbe qualernaJ')' carbons orlhe t.butyl
groups appeared at 35.9 ppm on the complexed sile and 35 ... ppm on the free site. All
remaining carbon signals were buried under acetone solvent sisnal.
In order to asccnain the remaining resonances mentioned aoo,·c. 'H and 'iC NMR were
measured in COCIJ . Surprisingly. not only did the chemical shifts of the complexes
change but also Ihe splitting pattern of the aromatic protons was substantially altered. It
was likely that these eflects resulted from host/guest complexation betwccn the
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mononuclear complex and the solvents (see section 3.1.5).
3.2.3 Spel,:troscopi(: studies ofthe binudear Ni(lI) c:aliualen com pines in solUlion
Figure 3A shows the low field expansion of the HETCOR spectrum of the diamagnetic
binuckar Ni(ll) complex 3.8. The number of peaks was half of that obsen:cd in the
mononuckar analogues. For example. two signals lor the tour imine protons. and fOUT
resonances tor the eight aromatic protons were observed for the complex 3.8. These
results indicated the presence ofa C:: symmetry element in the binuclear complexes. h
was then possible that the complex would have a .~YII or alii; conformation with respect to
the two cydohexyl rings. Analysis of the bridging methylene proton NMR signals could
pro\"idc a dearanswcr. tftne conformation oftne complex is ami. tnen tne two
methylene protons would be equivalent and a singlet should be obscrwd in the 'H NMR
spectrum. Iftht:: conformation is .Iyn. then Ihe two protons would be diastereolOpic and
an AS pattern would bcexpected. Examination or the 'H N~:tR spectra (sec Figures
A3.11 and A3.11 in appendix 6) of the complexes revealed an AS pattern. Therefore.lhe
binuclear complexes were _~.l"Il and the C, a.xis was perpendicular to the ca\·ity. Consistent
Idth Ihe'H NMR data. the I;C NMR spectrum showt::d two imint::. twd\·earomatic. two
chiral. one bridge methylene. and six cyclohexyl ring carbon resonances. as expected lor
thc binuclear complex 3.8.
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3.2A Char.....:lenz.alion oflhe mono· and binuclear nickel(lI) macroc~'c1icsalen
complexes b)' X.ray diffraction
In order to clarify the structure elucidated by solution studies and to investigate the cavity
shape. size. and especially the Ni(Il)-Ni(l1) distance.~~ crystallographic studies were
carried out on complexes 3A and 3.8. A dark red crystal of 3..1 was grown by slow
c\"aporation ofa solution 01'3..1 in CH!CliCH.iCN ([: [) at room temperature over a
period of about one month, Dark red crystals of3.8 were obtained through slow
t::\"aporation ofa CH,CN/CH~CVEIOHsolution. The molecular structurcsl•. bl obtained
from X-ray dilTraelion studies are shown in Figures 3.5-3.7.
Figure 3.5 shows that only one salen site was coordinated 10 nickcJ(I[) in 3b. The tour
donor atoms and the central metal Ni([I) were essentially coplanar. as e\"idcnced by the
bond angles OI-Ni-N3 174.0". 04-Ni-N4 [7Q.I". OI-Ni-04 8Q.O. and N3-Ni-N4 85.4a •
'Cf)-stal dala lor the mononuclear complex 3A (C,.H" ~,O,!~N,Ni): fw = Q54.45: dark
red. crystal dimension'" 0.32 x 0.20 x 0.13 mm. trigonal. P3 j (#144). (/ '" 18.2566(2) A. ("
= 15.Q24-4(2) A. V= 4596.57(8) IV. Z = 3.0"",. = [.04 glem!. R = 0.054. R" = O.04Q.
~Cf)"stal data for J.8 (C..,,,,H'.i-,,,O,N,Ni;CI 1..,,): rw'" 1114.IQ. red. ef)"slal dimension =
0.25 x 0.10 x 0.40 rom. onhorhombic. P2,2 j 1, (#19). (/ = 19.531(1) A. h = 21.!I [Q(3) A. ("
=13.373(1) A. Ii= 5%0(1) N. Z=4. D,..... '" 1.242 g1em.i. R" 0.067. R,," 0.065.
Cf)"stal dala. atomic coordinates. selected bond distances. angles. and lorsional angles are
listed in Appendix 2.
Figure 3.5 ORTEP rcpresentation of the chiml mononuclcar nickcl(t1) complcx 3,.l
(Hydrogen atoms and SOh"Cnl were removed for clarity.)
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Thea\'eragc O-Ni 1.86 A and N-Ni 1.85 A bond distances were on the ordcr of2 A.~h
which compared favourably with a reported erown-elher-salcn-based rnononiekel
macroeyclic complex.:b As a result of this army. the two benzene rings in the complexed
~akn site had a roof-like geometry. On Ihe other hand. the two free benzene rings were
twisted away from each other. presumably due to the tranl' nature orthe two single CooN
bonds and Sh,:ric crowding of the t-bulyl groups. This in tum resulted in an 'II1ti
disposition orthe two imine bonds on bolh sides or the chair-shaped cyclohcxyl ring.
Clearly. based on this structure. coordination of the second Ni(lI) would require
substantial eonfurmation adjustment. Additionally. wilh a ea\'ity size m.l:!.l x 7.7 A
ddined by the four benzene rings and heteroatoms. it would be expecled Ihat the
mononuclear complex would ha\'e host/guest properties.
The X-ray difTraction study of the complex J.8 (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) contirmed the
structurall<:;J!ures of the binuclear nickd complexes deri\"ed from solution NMR
experimenls. Both Ni(ll) a10ms had planar coordination geometry wilh bond angles about
the samc :.IS those of its mononuclear ::maloguc J.4. Melal-ligand distances were typic:.Il
lor Ni(I1).:7 As shown in Figure 3.7. the two nickel atoms were almost lace-to-face wilh a
separalion of7.2 A. The .vyn conlormalion. dcrived from the solution study (section
3.2.-1) of the molecule which had dTecliw C: symmetry wilh a pseudo-C: axis passing
through the l;;lvity centre. was retained in the solid slate Four phenyl rings established a
\\dl
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r'igure 3.6 ORTEP representation (side view I of the chiral binuclear niekel(ll) complex
3.8 (Hydrogen :ltoms and solvent CH;CI: outside of the cavity were removed for clarity.)
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Figur,; 3.7 ORTEP representalion (top ,"iew) of the chir.:l1 binuclear nickel(ll) complex J.8
(I-Iydrogcn :Itoms and solvent CH:CI: outside oflhc cavity w~re remo\"ed tor clarity.)
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limned cavity of approximate dimensions 7.1 x 7.1 A. Two cyclohexyl rings stood on
one side oflhec:lvit)' delining a minimum aperture or5,4 A. On the othersidc. thc tour
I-butyl groups fanned a Kale with a ma.ximum width of1.7 A. Theretore. it was expected
that a guest molecule would prefer to coterlne ca\"ity through tht: cyclohcxyl side. 111is
entrance. which is doser to the chirat centres. should result in a more cllccti\"c chir.J.I
communication which would benefit chirnl induction in asymmetric catalysis.:' Figures
3.6 and 3.7 show that a guest acetonitrile molecule resides in thc cavity along the twofold
axis wilh the methyl group prelercntinlJy lying within thc intramolecular cavil)" between
Ihc two Nie]l) atoms in an average Ni(II)...CH; distance 01'3.8 A (Figure 3.7). The C"N
group is directed IOwaI'd the more open cyclohexyl sidc_ suggcsting the expecu:d
approach of the guest molecule. Furthermore. the shol'1est contact between the methyl
carbon ofCH,CN and thc aromatic carbons was L"ll. 3.8 A. TllI:relore. it was most likely
Ihat -CH., -;c interactions within the electron-rich cavity imposed by the lour benzene
rings rather than coordination of -CN to Ni(lI) had driven the guest molecule into the
cavity. A structurally characterized inclusion compound between p-fel"/-
buty1calix[4Iarenc tetracarbonate and acetonilTile showed a similar phenomenon.:~
3.2.5 Hosi/guest and calal~'licproperties or mono· and binuclear niekel(lI) ealixsalen
complexes
Thc cadty associated with the heteroalOms N_ 0_ and Ni(ll) suggested the possibility of
recognition of neutral guest molecules.:~ In a preliminary search. the mono- and
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binucle~r nickel complexes 3.4 and 3.8 were examined with acetone. benzene. styrene
oxide. acetonitrile. and !.he ehiral molecule 2-hromo-2-ehloro-I.I.I-trifluorocthane. using
an NMR titration technique.
rh.::re were no ob\"ious chemic;:Jl shill changes obscn"cd on grodual addition ofae~tonc to
a solution 01'3.8 in CDeI). On th~ other hand. the chemical shifts of the free imine as
well as the aromatic protons orthc mononuclear complex 3.4 were moved uplield by
0.05-0.07 ppm. However. the chemical shifts orthc complexed imine protons remained
unchanged (Figure 3. K). The obscn'ed changes in the proton chemical shifts upon
;lJdition of acetone suggested complexation of the host 3.4 and the guest acetone. The
..::alculatcd association constant was 1.5 x 10l L mol". Since only those chemical shifts of
111..: protons around the cavity changed. the acetone guesl molecule therefore was likely
positioned inside the l;avity and not ..::oordinated on Ni(lll. In Ihc latter casco broad signals
;lnd chemil;al shift changes of the complexed imines should also be obsen·cd. Titration of
the other potential guest molecules mentioned above showed no signiticant l;hemical shift
.::Imnges with either mono- or binuclear complexes 3•.& and 3.8.
The l;umlytil; ucti\'ity of the mono- and binuclear nickel complexes 3.4 and 3.8 was
..::xamined at room temperatuTC. using styrene as Ihe substrate and sodium hypochlorite as
th..:: oxidant. Based on TLC analysis. no reactions were evident ~fter 4 h. indicating that
these l;omplcxes were catalytically inacti\'e lor cpoxidation.
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3.3 Summary
ScqucnliaJly_ controlled complexation of the mac~ydic salen climers containing
methylene bridges with nickel acetale gave mono- and binuclear calixsaJen complexes.
NMR and X-ray studi<;s revealed that the mononickcl complexes were C, symmetric. The
relatively large cavity defined by the four benzene rings and th-e heteroatoms IOf the
mononudear complex resulted in host/guest inlcmetions with acetone. which were
demonstrated by '1-1 NMR titration experiments. The binuclt:arcomplexes were C:
symmetric with <In o\·crall.IYIl conlonnation both in solution and ill the solid Sl3le. An
acetonitrile mok-cule lies on the twofold axis within the intramolecular c;J\'ity between the
two almflst facc-to-lacc nickel moms. No catnlytic activity was evident tor the
cpoxidation of styrene wilh NuCCI in thc presence of the mono- orthc binuclear nickel
complexes.
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3.4 Experimental Section
3....1 Chemicals and inSlrumentalion. All sol\'cnts were ACS grade and used as
received. Nickcl(lI) acetate tClrahydrate was purchased from Aldrich and used as
n::cch"cd. Ethanol refers 10 absolute ethanol. All instrumentation was the same as
dcscribd in Chapter 2 unless otherwise sl"-"'Citicd.
3....2 I'reparalion orthe mononuclear Ni(ll) complexes
General procedure. To the yellow. fre< ligand (0.056 mmol) solution in CH!Cl: (4.0
mll was added Ni(OAc): '41-1;0 (0.028 g. 0.012 romo!) dissoh'cd in a minimal amount of
IvIcOH. The solution instantly changed 10 red. After stirring lor 4 h at room temperature
(if there was any precipitate. more CH;CI; was added until the solution became clear).
sol \"cnts were removed under \"acuum. and thc crude product was extrJ.cted with two 4
mL-portions ofCH,Cl1. The red CH:CI: solution was then applicd to a small silica gel
I;"olumn with CH1Cl1as the initial eluent 10 removc thc unrcaeted frec ligand and then
with MeOH to clute thc product. Removal of the wl\'cnt gavc an orange-yellow solid.
(R.R)-3.' Yield: 0.032 g (78%). IR (Nujol): 1628 (CH=N). 1533 (Ph). 1490. 1469.1364.
1318. 1:!70. 1209. 1225. 1163. 1047. 1016.954.933.901. 821. 792. 7JI em· l : 'H NMR
lCDCl):,) 8.43 (s. 1H. H-14). 8.37 (5. IH. H-21). 7.39 (d. J=1.8. 1H. H-42). 7.22 (m. 21-1.
1-1-13. H':!5). 7.10 (d. J=0.9. 2H. H-9. H-27). 7.05 (d. 1=1.8. IH. H-35). 6.92-6.83 (m. 6H.
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Numbering scheme lor 3.1 - 3.4
1-1-5. 1-1-6. 1-1-12. 1-1-24. 1-1-33. 1-1-34). 6.29 (d. 1"'1.8. 11-1. 1-1-3).6.23 (d. 1"'3.0.11-1. 1-1-30).
3.80 (m. ~H. H-7. 1-1-28). 3.61 (br.ll-l. 1-1-41). 3.29 (s. IH. H-15). 3.10(s. lH. 1-1-20). 2.58
(m. 11-1.1-1-36).2.28-1.23 (br. m.161-1. cyclohcxyl rings): lJC NMR W::JS not measured due
to poor solubility orlhc compound.
(R.R)-3.2 Yield: 0.041 g (81%). IR (Nujol): 1635 (CH"'N). 1549 (Ph). 1325. 1272. 1054.
1021. 902. 822. 730 cm-': 'H NMR (COC1;): 613.10 (s. 11-1.01-1).12.99 (s. I H. 01-1).
8.63 (s. 1H. 1-1-14). 8.40 Is. IH. 1-1-21).7.35 (s. 11-1.1-1-42).7.1' (So 31-1. 1-1-35. 1-1-9. H-27).
7.00 (s. 11-1.1-1-13).6.89 (s. IH. 1-1-25)_ 6.82 (s. IH. 1-1-3).6.64 (s. 11-1.1-1-30).6.27 (s. 11-1.
H-5). 6.23 (s. HI. 1-1-34). 3.76 (m. .:IH. 1-1-7. 1-1-28). 3.35 (so 21-1. 1-1-36. 1-1-41). 3.22 (s. 21-1.
H-15. 1-1-20). 2.29 (so 61-1. 2Mc,-). 2.24 (s. 31-1. Meo)' 2.1 61s. 31-1. Me.). 2.05·1.2 6 (m.
161-1. cyclohcxyl rings): IJC NMR (COCI;): S 166.5 (C-N. C-21). 164.5 (C-l). 163.4 (C-
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3:!). 161.7 (C-42). 157.1 (C-[ 1).157.0 (C·23). 156.3 (C-35). 137.2 (C-13). 136.7 (C-25).
13-1.·HC-8). 133.5 (C-9. C-27). 132.8 (C-26). 130.8(C-5). 130.2 (C-34). 129.9 (C·3. C-
30). 126.8 (C-12). 125.8 (C-H). [25.2 (C-l0). 125.0 (C-22). 121.7 (C-4). 120.9 (C-29. C-
6). 11804 (C-3}). 117.6 (C-2. C-31 l. 71.9 (C-15). 71.0 (C-41). 71.6 (C-10). 67.7 (C-36).
39.0 (C-7). 38.8 (C-28). 30.0 CC-40). 27.9 (C-37. C-[6).27.8 (C-19).25.1 (C-38). 24.5
CC-39l.21.4(Me).17.4(C-[7).17.1 CC-(8).15.6CMcl: Anal.Calcd.lor
C""H",N,O..Ni-CH:CI:: C. 64.60: H. 5.99: N. 6.40. Found: C. 64.60: H. 5.98: N. 6.40.
(R.R)-3.3 Yield: 0.038 g (76%). IR (Nujol): 1628 (CH=N). 1603 (CH=N). 1538 (Ph).
13[9.1288.1263.1233.1170.1151.1109.1049.1019.946.908. 764. 771. 736. 714
em· l : IH NMR(CDC1;): 613.09 (s. 11-1.01-1).13.04 (s. [H. 01-1). 8.45 (s. 1H. H-141.
8.29 (s. 11-1. 1-{-2 [). 7.43 (d. J"2.1. 1H. H-42). 7.21 (d. J=1.1. IH. 1-1.9). 7.1 Q {d. J=1.8.
[1-[.1-1-27).7.09 (d. J=2.4. 11-1. 1-1-35). 7.02 (d. J=-2.4. 11-1. H-30). 6.88 (d. J=1.8. IH. H-
25).6.81 (d. J=2.1. 11-1. H-3). 6.69 (d. J=2.1. IH. H-(3). 6.18 (d. J=2.1. I H. H-5). 6.08 (d.
J=1.8. II-I. 1-1-34). 5.31 (s. 11-1. H-5). 3.84 (m. 41-1. 1-1-7. 1-1-28).3.65 (br. [H. J-I-4[). 3043
(m. 41-1. QlMc:). 3.15 (s. II-I. H- [5).3.21 (s. 11-1. 1-1-20). 1.64 (br. 1H. 1-1-36). 2.31-1.14
(hr. 21-1. 1-1-40).1.97-1.91 (br. 61-1. 1'1·16.1-1-19.1-[-37).1.72 (br. 41-1. 1-1-17. 1-1-18). 1.35-
1.28 1m. 121-1. (CI-I~)r1. 1.17·1.08 1m. 121-1. (CI-IM..£:H UC NMR (CDCI;): 0166.6
(C-2Il.166ACC-14).164.2(C-\). [63.[ (C-32).161.8(C-42). [56.2(C-II.C·23.C-35).
1-11.4 (C-2). 140.7 (C-31). 135.7 (C-IO. C-22). 134.1 (C-12). 133.2 (C-9. C-24. C-6).
132.2 (C-27). 130.1 (C-3). 129.6 (C-33. C-13. C-30). 129.3 (C-5. C-1:5). 119.0 (C-34).
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125.9 (C-4). 125.8 (C-2Q). 121.7 (C-8). 118.2 (C-26). 72.4 (C-4I). 72.0 (C-20). 71.9 (C-
41).67.7 (C-36). 39.6 (C-?). 39.2 (C-28). 30.0 (C-40). 28.0 (C-37). 27.6 (C-16. C-19).
27.3 (~..I:l.Mc,U.26.7 [(C!f.Me,H 26.6 W;:'liMe,M. 25.1 <C-38). 24.5 (C-39). 23.0
[(CI-Illi,JrI. 22.8 [(CH~)J. 22.7 [(CI-IM£;:U. 22.5 {(CI-I~)J. 21.4 (C-17. C-(8):
Anal. Caled. lorC..I.JlfIN.0.Ni-2H;O: C. 69.75: H. 7.37: N. 6.03. Found: C. 70.06: H.
7.27: N. 5.91.
(R.R)-J,4 Yield: 0.043 g(82%). IR (Nujol): 1628 (CI-I"'N). 1536 (Ph). 1318. 1271. 1271.
1139.1206. 1172. 1021. 946. 908. 789. 736 em": IH NMR (CD;COCD,):;'i 13.32 (5. IH
.01-1).13.21 (5. 11-1.01-1).8.42 (5. IH. 1-1-14). 8.20 (5.11-1.1-1-21).7.39 (so 11-1. 1-1-42). 7.24
(d. )=2.1. 11-1.1-1·9).7.22 (d. J-I.5. 11-1. 1-1-27). 7.07 (br. 21.... 1-1-35. H-30t 6.88 (5. 21-1. 1-1-
3.1-1-25).6.68 (d. J=2.7. IH. H·(3). 6.23 (5. IH. 1-1-5). 5.98 (5. 11-1.1-1-34).3.81 {so 4H. H-
7.1-1-28).3.61 (br. 11-1.1-1-41).3.26 (5. IH. 1-1-15). 3.16 (5. 11-1. H-20). 2.68 (br. 11-1.1-1-36).
2.30-2.23 (br. 21-1. 1"'-40). 2.18-1.85 (br. 41-1.1-1-37.1-1-16). 1.73-1.62 (br. 21·1. I-I-Ig-,. 1,48
[5.91-1. (CMs;)rl. 1.47 [5. gH. (C~l)t: 1.37 [5. gH. (CM~;J, 1.1.27 [5. 91-1. (CM£;U:
IJc NMR (CD;COCD)}:;'i 167.6 (C·21). 167.3 (C-14). 166.0 (C-I). 165.0 (C-32). 164.0
(C-42). 158.7 (C-I 1).158.5 (C-23). 157.lHC-35). 142.2 (C-2). 141.4 (e-31). 137.2 (C-
[0).137.0 (C-22). 135.0 (C·6). 134.4 (C·5). 134.3 (C-33). 133.0 (C·34). 131.8 (C-3). 31.0
(C-13. C-25). 130.9 (C-30). 130.5 (C.g). 130.4 (C-27). 126.0 (C-4). 125.6 (C·29). 123.5
(C-i2). 122..9 (C-24). 119.9 (C·S). 119.5 (C-26). 73.2 (C-4I). 72.5 (C·36). 71.2 (C-15).
68.7 (C-20). 40.2 (C-7). 39.6 (C-28). 35.g [two KMc))J. 35.41(~Me;)(J.31.0 [(CM£J),-J.
l~j
18.5 (CM~.J<I. 28.4 ((C~)J. 25.8 (C·j8). 25.1 (C·j9). 22.0 (C·17. C.18): carbon
sigml1s ofC·j7. C-40. C-16. C-19 were buried under the solvenl acetone carbon peak and
not obscn'l.:d. Anal. Calcd. forC!~HuN..O ..Ni·H~O: C. 71.97' 1-1. 7.91: N. 5.99. Found:
C. 71.74: H. 7.97: N.5.58.
3..1.3 Preparation oflhe binuc~arNi(ll) complexes
General procedure. The free ligand (O.OjO mmol) was dissolved in a minimal amount
ofCHCl, and then Ni(OAch'4H:O (0.030 g. 0.11 mmol) in hot EIOH solution (2.0 mL)
was added. After addition. the solution was concentrated under vacuum and the
remaining. solution was stirred for an addilional 2 h. The resultant red solid was collected
by filtration and washed with EtOH (j:'o: 5 mL). Cryslal1ization from [:1 EtOHfCH;Cl;
solution afTorded dark red crystals.
Numbering scheme for 3.5 - 3.8
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(R.R)-J.5 This complex did not dissolve in any solvents tested and could nOI be purifioo.
[R and NMR data were not obtained.
(R.R)-3.6 Yield: 0.025 g (94%). IR (Nujol): 1625 ICH=N). 1615 (CH=N). 1549 (Ph).
13~O. 1253.1231. 1157. 1096. 1053.962.950.894.857.770.727.691 em".
(R.R)-J.7 Yield: 0.026 g (92%). IR (Nujol); 1629 (CH=N). 1613 (CH=CN). 1542 (Ph).
1344.1285.1232.1160. 1107. 1060.954.902.875.783.730.697 em"; 'n NMR
(CO;CI:):.'i 7.28 (s. 2H. H-7. H-21). 6.95 (d. J'"'I.8. 2H. H-9. H-20). 6.84 (d. J=2.4. 2H.
H-41. H-30). 6.82 (d. 1=2.4. 2H. H-42. H-28). 6.67 Cd. 1-"'2.1. 2H. H-ll. H-16). 6.60 (d.
1=2.1. 2H. H-32. H-37). 3.60 (m. 2H. H-6. H-22). 3.57 (d. 1=12.6. H-14a. H-353). 3.46 (d.
1=12.6. H-14b. H-35b). 3.20 (m. 4H. ~Me,l. 2.42 (br. 21-1. H-l. H-27). 2.23-2.10 (br.
·HI. H-5. H-23). 1.86 (br. 4H. H-2. H-26). 1.43-1.36 (m. 8H. H-3. H-4. 1-1-24. l-I-25). 1.02-
0.89 (m. 241-1. CHM&): uC NMR (CD:CJ~):.s 164.5 (C-13. C-18). 164.4 (C-34. C-39).
163.7 (C-7. C·21). 156.7(C-28. C-42). 141.4 (C-8. C-19). 141.2 (C-29. C-40). 131.3 CC-
12. C-l7). 131.1 (C-38. C-33). 130.6 (C-9. C-20). 130.0 (C-30. C-41). 128.0 (C-II. C-
16\. 126.1 (C-32. C-37). [24.3 (C-IO. C-15). 122.7 (e-3!. C-36). 72.0 (C-6. (-22). 67.6
«(-I. C-27). 42.3 (C-14. (-35). 30.6 (C-5. C-23). 28.0 (C-2. C':!6). 26.5 CruMe,). 26.2
C~..!:!Me:). 25.6 (C-4. C-24). 24.8 (C-3. C-25). 23.5 (CH~:). 23.3 {(H~). 23.1
(CH.M£:). 22.9 (Ol~): Anal. Caled. forC~. H....N..O. Ni:'CH:Cl:: C. 63.79: H. 6.42: N.
5.41. Found; C. 63.10: 1-1. 6.53: N. 5.36.
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(R.R).3.8 Yield: 0.028 g (94%). IR (Nujol): 1632 (CH"'N). 1612 (CI-I=CN). 1535 (Ph).
1318.1271. 1239. 1206. 1166. 1100. 1060. 1027.942.868.776.724.690 em": 'H NMR
(CD:C[~): ;; 7.25 (d. 1=1.8. 2H. H-7. !-1-21). 6.96 (d. 1=2.4. 21-1. 1-1.9. 1-1·20). 6.84 (d.l=!.2.
21-1. 1-(·28. H-42). 6.83 (d. 1=2.4. 2H. H·)O). H-4I). 6.6) (d. 1=-2.4. 21-1. 1-1-11. 1-1·[6). 6.55
(d. 1=2.4. 21-1. 1-I·32.!-1·)7). 3.55 (m. 21-1.1-1·1. 1-1-27). 3.54 (d. 1=12.3. 1-I-[4a. 1-1-35al. 3.44
(d.l=12.3. H·14b. H-35b). 2.54 (br. 2H. H-6. H·22). 2.20-2.11 (br. 4H. H·2. 1-1-26).1.87-
1.44 (br. 41-1. 1-1-5. H-23). 1.41·1.10 (m. 8H. H-3. 1-1-4. H·24. H-25). 1.23 (s. 18H. CMc).
1.05 (s. eMe;); IJC NMR (C01C11): oS [65.7 (C-13. C·18). 165.6{C-)4. C-39). 163.5 (C·
7.C-21). [56.5 (C-28. C-42). [42.1 (C-8.C·19).141.6(C-29.C-40).131.7(C·12.C·[7).
131.5 ((-9. C-20). [30.7 (C-30. C-4[ l. 130.1 (C-38. C-33). 128.2 (C-l1. C-16). [26.3 (C-
37. C-3:2). [23.5 (C·IO. C-[5). 123.3 (C·31. C-36). 71.6 (C-6. C-22). 67.9 (e-1. C-27).
42.1 (C·14. C-35). 35.5 (!:.Mc). 31.1 IC,M£;l. 30.9 (e-5. C-23). 30.5 (CM,£,). 28.2 (C-2.
C·:261. 25.6 (C-4. C·24). 24.9 (C-3. C-25): Anal. Cakd. forC~~Hr.N.O.Ni1·HP:C.
67.QO; 1-1. 7.28; N. 5.47. Found: C. 67.51: H. 6.50: N. 5.l\).
3.-1.3 '1-1 NMR titration experimenu.-'~ A solution ofthc ~ucst (2.0 mol/L I in COel l
was gradually added using a 25 pL syringc 10 a 0.5 mL CDCI; host solution (0.025
mmollL) at room tcmperaturc. The '1'1 NMR spectra of the resultant mixture were then
n:eorded cvery [0 minutes after each addition. Thc association constant was dctermined
by integration oflhe separated signals of the free imine protons orboth free host and its
complex. On the basis of three measuremcnts. the discrepancy was < ± I0%.
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Cbapter4
Face-to-Face Risalen Transition Metal Completes:
A New Class of Potential Enzyme Mimics for
Reduction of Dioxygen
4.1 Introdudion
As described in the preceding Chapler. the macrocyclic calixsalens containing methylene
bridges coordinale two Ni(lI) atoms in an almost iace-Io-face geometry. Their structural
congruity with face-to-face diporphyrins. which have been extensively exploited by
Collman's group' and others.! suggests catalytic activity as biomimics of cytochrome c
+1.229V
0, .. H,O
+O.69~ /.763V
H,o,
oxidase, Referent 10 this point, it remains a formidable
challenge to design artificial models whi!;h !;all
catalytically reduce dioxygen to water at neutral pH
without formation of the thermodynamically favoured
Schcme 4.1 Dioxygen reduction but biologically toxic hydrogen peroxide (Scheme 4.1).
Amongst the many diporphyrin complexes examined so tar. only diporphyrinato
anthracene OPA, diporphyrinato biphenylene OPB_ and_ particularly, "facc-to-face 4"
(FTF4. where 4 is the number of atoms connecting thc two porphyrin rings: Figure 4.1)
showed good to excellent four-electron reduction activit)' under acidic conditions(pH<
3.5) over a limited potential range.' Other porphyrin type models varied from exclusive
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Figure 4.1 Face-to-face salen and porphyrin
two-electron activity to intermediate values.' Vcry recently. a macrocyclic catalyst
constructed with a cobalt(lI) porphyrin and a coppcr(l) triazacyclononane cap was
reponed by Collman and showed high efficiency for four electron reduction at almost
biological pH (pH=7.3).l Despite this exciting progress. the multistep syntheses. coupled
with low yield and purification difficulties. limit its pr.tctical application for catalysis.
Bisalen complexes with the general structure shown in Figure 4.1 are similar to
diporphyrins in se\·eral aspects. Both have parallel planar conformations in salen or
porphyrin. We speculated that if two four-atom links between the two porphyrins can
.:stablish a critical intermelallic distance (ca. 3.5 A).' which appears necessary for
achiedng efficient catalytic activity in dioxygen reduction. the macrocyclic calixsalen 17
with an ethylene glycol link containing lour chain atoms (Chapler 2) might be able to
form binuclear eomplcxes with a similar M·M distance. In this regard. van Veggel and
coworkers··' reponed trinuclear metallomacrocyclic salen complexes that showed
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chemicallY reversible reduction/oxidation properties. but no reduction of dioxygen was
reponed.
This Chapler describes application of the binuclear calixsalen complexes lor the catalytic
reduction of dioxygcn.
4.2 Results and Discussion
·U.I r~pantiono(the bisaltn Cu(II), Co(ll), Ni(II), and Mn(lIl) £omplexes
Preparation ofthl;; bisalen complexes with an ethylene glycol link (Scheme 4.1) was
straightforward and proceeded at room temperalUre. Unlike the m<K:rocyc1ic salen dimers
with methylene bridges. experiments showed that complex:lIion orlhe macrocyc1ic salen
Q Q
(~: ::O-o)=::(~><:o-o)
oi5too :Yo -- oi5t;<y-o
-Nj _(- -NKN-U 4.1: M=Cu(lI) n=1 U
4.2 M=Ni(lI) n=1
4..1 M=Mn(IlI) n=3
4.4 M=Co(lI) n=1
Scheme 4.2 Preparati<-'ft orthe maeroeyclie binuclear complexes
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dimer having ethylene glycol bridges was not solvent dependent. Treatment of the
maerocyclic ligand with metal acelates resulted in the formation of binuclear complexes.
Complexes 4.1 and 4.2 were obtained in good yield (:.1:86%) after crystallization from
CH;CI;. Flash chromatography of the complexes 4.3 and 4.4 on silica gel (eluting first
with CH:CI: and then MeOH) alTorded dark-brown solid.
The complexes were initially characterized by infrared speclroscopy. Thc increase of the
iminc stretching frequency by 10 cm" reflected nitrogen complexation. ESMS analysis
established the formula of compicxes 4.1 and 4.2. Molecular ions. obsen'ed at mI= = 882
tor complex 4.1 (C....H....N.O.Cu l ) and 872 for 4.2 (C~~H....N.O.Ni;). were consistenl with
lhe calculated monoisotopic mass of each complex. No molecular ions were found for
complexes 4.3 and 4.4. Salisfactory analytical data were not obtained for Ihe complexes.
Inlerestingly. the Ni(ll) and Cu(ll) complexes 4.1 and 4.2 were not soluble in CH;CN.
MeOH. EtOH. CH,COCHJ • THF. orevcn DMF. bUI were sightly soluble in CH;CI;.
prcsumably dul;': to inclusion ofCH;Cl; io the cavity.
4.2.2 X-ra~' studks of the binudellr complnes 4.1 and 4.2
Slow evaporation ofa CH;CI: solution of 4.1 alTordl;':d yellow irregular crystals. Under
similar conditions. red rectangular plates of 4.2 were also obtained. ORTEP
represenlations of the molecular struelures resulting from single crystal X.ray dimaction
are sho\\1l in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 (p.136-137).
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Similar to the binuclear nickel(ll) complex 3.8 (Chapter 3). the four benzene units formed
a well-defined cavity in the maerocyclic binuclear copper complex ~.II'I \"ith ethylene
glycol bridges. Howen~r. the tWO cyclohexyl rings were located on opposite sides orthe
cavity and thus defined an overall anti conformation with a pseudo C~ a.'l;is parallel to the
cadty. In each salen moiety. four ligating atoms and the complexed Cull!) were almost
coplallar and thus established a planar coordination geometry in which the average bond
length ofCu-O and Cu·N was about 1.90 and 1.95 A. The atom (Cu(ll). N. 0) mean
dc\·iation in eveI')' salen plane was 0.17 A. and 0.09 A. respecti\·ely. Furthermore. the
two salen planes were almost parallel with a dihedral angle of6.56"and a distance
between the two Cu(lI) centres of ca. 3.48 A. However. they were not directly stacked
one aboyc another. A lateral shift' was observed. which was calculated to be ca. I.70 A
based on the olTset of the two opposing pair of benzene rings (3.93 A on the right and
3.74 A on the leli) and the Cu(lI) to Cu(ll) separation. With regard to the opposing
benzene ring arrangements. slightly larger dihedral angles of26.3" and 21.2" were found.
Comparison or the conformational data orthe complex 4.1 with that oflhe corresponding
'Crystal data lor 4.1 (C~~H••N.OACU~·2H:P). 1\\· = 919.98: yellow. crystal dimensions"
0.15xO.05xO.35 mm:monoclinic: P2,(#4):1I= 12.01(3)A.h"'7.20(2)A.<.·=
22.75C I) A:p = 101.782 (8)". Z .. 2; V= 1925.9 (5) AJ: D<:.ld = 1.586 glcmJ: 2fl......, =
111.2"; of 9882 rel1ections measured. 3178 were unique (R,.".., '" 0.017) and 3174
observed (! > 0.00 of/)): R = 0.049. R~ = 0.060. Sec Appendix 3 for X-ray experiments.
and crystal data.
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free ligand derived from NMR (Chapter 2) demonstrated that metal complexation
significantly altered the macroeycle. forcing a planar salen complex with an overall
clTccti\"e 1.2-altematl: conformation. A similar conformational change has been observed
in complexation ofcalixarene with transition metals."
The nickel atoms in complex 4.2r~1 also adopted a planar coordination geometry within
each salen unit. The resulting cavity was. however. larger than that of 4.1 as evidenced
by the longer Ni(II)-Ni(IJ) distance (3.n A) and opposing benzene ring distances 3.99 A
(the left) and 4.07 A (the right). Consequently. the dihedral angles between the two
opposing benzene planes (28.0" for the left and 34,40 tor the right) were larger than those
afthe Cu(\]) complex 4.1.
In diporphyrin systems. the large lateral shift stemmed from strong 1t-j'(" attractive
interactions which resulted in a 3045 A inter-ring separation.' The similar benzene ring
offsets observed in both binuclear nickel and binuclear copper macrocyclie bisalen
complexes might also originate in part from It-It interactions between the opposing
Ixnzene rings since the~' lie ("(t. 3.5 A apart. the basic requirement lor two molecules to
hCrystal data for 4.2 (C.u;H••N.O.Ni:CI.): fw = 1044.12: red. crystal dimension = 0.20 x
0.08 x DAD mOl. triclinic. PI (# I). u '" 10.37(4', A." = 12.17(3) A.~· =10.02(1) A. V-
1126.3(5) N. a= 106.29(2r.{1=91.69(2r. r-=68.64(2r. Z= I. D,,,,,. '"'1.539 g1cmJ• R'"
0.052. R. = 0.053.
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engage in a It-It stack.b Clearly. the flexible ethylene glycol links made the interaction
possibk. On the other hand. the Ni(ll) to Ni(ll) dist3nee ditference between complex 4.2
and the Cu(lI) to Cu(lI) in complex 4.1 could not be interpreted on the basis oflt*1t
interactions.
In a square.planar complex. live degenerme d orbitals arc split into four levels (Figure 4.
4),' For the square-planar binuclear copper complex 4.1. there is a singh: electron in the
HOMO (d,'., ,) of each Cu(ll). Therefore any coupling between the two copper HOMO's
will reduce the Cu(II)·Cu(lI) distance. The HOMO in the binuclear nickcl salen system
of complex 4.2 is d".. which contains a pair of electrons. TherelOrc. it was likel~' that d,,-
d" repulsive interactions resulted in relatively larger separation between the two Ninl)
CUZ+
./+
../ ...··t
ttt t+;~:<-----t
-'---t t
Ni2+
"
t-''>''
t -------:':·:;)"tttH
t t----
Figure 4.4 The d orbital splitting diagram lor square-planar complexes 4.1 and
._,
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4.2.3 Rotating ring·disk electrochemical studies
4.2.3.1 Methods. Electrochemical methods are crucial in cvaluating the rcdox catalytic
propertics of the facc-to-facc salen complexes. The TOt<lting ring-disk technique' is the
most effecth'c <lpproach in that it only requires <l sm<lll amount ofcalalyst (<10'~mol/cm).
\\'hich is <ldsorbcd onto an edge-plane ~raphite electrode (EPOE. thc disk). Mass or
electron transf",;:r to the electrode-confined species is fast and thus diffusion etli;cts.
especially cvident in systems involving twO phases. arc avoided, Additionally. direct
obscrymion ofintennediates is possible by monitoring the ring current so that more
kinetic information is available.
In a typical expcriment the EPOE is rotated at;: 100 rpm whilc the potcntial ofthcdisk
when.: the oxygen reduction occurs is scanned through the region of interest. usually
0.5 V ~-O.5 V \'crsus the normal hydrogen
®E!
electrodc (NHE). lor reduction ofdioxygcn.
~ rr:r: !! ThecathodiccuITentl~isanindieationofthe
A~0 C. rcductionprocess. During the scan ofthc
disk potentiaL the potential of the platinum
Figure 4.5 Schematic drawing ofrotating
ring.disk experiments. A) electrolyte and ring (Figurc 4.5) is maintained constant at a
substrate fiow. B) disk. C) platinum ring
\':lIue suffieicntly high tor Ihc oxidation of
hydrogcn peroxide. Figure 4.5 illustrates the rotming ring disk experiments. The two
dectrodcs arc thc edge-plane graphite disk (cathode) and a platinum ring (anode). which
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is scparated from th~ disk by Tetlon shrouding. As thc ring-disk dectrode rotates.
thesolmion first passes the disk and then the ring. The reduction products from the disk
are swept past the ring where oxidation occurs. al1o\...;ng product detection by funher
oxidation. For example. if the 4e reduction ofdioxygen occurs directly to water then no
ring current should be detected at the anode (Figure 4.6).
-v
figure 4.6 The ideal voltammogram
of 4c reduction of dioxygen
_v
Figure 4.7 The \'oltammogram of 4e and le
reduction of dioxygen
,·lowc\"Cr. if the reduction gcnerates hydrogcn peroxide then oxidation of 1·llO: would
occur at the anodc and ring current will be observed (Figure 4.7). Therefore. the larger
the ring current the less effectivc the catalyst.
....2.3.2 Reduclion ofdio:(ygen. Previous studies using coracial diporphyrin catalysts
showed that a coplanar stacked conlorm:uion with a metal-metal distance of
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<Ipprosimillely 3.5 A. which resembles Ihe intcrmelallic distance in binuclear Cu(1)
enzymes such as hacmocyanin and tyrosinase which activate and transport 0: in
molluscs.'·~ is essential in designing a possible reduction catalyst. As desc;ribed in
sCl;tion 4.2.1. the binuclear calixsalcn complexes with a M-M distance of 3.5-3.7 A and
planar conlormation meet all the basic requirements and thus ;lTI;: potential c:nzyme
mimics.
The ring-disk cyclic voltammcll)' experiments ofdlC complexes prepared in this study
and of ITF4 for comparison. arc shown in Appendix 5. In ncutral conditions (pH"'6.86).
with a rOlation ralc 01'250 rpm and ring potential held al 1.04 V \'.1' NHE. reduction of
dioxygcn occurred at a half wave potential a.t8V I·.~ NHE for complex 4." and 0.08 V H
NHE for Collman"s FTF4 porphyrin. suggesting Ihatthe reduction was catalytic and
catalyst 4.4 was morc activc than FTF4. Ring current measurcments rC\'calcd that H,O~
was produced during the reduction with both catalysts. In this aspecl. thc fTF4 catalyst
gencrated lcss H~O~ than did catalyst 4.4. indicating the Jalter was less effil;;ient. Bascd
on the Koutcclcy.Ledch equation; it was estimated. after normalization. that the ratio of
2e : 4e reduction proccsses was 1:4 with catalyst 4.4 and [:6 with catalyst FTF4 (Table
4.1). The activity of the analogous complexes 4.1 and 4.3 wag poor and redul;;tion of
dioxygen occurred at ·0.32 V and ·0,26 VI'S NI·IE. respectively.
The lal;;t that catalytic properties for dioxygen reduction are normally pH·dependent lead
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Collman to suggest thai protonation of the binding 0; between thc two melals is
invol\"cd in thc process and that increasing the acidity orthe solution should significantly
improve acti ....ity and favour thc four-eleclron path. In acidic conditions. the activity of
both catalyst 4..1 and FTF4 was incre~d. but the activity increase was higher for FTF4.
The intensity ofcorTcsponding ring current clearly showed Ihal there was no 1-110:
produced wilhin O.30·0.T:! V with FTF" whitt: a signilicant amount of H:O: was still
evident with catalyst 4.". The results showed that FTF4 was vcry efficient for reduction
of dioxygen at acidic conditions. whereas complex 4..1 was nOI. Funhermore. the
reduction \Va\"c did not show a plateau under acidic conditions. suggesting
decomposition.
Table 4.1 Catalytic reduction ofdioxygen data'"
catalyst 4.1 4.3 H rTF4
E,,(V)
pH =6.86 -0.32 -0.26 O.IR 0.08
pH = 3.12 n/, n/, 0.49 0.62
4e12cratio
pH = 6.86 n/, n/, 4/1 6/1
pH = 3.12 4/1 only4e
,,. 0:.1 atmosphere: ring polential 1.04 V: rotation rate. 250 rpm. potential presenled \'.\'
NHE.
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4.3 Summary
Rcactions of the macrocyclic salcn dimer containing longer ethykne glycol links with
Cu(II). Co(il). and Ni(lI) salts afforded binuclear complexes. X-ray studies demonstrated
that the binuclear complexes were C~ symmetric and adopted an anti conlormation. TIle
two salen units stacked one above the other. and the two metals were almost face-to-face
within 3.5-3.7 A. a distance critical for the catalytic reduction of dioxygcn.
Electrochemical experiments using the rotating ring-disk technique showed that the
actidty and selectivity of the cobalt complex was comparnblc with that ofCollman·s
face-to-face porphyrins.
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4.4 Experimental Section
4.4.1 Reagenls and melho-Js. All manipulalions were conduct..-d under the same general
l;ondilions as st~lIed in Chapters 2 and 3. Transition metal salts Ni(OAc):. Cu(OAc):.
CO(OAc);. Mn(OAc); and solvenls CH~Cl~.MeOH. and CHCI; were reagenl grade and
used \\ilhout further purification.
4.4.2 Preparation oflhe binuclear complexes. To a solution ofligand (0.050 mmol) in
5.0 mL orCHCl, and 5.0 mL of MeOH was added the metal acetate (0.11 mmol) as a
solid in one ponion. Thc resultant solution was stirred at RT tor 1 h. Removal of solvent
und<:r vacuum afforded Ihe crude product. which was Ihen washed with MeOH (3 x 5.0
mL). Crystallization oClhe l;omplexes 4.1 or 4.2 from CH:CI; afforded crystalline
prodUClS. Suitable specimens were selected lor X-ray analysis.
4.1. Yield: 0.039 g (88%). ESMS (mJz): Calcd. lor C.....H..... N,O.Cu;: 882: Found: 881. 884:
IR (Nujol):1642 (CH'''N). 1536 (Ph). 1315. [206. 1166. 1054.981. 875. 836. 730 cm·'.
-1.2. Yield: 0.036 g (86%). ESMS (nv=): Calcd. for C .. H..N,O.Ni: 871 (100%): Found:
871.874.875.876: IR (ncal): 1649 (CH""N). 1568 (Ph). 1556. 1483. 143 [.1285.1225.
1171. 1407.881.811.697.618.565.472 em".
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........3 Electrochemistry cxpcriment5. The electrochemical measurements were cmed
out by Professor Maurice L"Her at Facultc des Sciences. Universitc de Brelagne
Occidentale. France. at room temperature on an edge-plane graphite electrode (EPGE)
composed of a graphite disk and a plalinum ring. The electrode. repolished before each
adsorption with a suspension of2oo A alumina in water. was impregnated in a CH~Cl~
solution of the corresponding complex for 5 minutes and then rinsed. During the scan of
the disk potential at a rotation rate of250 rpm. the potential oflhe platinum ring was
maintained at 0.8 V "S NHE: a value sufficiently high lor the oxidation ofhydragen
peroxide produced by reduction of dioxygen on the disk. The collection number of the
electrode is 0.27 (27% hydrogen peroxide could be detected since not all oflhe hydrogen
peroxide generated on Ihe disk could reach the ring).
The dioxygen reduction with the modi lied el«:trodes was perfonned in two different
aqueous solutions: a phosphate butTer at pH"6.86 or a 0.2 M HCIO, solution at pH=J.12.
The reference electrode was Ihe saturated calomel electrode (potential 0.24 V ~'.~ NHE).
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Cbapter 5
Asymmetric Oxidation of Alkenes witb Cbiral
Binuclear Manganese Calixsalen Complexes
S.I Introdudion
As summarized in Chapler l. manganese(lII) salen ,omplexes. resembling thc enzyme
cytochrome P-4:50. arc very efficient catalysts for the epoxidalion ofalkenes. Structural
analysis of these catalysIs revealed that three strategies have been employed to tailor
catalytic properties and enantioselectivity: i) luning the arrha and/or me/(! phenol
substituents to control the slene environment around lhe active site in order to fix
substrate orientation and force maximum chiral communication: Ii) adjusting the
electronic properties of the central metal by changing thc a.xialligand to achieve higher
activity for delivery of 0)(0 from the oxotransition-mclal O=Mn(V) inlcnncdiatc: iii)
introducing more siereogenic centres on the salen frame to ma.:dmize asymmetric
induction. This last strategy often failed. probably due to lack of co.-operativity with
respect to stc:rc:oisomer discrimination.
Monomeric salen Mn(lII) complexes have notable disadvantages. Mainly. deactivation of
the catalysts was often observed due to the formation of }l-oxygcn bridged dimer ' ·;
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through intermolecular dimerization. Therefore. monomeric salen catalysts sustain the
required oxidation state change [MntlIl) .. Mn(V)] in the catalytic cycle with a VCl')' short
life time. Furthermore. as indicated above. the most successful Jacobsen catalyst was
limited to d~'-alkene. particularly 3l')'lalkene. substrates.
As described in Chapters 2. 3 and 4. the methylene-bridged chiral calixsalens 14a-14d
(Chapler 2) and their corresponding binuclear complexes (Chapter 3) were
conformationally stable in solution and had a rigid mUl;rocyclic skeleton with a cavil}"
between Ihe two polcnlial metal coordination sites. We therefore anticipated that the
binuclear manganese complexes. not unlike natural enzymes.' might be suitable chiral
host/guest cntalysls for epoxidation and stereoisomer discrimination. In addition. the
rigid macrocyclic framework might prevem intennolecular destruction. To our
knowledge this represents a new approach lor the epoxidation of un functionalized
alkenes.
This Chapter presents the results of catalytic oxidation of prochiraI alkenes. panicularly
styrene. with chiral calixsalen binuclear manganese catalysts as well as a comparative
study with a chirallinear. side.by.sidc dimeric salen manganese catalyst which cannot
operate via a host/guest mechanism.
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S.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 CatalrSI preparation
The preparation oflhe binuclear manganese catalysts is outli~d in Scheme 5.1.~·"
Reaction ora 1:2 molar ratio of the corresponding calixsaJen with Mn(OAc), at room
temperature followed b.l" in situ treatment with LiCI or NH.PFA afforded dark brown air
stable binuclear manganese complexes in good yield (680/....90"/0). For the purpose of
comparison. a sidc-by-sidc linear catalyst 3h was also prepared in 80% yield by reaction
of the chirallincar bisalcn ligand 5g with Mn(OAc); and then Liel at room temperature
(Scheme 5.2).
o "" CH1: 0 '" OCH2CH20:
Sa: R '" H. X "'CI Sf: R- H. X =Cl
Sb: R '" CH,. X~l
5c: R -i-Pro X -CI
~: R-I-Bu, X "'0
5e:R=I-Ou.X=PF~
Scheme 5.1 Preparation of the chiral binuclear manganese calixsalcn complexes
Q Qq:: ,:~~, ,:3:>
I_Bu I-Bu 5g r-Bu ,-Bu
Mn(OAc)llLiCI
CH:CI:/MeOH. RT
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"Scheme 5.2 Preparation of the chirallinear binuclear manganese complex
Characterization of the complexes was accomplished by electron spray mass spcclra
(ESMS) and elemental analysis. ESMS of the dilute solution of complex 3d in MeOH
(dechlorinated 3d plus two MeOH molecules. 3d - leI' + H + 1MeOH). Coordination of
so[,"cnt. particularly nucleophilic solvents sUl;h as M~H on Mn(lII) was also observed in
both the monomeric saleo system' and the binuclear manganese macrocyclic complexes.'
Lower intensity peaks at m1= =999. 945. and 892 were assigned 10 the species of
[C~"H"N.O.. J· _respectively. These resuhs implied Ihat the two manganese atoms were
present in a mixed valence form Mn{III)/Mn(lI) in the macrocyclie binuclear complexes.
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Thc reduction ofMn(IIl)IMn(lII) to Mn(IJI)/Mn(ll) most likely occurred according to the
following reactions:'
~[:\rn~(lrrMcnri.~salen-4H 'IICI~ - MeOH - 1I;l.In(1l1I;l.ln(ll~cnli)<snlcn-4H '1Iel- CH:O - !HCl
~1:\rn:(rIIMc~li)<snlen-4H 'IICI: - CH:O - H~O_ l/;I.'lntllll:\lnlIIMcnJiJ<snlen- 4H '11eI - HCOOH - ~HCI
Further c\'idence for the assignment of the mixed-oxidation state ofmanganesc deri ....ed
from the species at ntl= 1045 and 1093 corresponding 10 [C~II-l7:N,O.Mn:·(I·ICOOH) +
1-1]" (5d ·2CI· + 1-1 + I-ICOOI-I) and [c.IHT:'N,0,Mn:·(CI-IPH2McOHl + 1-1]" (Sd ·2et· +
CI-I.:O .;.. 2MeOH). Oxidation of Md)H to CI-I.:O and further 10 HCOOH with
Mn{III)/Mn(lll) as an oxidant was not surprising as lour mixed valence oxidation states of
manganese: Mn(ll)/Mn(I!). Mn{lll)/Mn(lI). Mn([II)/Mn(lII). and Mn(lII)/Mn(IV) are
common species in manganese redox enzymcs and their synthetic binuclear manganese
model complex systems.7
The mass spectrometric results for complex ~ mcasured in EtOH solution supponed the
abo\'c conclusion. The parent ion at 1111= - 1043 was consistent with lC~.HT:'N,O.Mn:·
(CH,CHOI + Hl and a group of peaks at 1099. 1100 and 1101 were consistcnt with the
species of [C1.HT:'N,O,Mn:'(CHjCaOI·!)·(CI-l,CHOlr For Ihe sidc-by-side linear
binuclear manganese complex. a molecular ion appeared al m/: =1021. which was in
accord with [C.,I-IT:'N.O.MnlClr Extensive elTons to ohtain single crystals of the
binuclcar manganese complexes for X-ray structural analysis failed.
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5.2.2 Selection or Ihe o:.:idanls
Various oxidants such as organic pcroxyacids. alkyl hydroperoxides. dioxirane.
oxaziridinc reagents. hydrogen peroxide. iodosylbenzene (PhIO). oxone (NaHSO,).
hypochlorite. and mol~ular oxygen coupled with aldehyde are available as the o:<ygen
source [or transter to electron-rich alkcnes. Organic pcroxyacids can affect epoxidation
smoothly withoUi the presence of a catalyst bUi are not etlicient in asymmetric induction
and are also a safety problem both in their preparation and storage. q Utilization of
dioxiranc and oxaziridine. especially their chiral derivatives. has attracted anention in
recent yearsIU.I~ but product separation is often tedious. Consequently. substitution of
org:anic oxidants with other cheap and easily handled oxidants such as hypochlorite.
hydrogen peroxide. and molecular oxygen has been a subject of ongoing in,·estigation.
Because of the low reactivity oflhese species. their utilization in synthetically attractive
oxidation reactions requires the presence oran appropriate ealalyst.'~ Hydrogen peroxide
with V(V). MoeVI) or Cr(VI) derivati"es are excellent oxidizing systems. In the case of
manganesc porphyrins and salens as epo:ddation catalysts. iodosylbenzene (Ph10). axone
(~aHSO!).alkyl hydroperoxides. and hypochloritc havc becn shown 10 be a suitable
oxygen sourcc. Theretore. tests orme catalysts were initially carried OUI with
l-butylhydroperoxide. eumene hydropcroxidc. axone and hypochlorite as thc oxygen
sources and styrene as the substrate. The results obtained are summarized in Table 5.1.
which shows that sodium hypochlorite was an appropriate oxidant.
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Table 5.1 Epoxidation or styrene with various oxidants in the presence of catalyst Sd'·'
oxidant PhC(CH;lPOH /-BuOOH NaHSO. NuCIO
results no epoxide no epoxide oxygen generated epoxide
decomposed obtained
l~l ~U r~~",iuns ,,~..., run in th~ sol'·~nl CII,C1, '" ClI,Cl,Ill,O" ilh ~ "'ul(lt rati" urS<lhslr~h;.'CataJysl~ I!U:l onJ
:,,;::~:n;ng ~'lu.... u, rll about 10 a' room ,cm!'<'r:llurc_ Th~n.: w"-" no cpo~i<lali"n ",:aclion using u~u"~ in Cll,C1,
:".2.3 Chemo- and regiOfl!k!clk·i~·of chiral binuclear 1\1n(llI) calinalen calalysls
The catalytic propcnies oftltc catalysts Sa·Sfwcre examined in difTerent solvents using
styrene as the model substnlle. The results obtained arc presented in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Oxidation of styrene with sodium hypochlorite in the presence of catalyst'"
cntr\" solvents time(h) product yield{%) ee(%)
5a MeOH/CH,CI!H:O 3.5 I;h[oro ether
" "
Sb CH:Cl/H,O I;h[orohydrin 43 n1,
5, CH,CI/H:O epoxidc 45 27
Sd CH!Cl/H,O cpoxidc 60 54
5, MeOH/CH:CI!H:O cpoxide 70 35
Sf McOH/CI·I!C[/I-l,O chloroether 86 n1,
"" .-\11 n:-~c,ions "~rc eame<l uul a' 25"C "i'h ~ '";IlalySll""dini: or 1.2 ",,,i~. an<l 'he sodium h~f"",hl"rilc 'HIS
hulkr."\! ,,;,h :"a,llpn, In pi l""l. eh,.,.,;",,1 }id<ls \\en:t>.1SCd ' .... Sl~...,ne. • .....e ""-" <lelennin."" hy 111'Le "."in.,a
1{.-{;lS ~ (S..\1_Whd~..(\1 column l I~. 2_propanol in h.,:"ane fur ,l}"'"C cl"'_'idc. OA'~ 2'propa",,1 ;n h~_,ane l"or chlmo
elher:I1,," r:II~1I,8",L·m;nJ.
The products of the oxidation reaction depended on the catalyst (Scheme 5.3). Catalysts
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with larger R groups such as in Sc. Sd and 5c gave the desired epoxidc 2 as the major
product and only minor amounts of chioro elher I were found. The ralio of2/1 was
determined to be about 100/3. Only one product. which was identified as I-chloro-
phenyl-2-methoxy ethane by mass spectrometric analysis and comparison of ils NMR
data with its regioisomer obtained through direet chlorinalion of styrene in MeOH. was
isolated in the presence of catal~'st Sa or Sf having a smaller (R=H) group. Interestingly.
hoth epoxide and chlorinated product J in the ralio of 1011 were obtained with catalyst
Sb. and it was tempting to speculate lhal this resulted from the fact thai the sleric
rcquiremcnllor mClhyllies between f-Bu and H. [t appeared Ihat chemoseJectivity oflhc
oxidation W:lS direclly governed by the size of the R group in the binuclear manganese
calixsalcn catalysts.
CI OMe
Ph>-------"
I
CI OMe 0
Ph>-------" • Ph~
I
o
~
Ph 2
Scheme 5.3 Producls in the cata[Ylic epoxidation of styrene
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It was noteworthy that the position of the melhoxy or hydroxy groups in lhe product was
opposite to that of a conventional elcctrophilil;; addition to a double bond. as it might be
t:xpected from Cl: in H!O or CI! in McOH. Reversed regioselective chlorilliltion of
alkene was <1150 achieved in alkoxychiorination ofallylamines wilh a bimetallic. Wacker
type catalyst composed ofPdCl; and cue I:." I-lowen;~r. the major products from any
other orthe tested alkenes followed the conventional rule in which the nuc1cophilc was
inc0ll'0rnted althe morc substituted carbon of the double bond. Catalysts 5a and 5fwere
the !irst known examples which reversed the addition ofnudeophiks to an
unfunctionalized olefin. This disco~'ery might have some important synthetic
;lpplications.
The pH of the solution also affected the products. The major product was the epoxidc at
pl·l" II with catalysts 5b. 5c. 5d and Se. but ring-opened products still remained with
catalyst 5a and 5fCTabie 5.3).
5.2.4 E:nantioselectivit~.. oflhe chiral calixsalcn and linear ~alcn mancanese c:llaly~ls
Enantioselectivity ofa chiral catalyst is dirt:etly related to both reaction conditions such as
sol\"enL'~·11reaction temperature.''':' pH or the solution. additives to the reaction
system::':) and e1ec;:tronic and geometric propenies of the substrate itself.:~·:~ The effects
of these fa\.:tors were therefore investigated. and the results are presented in Tables 5.3·
5.4. It can be seen that addition of donor solvents such as MeOH reduced the
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~nantiosckctivity (entry 4 and 6 in Table 5.3). Whereas. the presencc of benzene cven
further diminished the selecti .... ity (entry 5). Coordination of McOH to thc mangancse
sitcs as cvidenccd by ESMS might have anected the selecti ....ity. The effect from benzene
was likely due to its competition with substrate styrene lor the cavity.
r:lbk 5.3. Epoxidation of styrene with sodium hypochlorite and the catalysts at 25"C
entry solvents product yicld(%) ce(%)(config.),a, turnover
5a MeOH/CH:C1/H:O chloroClhcr 75 38(n1a)
'""
'h McOHJCH,CI!HP cpoxide 32 34(R) 24
5c CH,CIIH;O epoxide 45 21(R) 35
'd ~IeOH/CH:CI:lH,O epoxide 57 35(R) 23
5d PhH/CH;CI:lH,O epoxidc 70 22(R)
'""
'd CH,CI:lHp cpoxide 63 52(R) 49
5d CH,C1/HP epoxide 60 28(R)'h' 46
;, CH,CI/HP ~poxide 35 n(R) 23
Sf MeOH/CH:CI,/HP chlorocther 76
'"" '""
10 5d'<' MeOH/CH:CI,/Hp epoxidc 57 33(5\) 43
II 'h CH;CI:!H,O ..:poxide 34 30(R) 2.
("l Th~ ah"",luIC ~onligur:uion oflhe major 'll·I'I."fI~ el"'~ille en""tiom~r w"-~ Je'enninc-d I>y eomr"rison "Ilhe rele",ion
lime "l"lh~ m;~lure .,.ilh those 01 R->lll'l."fIC o~ide nnJ S_.,~r,""fI~ ,,,ide dn 111'1.(.':. Ihl one ~"<.jui'. r~riJinc-_\·..,xidc
"ddcd.lcllSSknlaly.1
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It was noted that the enantioselectivity of the cali:<salcn catalysts was not directly related
[0 the size oflhe R groups on the phenol units. Changing the R group from 1-1. CH1• i-Pro
to I-Bu did not result in obvious improvement of the cnantiomeric excesses (entries 1.1.
3.7 in Table 5.3). which contntsted \"ilh the observations for the mononuclear s.den
SYSlcms.:C' [n the binuclear calixsalen manganese system. stereoisomer discrimination
nlij;ht not rely on controlled approach of the substrate but rather substrate inclusion in the
cadly prior to oxid<ltion. The R group therefore was not as imponant as in the
monosalcn system since the cavity. determined by the lour benzene rings and two
methylene bridges. was essentially the same for all catalysIs 5a·5d.
:\ddition of pyridine N·oxide as an external donor to sl;lbilize the high-valence
intcnnedi:ue Mn==O resulted in decreased enantiomeric excess (entry 7). Similar results
were also observed for heterogenous polymeric analogs ofmononuelear chirnl Mn(JII)-
5.1len catalysts. Replacement orCl" as a.xialligand by 1- had a slightly negati\"<~ effect on
the enantiosclectivity (entry 11). The optical yield signiticantly improved on replacement
orC!" with PF,,- (entry 8). Another char.u;:teristic of the macrocyclic calixsalen system
was that the (R,R).cataiysts provided R-rich (entry 6) while lhe (S.'l-catalysls gave an S-
rich epoxidc mixture (ent!')' 10).
With styrene derivatives as substrates. lhe electronic cffe<:ts oflhc subslrate on the
enantioselectivity were investigated. The results arc ShO\"'11 in Table 5.4. De<:reasing
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elcctron density orthc doublc bond decreased thc enantioselectivity. This result is
dill"crcnt from Naruta'sobservation;" that enantiosclcctivity was improvcd with c1cctron-
deficient styrene deriv:tth·es using porphyrin-based catalysts. These results might be
c~plained with the assumption ofa radical:~'jo" mechanism. Presumably. e1ectron-
withdrawing groups could distribute the electron density of the radical and stabilize the
intennediate. Consequently. bond rotation in a radical intermediate would result in
decreased enantiosdectivity.;'
Table 5.4 Epo:-;idation of styrene derivatives'"
entr.... substrate ce(%)(config.) Debye{o)
stvrcnc 54(.~ 0.0
p-Cl-styrcne 28 (nla) 1.6
p-Br-styrene 25 (nlaJ 1.5
m-ND;-styrene 15 (n/a) 4.0
p-Me-styrene 16 (nla) -0.4
pcntafluorost~·ren<:
... The reaction conditions wert' the same as indicated in Table 5.3 .•'. ec "';IS delCrmined by 'H NMR
using the chirnl shift reagemPr<TFC),.
Alkene molecules such as lrans-stilbene and 1.1-dihydronaphthalene did not rcact with
NaDCl in the presence of the macrocyclic cali~saten binuclear manganese catalysts. In
contrast. the side-by-sidc linearbinudear manganese catalyst (R.R:R.R) worked well
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(Table 5.5). as did the monomeric Mn(1II1 catalysts (Chapter I).
Table 5.5 Substrate size en~"Ct in cpoxidmion of\·arious alkenes with sodium
hypochlorite and calixsalen catalysl5d and side-by-side linear catalyst 5hw
substrate calixsalcn-Mn 3d sidc-b~·.sidc.Mn5h
yield (%)lee (%1 yicld (%lfce (%)
00 60171
Ph
~ 3:!/IO
aI: 72/34 75t::!1
U 57/54 65/3::!
Based on the above results. we speculated thm the Mn"'O group.~7 generated in .villl in the
macrocyclic catalytic system. was inside the cavity created by the macrocyclie
framework. Larger alkene moleculcs could not properly lit into the cavity so delivcry of
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oxygen to the double bond became impossibk.
[llons to obtain a single crystal ofth.: manganese macrocyclic ealixsalen comple;.;:es in
order to support structurally the above expcrimenlal resuhs pro\"ed fruitless. Therefore.
assignment ofa struclUre to the manganese complexes was based on infonnation
provided by the X-ray c1')'stallographie structure of a closely rclmed ehir..d binuclear
Cu(ll) calixsalen complex model. which was prepared according to the same route and
conditions as the binuclear nickel complc;.;: 3.8 (Chapter 3). Thc structure l' l is shown in
Figure 5.1 (p. 162).
The assumption of a structural similarity or the copper and thc manganese calixsalen
complexes was based on the fact that monosalcn manganese complexes often have a
square pyramidal gcomet1')' with an axial solvcntligand.;1 In thc binuclear copper
complex. two axial water molecules outside of the cavity coordinated with Cu-O bond
distances of ca. 2.3 A and the geometry of each salen unit was squarc pyramidal and
"C1')'stal data orthe model binuclear copper complex (C ••H....O.N..Cu:·CH;CI;·5H;O):
1'\\"=1135.22: c1')'stal dimensionS"" 0.40 x 0040 x 0.12 mm: orthorhombic: P2, 2, 2, (#19):
(/ ''''1804IO{I) A. b "" :!5.:!OO(1) A. ,.,., 12.738(2) A. V"'" 5909.4(7) N. Z- 4: D<.,o;d "'" 1.276
g/cm': 20m.- = 120.4~: 01"4929 reflections measured. 3798 were uniquc and 3798
obscr..cd (/ > 1. o(l)): R = 0.062. R" '" 0.064. Details orthe X-ray experiments. bond
distances. bond angles. atom coordinates. torsion angles. and c1')'stal data can be lound in
Appendix 5.
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isoslrtlctural with the monosalen manganese complexes. Then:fon:. the binuclear copper
complex was a reasonable model to understand the binuclear manganese comlysts. Since
one site of the metal centre was blocked by a ligand outside the cavity. the oxo group.
required lor cpoxidation. would most likely position itself within the cavity. Subsequent
llXO (mnsler then occurred only inside the cavity.
A fundamental question arising was how and why a prochiral alkene mokl;ule entered the
c;}.\"ity. As dcmonslratcd in Chapter 3. nonco\'alent -eH-1t interactions forced an
acetonitrile molecule inlo the cavity. and it was also likely that this kind ofinlcraction
together with )'[-1'[ interactions between styrene and the catalyst were responsible. Two
different cntram;:l;:S, using the l;ydohl;xyl cnd ("l;ydohcxyl gateU ) or the R substituent (H.
CH" i-Pro or I-Bu) end C'R gatc"), wcrc possibk for the binuclear Mn(lll)eatalysts with
the SY" eontOnnation. ReferCnl;C to th,; l;:rystal stTlll;:turc showed a substantial difTerence
in thc size of the entranl;e. Forexamplc.the i-Pr gate wilh a ma.ximum width orca. 3.1 A
was much more cro\,-dcd than the eyclohexyl gate with a minimum width 01'0:;(/.5.1 A.
Thcrdorc. it can be expcctal that a prochiral alkene molt.."Cule would prefer to approach
through thc eyclohexyl gate to rcach the active centres. A further ad\'antage ofthc ,;ntl1
,"ia the eyclohexyl gale is that the substrate is much closer to the source of chirality and
therefore better chiral communication can be anticipated.
MMX modelling studies of the Mn(lII) complex Sd supported this prediction (Figure
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5.:!). The MMX energy (623 kJ/ma!) ofhostfguesl complex b where a styrene molecuk
approached through the cyclohexyl gale was [ower than that (644 kJ/mal) ora host/guest
l;omplcx a where a styrene molecule passed through the /·Bu gate. The molecular
modelling results (Figure 5.2) further indicated that the MMX energy diflcrcncc mainly
stemmed from the torsional energy dinerence between the two host/gu':sl compkxes :II
and b. Ckarly. increased IOrsional strain was required to accommodate lhe styrene guest
molccuk in the more restricted I-Bu entrance. Furthermore. mol~ularmodelling studies
(MMX) of Mo(lll) complex 5a also supported lhe obse....·ation that larger alkene
molecules did not undergo epoxidation with the macrocyclic manganese catalyst (Table
5.5). It can been seen (Figure 5.3) that the target double bond of tenninal alkenes such as
styrcm:: and allyl benzene could iosen inlO the cavity (about 8 A) and reach the active
sites (Figure 5.3). whereas the more hindered double bond of 1.2-dihydronaphthalcne
could not (Figure 5.4).
These results suggested that asymmt:tric epoxidation Oftemlinal alkenes proceeded
through selective inclusion of the substrate within the cavity. To our knowledge this
work represented thc lirst direct evidence for host/guest catalysis in homogeneous
l::poxidation. which mimicked processes in natural enzymes.
Figure 5.1 ORTEP rcpresent3tion of the chir31 binucle3r copper c3!ixs3[cn complex
(Hydrogen atoms and solvents were removed lor c13ritY.l
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5.3 Summary
Chiral caJixsalen and linear side-by-side binuclear manganesc{lII) complexes were
prepared. Catalytic studies showed thal the Mn(lll) complexes had good activity and
enantioselecti\'ity for epoxidation of unfunctionalizcd aJkcnes. It was IQund that thc
calixsalcn manganese catalysts wcre sizc selectivc and thaI no cpoxidalion was observcd
with alkenes such as 1.1.-dihydronaphthalenc. An X-ray study ofan isostructural
calixsa1t.:n binuclear copper complex and MMX calculations supponcd thc cxperimental
results and suggested that the epoxidation reaction proceeded through inclusion ofa guest
alkene molecule within the cavity. Host/guest asymmctric catalytic epoxidalion was
experimentally demonstrated for the first time.
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5.4 Experimental Seclion
5A.1 Determination of the enantiomcric eJl:cess (% ce) The enantiomeric cxcess is
calculated b3sed on following equation:
R-S
--XIIlO
R + S
The relati\'e amount of ('ach enantiomer R or 51 was measured by cither HPLC. using a
chiral column (No: 786101. panicle diameter: 5 J.l.m. 100 A. 250 X 4.6 mm. ReGIS".
Technologies. Inc.) packed with (S..~·\Vhelk·OI CSP (Figure 5.5. a): and the mobile
phase was isopropanol in hexane (1/100). orby 'H NMR using the ehiral chemical shift
reagent tris[3-(trilluoromethylhydroxymethyleneH+)-camphoratol praseodymium(!]I)
Jeri\'ative Pr(TFC); (Figure 5.5. bj.
(.)
'J:f'"M, .1:CF;o
Me ~O-'-_.'.- •__ Pr
3
(bl
Figure 5.5 Chiral auxiliaries used in HPLC and 'H NMR analysis or chiral oxides.
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5.4.2 Reagents 2.Propanol was stored o\-er anhydrous sodium sultale. Hexane was
distilled from sodium and bcnzophenone. All olher solvents were ACS grade and used
without funhcr purification. Pr(TFC); and mangancse(lII) acetate dihydrate. lithium
chloride. sodium iodide dihydrate. ammonium hexafluorophosphate: styrene.
allylbcnzcm:. 4-mcthylslyrene. 3.nitrostyrenc. 4.bromostyrenc. 2-vinylnaphthalenc:.
2.3.4.5.6.pelllafluocoslyTcne. 1.2-dihydronaphthalenc. (R)-styrcnc oxide. {.'\)-styrene
oxide. axone. pyridine ,v-oxide. I-butylhydroperoxidc. m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid were
purchased Irom Aldrich. Sodium hypochlorite was prepared by bubbling chlorine gas
into aqueous sodium hydroxide solution.
:004.3 Instrumentation High perfonnam:e-liquid-chromatography (HPLC) was canicd
out on an ALTEX (Model tlOAl instrum~ntwith a UV-\'isible analytical detector (Model
153). A computer equipped with JCL6000 chromatography software was used lor
parameter adjustment. data acquisition and spectrum display. GC-MS was done on a
Hewlett-Packard (HPJ system (model 5890 gas chromatography equipped with a 25 mm x
0.2 mm HP-l rused silica column l:ouplcd 10 a HP model 51)70 mass spectrometer). All
other manipulations were perronn..-d under conditions similar 10 those described in
Chapter:!.
Electron spray mass spectra (ESMS) were recorded on a Micromass Quauro II triple-
stage quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an dectrospray ionization source at
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the Biological Mass S~lrometerlaboralo~· in the DepartmentofChcmist~,. University
of Waterloo. All analyses were perfonned in flow injcl;tion mode. A solvent mixture of
50/50 MeOHIH:O \\';,h 0.1% formic acid was used in all determinations. A HPI090LC
pump delivered solvent [0 the elcclrospray ionization source at a !low rule of ~O
ilL/minute. [0 IJ.L of the sample was injecled through a Rhcodyne 7125 \"al\'c. A 40 em
long peck tub.; (0.125 mm i.d.). connected Ihe injection valve 10 the stainless steel
dcctrospray tube (75l-'m i.d.). which transported samples to the ionization source. High
purity nilrog..:n served as both nebulization gas and dr:'ing gas. The llow rate of nitrogen
gcncrmed a stable spray at about 20 Lfminule. wilh a Ilow rate of 300 Llminutc for drying
gas. The capillary voltage was set:1.I 3.5 kV. The vollages of the HV lens and cone were
0.5 kY and 25 V-40 Y depending on the molecular weight. The value of resolution at
high and low molecular weight were all adjusted to 15. allowing one Dalton mass
resolution. The ES source temperature was maintained at 80"C during the analysis. The
mass spectra were n.:corded under multichanncll\(MCA) mode. in which eaeh scan was
added together and the total signal intensity was displayed. Normally 1010 20 scans were
accumul:l!ed for one spectrum acquisition. A Digital Cclebrisr~, compuler was used for
system eomrol. parameter adjuslment. data acquisition and spectrum display with
Masslynxr~,. version 1.0 (Micromass. UK) under Windows!",,'].ll environment. The raw
data were deconvoluted using the Fourier translonn or m.a.ximum entropy program
provided by Micromass as pan oflhe system operation and data acquisilion software.
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5........ Prepulltion oflhe binuclear maDlaBltH(lll) cslinalu c:ata~·.us and sid~by·
side linear salen C81."'IU
To a ck-ar. ydlow-orange solution of the com:sponding ligand (0.050 mmol) in 4.0 mL
CI-l~C1:/MeO~1Of EtOH (I: I) was added Mn(OAcl;'2H:O (0.034 g. 0.13 mmol) as:J
brown solid in one ponicn. The rcsul1ant solution was stirred for about 3 h at room
tcmpcr:llure then LiCI (0.017 g. 0.40 mmol)or NH,PF.. (O.065 g. 0.041 mmo!) was added.
After an additional 2 h. solvent was removed. leaving a dark solid. which was dissoh"cd
in a minimal amount ofCH;CJ: or CH:CI: lMeOH. Flash chromalOgraphy (CH:C1: and
then l\'leOHI aflorded dark brown :malytically pure binuclear Mn(lll) complex.
:!ill. Yield: 0.029 g (68%). IR (Nujol): 1617 (CH=N). 1540 (Ph). 1462. 1382. 1347. 1310.
1284.1165.1132. 1093. 1026.823 em-': Anal. Caled. forC.:H ....N.O.CI~Mn:·H:O: C.
~.03: H. 6.51: N. 4.94. Found: C. 64.08: H. 5.37: N. ..1.86.
~b. Yidd: 0.035 g (80""'). IR (Nujol): 1615 (CH=Nl. 1550 (Ph). 1392. 1344. 1312. 1232.
1164.1095.1039.830.795.760.733 em· l : Anal. Oiled. forC ...H••N.O.CI~
~'ln:+I:O'CH~C1~: C. 56.19: H. 5.21: N. 5.57. Found: C. 56.66: H. 5.35: N. 4.89.
5e.Yicld: 0.038 g (75%). IR (Nujol): 1606 (CH=N). 1547 (Ph). 1430. 1383. 1325. 1162.
1110. 1079.972.786.733.703 em· l : Anal. COIled. for C~.H....N.O.CI:Mn~·H:O: C. 64.03:
H. 6.51: N. 4.94. Found: C. 64.08: H. 5.37: N. 4.86.
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5d. Yield: 0.048 Ii- (9O"1o). ESMS (mlz): CoIled. for C~.HT.:N.O.Mn~-:~MeOH 1062:
Found:1063 [C.,HT.:N.O.Mn~·2MeOH -+- Hr. 998. 945. 892. 1045 rC~.H,:p ..N.Mn~·
HCOQH + Hr. [093 [C..HT'p.N,Mn::-:!MeOH·CH~O';'Hr: IR(Nujol):1615
cCH=N).1541 (Ph). 1344. 1311. 1206. 1172. 1100. \027.836. 789. 736 em'l: Anal.
Caled. lor C1.H
"
N.o,CI, Mn~'lCH::C1::C. 58.\2: H. 6.18: N. 4.52. Found: C. 58.44: H.
6.28:N ...U8.
:ie.Yield: 0.045 g (80%). ESMS (IW=): Caled. tor Cl.Hr:N,O.Mn:"CH;CHO: 1042:
Found: 1101. 1100. 1099. 1043 [C!,Hr:N,O,Mn,'CH;CHO.;. HI': IR (Nujoll:
1611(CH=N). 1544 (Ph). 1393. 1342. I:N7. 1170. 1143. 1211. 1173. 1046. 1036.850
(PF~). 777. 742. 721. 691 em".
linear 5h. Yield: 0.042 g (80"/"). ESMS (m;:): Caled. for C!7H7:N.,o.Cl Mn:: 1021:
Found: 1011: IR( Nujol): 1615 (CH=N). 1549(Ph). 1470. 1~24.1311. 12~5. 1206. 1027.
875.842.757 em": Anal. Calcd. lor C51Hr.N.O.C1:Mn!·H;O: C. 64.03: H. 6.51' N. 4.94.
Found: C. 64.08: H. 5.37: N. 4.86.
5....5 Preparation of the model binuclear copper complex. This complex \\'as prepared
according to the procedure described in Chapter 4 for the binuclear copper complex 4.2.
Yidd: 0.047 g(93%).IR{Nujol): 351 J. 1642. 1615. 1542. 1384. 1344. 1278. 1232.
1160. CJ46. &62. 822. 789. 750. 690 em": Anal. Calcd. for C~H...N.O.Cu! '2H:O'
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:!CH,CI,: C. 57.71: H. 6.18: N. 4.81. Found: C. 57.69: H. 6.09; N. 4.71.
5....6 Epoxidation Catalytic oxidations were carried out at room temperature. The
macrocyclic calixsnlen manganese catalyst (0.011 mmol) was dissolved in CH:C1: (10.0
mL: I mL 1\kOH may ~ added. depending on Ihe solubility ora catalyst). Then alkene
(\.O mmo)) lollowcd by addition ofNaOCI,>q' (4-5%. 10.0 mL) was added. The dark
biphasic solution was vigorously stirred and the reaction progress was monitored by TLC
(hcxanc/l-propanol). After 3 h. the organic phase was separated and the aqueous layer
was extracted with CH,CI1 /2 x 2 mL). The solvcnI was removed. and thc residue was
eXlracted with hc.'(ane (2 x I roll. The combinl.:d hexane extracts were applied to a small
silica column 10 afford the epoxidc. Chemical yields were dctermined from the isolated
products and presented in Tabks 5.2-5.5. Enal1liomcril;: C~l;:csses were mcasured by
dliral HPLC or 'H NMR titration ofthc products with the chiral chemical shift reagent in
CDCI,. Reponed enantiomeric e~cesseswere the a\'erage of at least three measurements
St,!rcnc oxide. Its proton NMR data \\-ere consistent with that ora
o
if'~ I standard sample from Aldrich. 'HNMR(CDCl_,):67.41-7.28(m., ""~ I H S 5H. Ph). 3.87 (dd. 11.,.=3.9. J:.,~= 2.5. IH. 1-1-2). 3.16(d. 1, •.~= 3.9.
7 J,•. ,~ '" 5.4. I H. H-IAl. 2.82 (dd. 1,~., = 2.7. J,,,-,,= 5.6. I H. H-I B).
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«
'° ,P-Chlo,o,tynn,o,ld," 'HNMRICDCI,>,67.3;-7.18(m.
:I ~3 4H. Ph). 3.84 {dd. J,.I,'" 3.8. J:-1."" 2.4.1 H. H-21. 3.IS (dd. J".,
(; h 8 =3.8.J,•.,.-S.4.1H.H-1A).2.7S(dd.J'h-,"=2.4.J
'
h-I,'=5.4.
Cl 7
tH. H-1B).
p-Bromoslyrenc odde.;' 'H NMR (CDCI;): is 7.75-7.15 (m.
«
0,
.. 3 4H. Ph). 3.8.3 (dd. J'_I."" 3.8. J,_,.'" 2.4. IH. H-2). 3.14 (dd. J,•. It•~ ~ ~ . .
'()I h 8 "'S.4.J,..,""4.0.1H,H-lr\l.2.76(dd.J
'
h-l.""5.3.J'h-,"":!.6.1H.
B' 7 H-IB).
p-Me.h~·ISf)·~necpoxide.;1 'H NMR (CDC1;):.s 7.81-7.17
«
,0,
: ~3 (m. 4H. Ph). 3.84 (dd. J,.,,=4.4. J~.,.'" 2.7. lH. H-2). 3.14 (dd.
61 .-::;:; Il J, •.'h=SA.J".,=-I.2.[H.I·I-1A).2.g0(dd.J'h-,."'5A.J,,,.~-
Me 7
2.71H. I-I-IB). 2.36/5. 31-1. Mel.
¢{'° ,m-Nitro,tynn«po';d,." 'HNMR'CDC1,>' 68.19(,.IH.51 ~3 H-8). 7.64-7.54 (m. 3H. 1-1-4. H·S. H·6). 3.99 (dd. J:.,.= 3.5.6 7h 8 J~.'b=2.4. IH. H-2). 3.24 (dd. J, •. ,.'" 5.4. J, ..:= 3.5. Iii. H-IAl.
N0: 2.82 (dd.J'h-'.=S.4. J'h-:=2.4.IH.H-IB)
~Cl OM,_ ~j:! I'I6 nS,
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lH NMR (CDCI): <) 7.44-7.34 (m. 5H. Ph). 5.02 (ro. 11-1. H-2).
3.80 (m. 2H. H-I). 3.42 (s. 3H. i\-Ic): Uc NMR (CDCI,): I)
138.8 (lC. Co]). 128.9 (3C. C·S. C·6. C-7). 117.6 (2C. C-4. c-
8).77.45 (Ie. C-I). 61.0 (IC. OMc). 59.3 (Ie. C-2):
GC-MS (m ";): Calcd. for C~HllCIO: 170: Found 170 (M").
~MCO CI 'H NMR (CDCl;): 6 7.41-7.31 (m. 5H. Ph). 4.36 {dd. ):_1. 0<., 151 "':::;.J - 8.0.J~.'b=3.Q.IH.H-2).3.42(m.2H.H-1).3.32 (s.3H.Mc).6 --'i',
y~~OH
6VS
,
0007' '~ I 3
,
'H NMR (CDCI)): () 7.43-7.37 (m. 5H. Ph). 5.01 (dd. J:_1.;;8.3.
J:. ,b"'6.3. IH. H-l). 4.89 (m. 2H. H-I): I)C NMR (CDCI)): 6
(lCC-3) notobsen'cd.129.4(IC.C-6.1.119.1 (2C.C4.C-8).
127.7 (2c. C·S. C-7). 62.0 (IC C-ll. 48.6 (Ie. C·2).
'H NMR(CDClj):l:'i) 7.38·7.33 (m. IOH. Ph). 3.87 Is. 2H.
H-1. H-:!).
'H NMR (CDClj):-'lb/\ 7.41· 7.08 (m. 4H. Ph). 3.85 (d. J= 4.2.
IH. H·I). 3.73 (dd. J'" 4.4. J=3.4. I H. H·2). 2.75 (ddd. J,=14.2.
J,= 6.4. J j '" 14.9. 1H). 2.53 (dd. J,'" 5.6. J:'" 13.8. IH). 2.47 (ddd.
J,""5.6.J,= 13.8.l)= 15.5.IH).I.77(ddd.J,"'5.6.J,= 13.8.J,'" 15.2.IH).
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Appendicies
Appendix 1- Appendix 3 contain X-ray results oftne rnacrocydic chiml saleo dimer 14a.
chiral mono- and binuclear nickel and copper complexes 3.4. 3.8. 4.1. 4.2. Appendix 4
contains the voltammograms provided by Professor M. l"Her (Universite de Bretagnc
Occidentale. France). Appendix 5 contains the X-ray data ora chiral binuclear copper
complex. Appendix 6 contains the selected 11-1 NMR. ';C NMR. and ESMS spectra or the
compounds prepared in this study. The X-ray reports for the complexes 3.4. J.8. 4.1. 4.2
were provided by Mr. D. Miller in the Department of Chemistry. The X-ray report for the
binuclear copper complex was provided by Dr. J. Bridson in thc Department of
Chemistry.
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Appendi. t
Crystal structure determinations of the calixsalen dimer 14a
A yellow irregular crystal orC.lHnO~N~having. approximate dimensions 0[0.400 x
0,200 x 0.400 mm was mounted on a glass fibre. All measurements Wefe made on a
Rigaku AFC6S diffrnctomelcr wilh graphite monochromated Mo-Ku radiation and a:!
kW sealed tube generator. Cell constants and an orientation matrix fur data collection.
obtained from a least-squares refinement using the sening angles of23 carefully centered
retlections in the range .20.28 <26 < 24.88" corresponded to a monoclinic cell with
dimensions:
(/= 14.640(3lA
h = 25.679 (4) A
'"= I 1.045 {6)A
r=4112(4)A'
h .. 81.97(2)"
for Z '" 4 and F. IV. = 737.90. the calculated density was 1.192 g./cm J • Based on thc
systematic absences of:
hOI: 1= 2n
OkO: k= 20
and the successful solution and refinement oflhe structure. the spact: group was
rJ~(~rmincd10 be P2/c (#14).
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The data were collected ata temperature of 26 ± Joe using the 00-16 scan technique (0 a
maximum }O value of 50.1". Omega scans ofse\'cral intense rel1ections. made prior to
data collection. had an 3\'cragc width at half-height of 0.34" wilh a takc-ofTangle or6.0".
Scans of(0.84 +0.35 tanO)" were made at a speed of 4.0"/minulc (in omega). The we$.
reflections (I < 10.00(1» were rescanncd (ma.ximum of:! rcscans) and lhccounlS were
accumulated to assure good counting statistics. Stationary background countS were
r~ordcd on each side of the renection. The ralio of peak counting time to background
counting time was 2:1. The diameteroflhc incident beam collimator was 1.0 rom and the
crystallO dctcctor distance was 400.0 mm.
The structure was solved by direct methods' and expanded using. Fourier techniques!
The non-hydrogen atoms were relined anisotropieally. The final cycle of full-matrix
least.squares refinement was based on 3003 observed reflections {I > 1.20 (I)) and 497
variable parameters and converged (largest parameter shift was 0.00 times ilS esd) w-im
unweighted and weighted agreement factors of:
R = !:!IFol -lFclll!: !Fo! .. 0.077
R.... [(~w (lFol-lFcl)' I ~w Fo' 1I 1 : = 0.045
The standard deviation of an observation of unit weight was 1.80.) The weighting
scheme was based on counting statistics and included a factor (p = 0.01) to downweight
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the intense retkctions. Plots of w (IFol- !Fel)' versus IFal. retlection order in data
collection. sioan.. and various classes of indices showed no unusual trends. The
maximum and minimum peaks on the final difference Fourier map corresponded to 0.17
and -0.21 c'lA'. respectively.
Neutral atom scattering tactors were taken from Cromer and Wabcr.; Anomalous
dispersion elTccts were included in Fcalc:' the values tor Of and Df" were thoso: of
Cromcr.~· All calculations were performed using the TEXSANb crystallographic software
packagc( 1997) of Molecular Structure Corpor:lIion.
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Table 1.1 Crystal data afthe calixsalen 14a
737.90
monoclinic
yellow. irregular
00400 x 0.100 x OAOO
Empirical Fonnula
FomlUlaWcight
Crystal Colour. Habit
Crystal Dimensions (mm)
Crystal System
No. Reflections Used for
Unit Cell Determination (2 range) 23 (20.3 - 24.9")
Omega Scan Peak Width
at Halt"hcight
Lattice Parameters:
0.34
14.640(3).'\
h= 25.679(4)A h= 81.97(2)''
11.045 (6)A
F= 4111 (4) A'
Space Group
Z,"a]ut:
P2/c (#14)
F.."
p(Mo-Ka)
1.lng/em'
1568
T~bk 2.2 Crystal data collection and structure solUlion relinement parameters J.b.
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DitTraetometer
Radiation
TcmperalUrc
Takc-off Angle
Detector Apertun,:
Rigaku AFC6S
Mo-Ka 0.""0.71069 A)
26uC
6.0"
4.5 mm horizontal
3.0 mm vertical
Corrections
20.",
No. of Rdlcetions Measured
Cryslal to Detector Distance
Sl;an Type
Scan Rate
Scan Width
40cm
-29
4.0"/minute (in omega) (2 rcsc:ans)
(0.84 + 0.35 tan9lQ
50.1"
Total: 15181
Unique: 5858 IR,,,, "" .064)
Lorentz-polarization
Absorption (trans. factors: 0.97 - 1.00)
Secondan' Extinction
(coelTicie'nt: 0.86987E-07)
Structure Solution Direct methods
Ret1nement Full-matrix least-squares
Function Minimized rw (IFol - IFell'
Least-squares Weights 4Fo' la' (Fo')
p-Faetor 0.01
Anomalous Dispersion All non-hydrogen atoms
No. Observations (I> !.200-(1)) 3003
No. Variables 497
Reflection/Parameter Ratio 6.04
Residuals: R": R. b 0.077: 0.045
Goodness of Fit rndicator 1.80
Max ShiftiError in Final Cycle 0.00
Ma.ximum Peak in Final Diff. Map 0.27 e'IA'
Minimum Peak in Final Diff. Map -0.21 dA'
• R"":E:II Fol -lFelll ~IFol.• R. [{:::w (lFol -Wen=r:::w Fo')J'':
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Table 2.3. Alom coordinmes and B(eq) oflhe calixsalen 1411
B(cq)
0<1' 1.0686(3) 0.0014(1) 0.8215(31 7.8(3)
0(2) 1.5091(3) 0.2283(21 0.872<)(4) 7.8(3)
om U400(3) 0.0378m 1.1664(J) 9.3(3)
0<" 0.9585(3) 0.2315(21 0.8982(3) 7.9(3)
N(I) 1.0069(3) 0.0638(21 0.6705(3} 5.4(3)
:-J(2) 1.59!8(3) 0.1667(21 I.OO50(4} 5.4(3)
N(3) 1.5010(3) 0.1244(21 1.2279(4} 5.5(3)
NH) 0.9062(3) 0.143IC!) 0.8152(4) 5.7(3)
C(l) 0.8619(3) 0.1096(21 0.7324(J) 5.6(4)
C().) 0.7834(4) 0.1387(2) 0_6869(4) 6.9(4)
C(31 0.7364(4} 0.1046(31 0_6022(5) 7.8(4)
qJ) 0.8058(4) 0.0862(21 0.4934(5) 7.2(4)
C(51 0.8861(3) 0.0586(21 0.5395(4) 6.3(4)
q6) 0_9328(3) 0.0929(2) 0.624<)(4) 5.1(3)
e(7l 1.0903(4) 0.0737(2) 0.6242(4) 5.4(3)
C(8) 1.16770) 0.0469(2) 0.6671(51 5.2(4)
C('I1 12574(4) 0.0580m 0.6086(4) 5.7(4)
C(lOI 1.3343(4) 0.0356(3) 0.6484(5) 6.0(4)
C(ll) 1.319O(5) 0.0013(3) 0.7456(6) 6.9(5)
C(12) 1.2322(5) _0.0105(2) 0.8044(5) 7.4(4)
q13) 1.1549(4) 0.0124(2) 0_7652(5) 5.9(4)
C(14) 1.4312(-4) 0.05\301 0.5933(;) 7.0(4)
cns) 1.46050) 0.0<)<)()(3) 0.(>607(5) 5.7(4)
C(6) 1.4365(4) 0.\491(31 0_6294($1 6.1(4)
q17) 1.4$39(4) 0.\914(3) 0.6975(6) 1.3(4)
q18) 1.4971(4) 0.\866(3) 0.8030(5) 5.7(4)
C(19) 1.5249(3) 0.1366(3) 0.8333(51 4.8(3)
C(20) 1.5055(3) 0.0941(2) 0.7630(5} 5.4(3)
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Tnblc 2.3 (cont.) Atom coordinates and B(eq) of the calixS<llcn I~a
B(eq)
C(ll) 1.S7-11(3) 0.1288(2) 0.9386(51 5.1(3)
C(22) 1.6-117(3) O.15(H(2) 1.1086(-1) 5.0(3)
C(23) 1.7215(3) 0.1944(1) 1.1037(-1) 6.4(-1)
C(2..t) 1.7715(3) 0.18&3(2) 1.11J0(5} 6.8(-1)
025) 1.7068(-1) 0.19..t8(2) 1.331<J(5) 6.4(J)
C(26) 1.6265(3) 0.1567(2) 1.3372(41 5.&(3)
C(17) 1.S762(3) 0.1628(2) 1.1270(51 5.1(3)
C(28) 1.4187(-1) 0.1399<21 l.2580(41 5.2(3)
C(2'1} 1.3399(4) 0.10610) 1.2485(5) 5.2(4)
COO) l.2504(-I1 0.1252(2) l.2805(4) 5.9(41
C(3I) 1.1726(-1) 0.0%9(3) 1.2620(5) 6.I(J)
C(321 1.1884(51 0.0489(31 1.2107(7) 8.5C51
C(331 1.2765C51 0.0275(21 1.1N0(7) 'I.I(5)
COJ} 1.353-1C51 0.057-1(31 1.1'183(6) 7.0m
COS) 1.0762(41 0.II77C31 1.2'115(-1) 7.3(4)
0361 1.044701 0.147201 1.1859(5) 5.4(41
C(37) 1.0575(.1) 0.2007(31 1.1733(6) 6.9(-11
C(38) 1.0296(4) 0.2291(21 1.0788(7) 7.3(J)
C(391 0.9867(.1) 0.1040(3) 0.9900(5) 5.6(J)
C(-IOI 0.9736(3) 0.1501(21 1.0002(-1) -1.6(3)
(C-II. 1.0017(3) 0.1227(21 l.o<l71(5) 5.2(3)
((-I2) 0.9284(3) 0.1217(2) 0.9110(5) 5.10)
Table 2.4. Sdcc(cd bond distances for lhe calixsalen ligand 14:1.
distance
U14r6l
Cel31
distance
1.$2317)
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Table 2.5. Selected bond angles in the calixsalen l.fa
angle angle
C(6) N(I) cm IIS.I(S) C(8) Ctl3) ClI:!) 11S.S(6)
q:!l) N(2) ((22) 118.6(S) qlOI C(141 qlS) 109.2(~)
(27) N(3) ((28) 118.1(5) q14) qlS) C(16) 121.6(6)
((II N(~) ( ..12) 116.7(5) q14) qlS) ((10) 121.5(6)
N(4) COl (m 109.<;1(5) q16) qlS) (10) 116.7(6)
N(4) ClI) G6} 109.7{4} (lIS) Cl16} C(17) 121.8(6)
(12) (III ((61 110.2(4) C(16) C(17) C(1l1) 121.8(6)
C(I) C(2} ((3) 110.6(S) 0(2) Cllll) C(17) 121.()(6)
cm (01 C(4) lI0.6(4) 0(21 C(IS) ((19) 121.7(5)
COl ((4) (m (09.S(4) C117) C(lS) C(19) 117.1(61
C(4) ((5) ((6) 111.9(5) C(IS) C(l9) C(20) 119.7(5)
NO) ((6) C(I) 109.4(4) C(IS) C(I'l) C(2l) 120.J(S)
N(l) C(6) qS) 109,6(5) C(20) C(I'l) C(21) 120.0(61
ql) (6) C(5) 109.2(4) q15) (20) C(19) 121.71:5)
N(l) C(7) C(8) 111.1(5) N(1) q211 ((19) 121.3(S)
((7} CIS) C(9) IlS.l(S) N(2) Cl221 (23) 108.8(4)
((7) CIS) C(13) 121.7(S) N(2) C(22) (27) 109.2(4)
(t91 q8) q131 120.I(S) ((2)) ((22\ C(27) 110.6(4)
C(81 C(9) C(lO) 121.0(5} ((22) ((23\ C(2~) ll!.l(4}
(9) (tIO) C(ll1 11?A(6) C(23) C(24) C(2S} IIU(J)
C19} CliO) C(IJI 121.1(6} C(24) C(25) (26) 110.5(4)
C(III C(IO) (14\ 121.4(6) ((25) C(26) (t27) IIl..2(4 )
C(IOI (II) (I:!I 123.0(6) N(3) C(27) C(22) 108.)(.01)
C(ll) (12) Ctl) 119.7(6) Nt) C(271 C(26) 111.8(4)
0(" ((I)) Ct81 120.3{S) C(22) C(27) C(26) 111.1(4)
0(" C(13) C(121 120.8(6) Nt)1 C(2S} C(2'l} 121.7(S)
Table 1.6 Selected torsional angles for the calixsalen 14a
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(I) (1) (3) (4) angle
08) 07)
ell)1
1.:(131
(I) (2) (3) (4). angle
-57'1((,)
Table 1.6 (COnL) Selected torsional angles for the calixsalen 14a
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(I) en (3) (4) angle
C"11~1 C( lSI
Cll(ll
Cll'll
0171 <'"1181
CI!1l N(21
~I!) C(!!j CIl)l
1'1!) <.:l221 027)
0231 Cl!~1 ()!51
CI!7' ~(3) CI!Mj _133_3(~)
Cln. C(!1'1I
(I) (1) (3) (4) anglc
C42<)) ("130) COil In.lIS)
029> C:13~) C031 -173.g(51
03IJI Cdll
Cl3·H 1..'1331 OJ:!1
C"(2'l1 ("(HI OH)
CO!)
179.'1151
CI!H CI!~l C(!51
CI!~I Cl231 e(2!) 027.
CI!-tl CI!SI (;(26) lU'I) Cc-tu, CeJ!1
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Appendix 2
X·ray crystal structure determination of the macrocyclic complexes 3.4
and 3.8.
For complex 304. a dark red. multifaceted crystal ofC•• H7~ ."N,O, :.Ni having approximate
dimensions of 0.32 x 0.20 x 0.\3 rom was mounted on a glass librc. All measurements
were made on a Siemens P4 diffractometer equipped with a SMART ceD detector
(Depanmcnl of Chemistry. McMaster University). graphite monochromatcd Mo-Ka
radialion and a rolating anode generator.
Tho: data were collected at a Icmpcr.:J.lufc 01'-60':: I"C. The hemisphere ordata was
collected with 30 second. 0.3 degree frames toa ma."imum 20 value of55.15~.Of the
4R854 rdkctions which were collected. 6852 were unique (R_" 0.083). The linear
ahsorption coefficient. ~. for Mo-Ka radiation was 3.6 ern· l . The Siemens arca detector
ansorption corrcction routine (SA DABS) was u~d to correCI the data. This included
incident and diffracted beam corrections. decay correction and an absorption correction.
r....la;>.;imum and minimum efTecth"e transmissions were 0.934761 and 0.82684Q. The data
were corrected tor LorenlZ and polarization eflects. A correction lor secondary extinction
\vas applied (cocllicient '" 3.77458e-007).
For comple;>.; 3.8, a red irregular crystal ofC"'71,H.) JOO.N,Ni:Cll." having approximate
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Jim~nsions01'0.25 x 0.10 x 0040 mm was mounted ana g.lass librc. All measurements
were: made on a Rigaku AFC6S dilTractometer with graphite monochromated Cu-Ka
radiation. The data were collected at a temperalUre 01'26 =I"C using the U1-20 scan
technique to a maximum 29 value of 120.1". Omega scans of several intense rdlections.
made prior 10 data collection. had an ;lvcragl: width at half..height of 0.33" with a take-off
angle of 6.0". Scans 01'( 1.57 + 0.14 tan Of were made at a speed of 4,Q"/min (in m). The
w<::ak rcl1eclions (I < 10.00(1) were rescann::d (mu:>\imum of 10 scans) and the counts
were ac,umulated to ensure good counting statistics. Stationary background counts were
recorded on each side ohhe rctlcc!ion. The ralio ofpcak counting time to background
counting lime was 1:1. The diameteroflhc incidcnt beam collimator was 1.0 mm.lhe
cryslal 10 deteclor distance was 400 mm. and the detector aperture was 9.0 x 4.5 mm
(horizontal x vertical).
The two structures 01'3... and 3.8 were soh'cd by direct mcthods' and expanded using
fourier l(Xhniques.~Non-hydrogen atoms wen: relined anisotropicaJly. "ith the exception
of one water molecule in complex 3... which was relined isolropically. Hydrogcn atoms
were included bUI not relined. The linal cycle of full·matrix lcasl.squarcs refinement was
based on 4161 (complex 3.4) or 3751 (complex 3.8) observed rcllcctions (l > 1.500(1) lor
complex 3..J and. (> 1.000(1) lor complex 3.8) and 609 (complex 3"') or 641 (complex
:1.8) ,'ariablc paramelers and converged (largesl parameler shift was 0.00 times its esd)
\vith unwcighted and weighted agreement factors of:
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Complex 3.4
R =0 ~ IIFol-IFcll! ~ IFol .. 0.054
R~" [( ~w C1Fol- iFe!): I ~w Fo:)!" -0.049
Compkx 3.8
R: r IlFol-IFclll r IFol- 0.067
R~ '" [( rw (lFol-IFl;I): I rw Fa:)I' = 0.065
The :>tandard de\"iation oran observation ofunil weight' was 1.17 IOf complex 3.4 and
3.60 lor complex 3.8. TIle weighling scheme was based on l;ounling statistics and a factor
(p = 0,005) was included lor complex 3.8. Plots ofrw (IFal-Well: versus lFal. reflection
order in data collection. sinSn. and various classes of indices showed no unusual trends.
The ma.ximum and minimum peaks on the tinal difference Fourier map corresponded to
0.53 and -0.31 c-,A . respecti\"cly for complex 3.4 and. 0.89 and -0.61 dlV for complex
3.8.
Neutral atom scattering factors were taken from Cromer and WOlber." Anomalous
dispcI">ion eITeels were included in Fcalc:~ the values for Of' and Of' were those of
Creagh and McAuJey,~The values lor the mass atlenuation coctlicients are those of
Creagh and Hubbell.' All calculations werc perfomlcd using the TEXSAN"
crystallographic software package (1997) of Molecular Structure Corporation.
Table 3.1 Crystal dalll of the complexes 3.... and 3.8
Complex 3....
Empirical Formula C.~H7~loO~:lN~Ni
Formula Weight Q54.45
Crystal Colour. Habit dark red. muitifaeed
Crystal Dimension 0.32 x 0.20 x 0.13 mm
Crystal System trigonal
Lattice Type primitive
Lattice Parameters (/ '" 18.2566(2) A
,. = 15.9244(2) A
F'" 45Q6.57(8) A'
3.8
1114.19
red. ilTeguJar
O.25xO.IOxOAOmm
onhorhombic
primitivc
CI'" 19.531(2) A
h= 22.819(3)A
,.'" 13.373(1) A
\9\
Spaec Group
p(Mo-Ku)
P3, (#144)
1.034g1cm'
1537.50
3.5Qcm-'
1.242y/cm'
2377.60
Il (Cu·Ku) 17.35 em·'
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Table 3.2. Intensity measurements and struclure solution and rcfinemenllor the complex
3.4
Oiflrac!omcter
Radiation
Temperature
Scan Ratc
20"".
Siemens N. CCO detector
Mo~Ku (l = 0.71069 A). graphile monochromated
_60°C
30s. 0.3deg frames
55.15"
No. of Ret1ections Measured TOlal: 48854 unique: 6852 (R... = 0.083)
Corrections Lorentz-polarization
Secondary extinction
(coefi"icient: 3.77458e-007)
SAOABS correction
(trans. factors: 0.826849 - 0.(34761)
Structure Solution Direct methods (SHELXS861
Rclincment Full-matrix least-squares
Funclion Minimized ~\.... (Wol -IFcll~
Least Squares Weights Itcr(Fo) = 4Fo:tcr(Fo;)
p-faetor 0.0000
Anomalous Dispersion All non-hydrogen atoms
No. Obser....alions (I> 1.500"(1)) 4162
No. Variables 609
RcnectioniParameter Ratio 6.83
Residuals: R: R. 0.054 0.049
Goodness of Fit Indicator [.17
Max ShifVError in Final Cycle 0.00
Maximum peak in Final DiIT. Map 0.53 c"lA J
Minimum peak in Final DitT. Map -0.3 I c·tk
Table 3.3 Positional parameters and B(eq) ror the nickel complex 3.4
B(eq)
-,J. O~:: r
-,j. :J:~ :
.6(2)
:::3,6.
.:::.'
". 30 ~ - : i 2
:2
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Table 3.3 (conc) Positional parameters and B(cq) lor the. nickel comple.... 3.4
~.:;2::C (::
~. :)::.;2 ':.;;
~. :: (:
".E.:
-;. :.;;6 : ~
.:90::"
.:::;0
.::5;
_.J .c-~;. :'.i:
).::9<;:<;
:;:. : 72: ::C) :. ~: -::,
'1. C2_2~ ~;:
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c :~:
dislance
l.2<i'(4'
;..,,:~ (:;
:.:€2(:·
:.:::3'E
.. ::: :: ~ : i
:. ~4.c : St:,
:. ~:2 (e
:.:'r.:(€'
distance
: . ::3 ~ 'S;
:. ~:: 'S
:.~:C:: S
'.::;':'1:
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Table 3.5 IntramolCi:ular bond anglcs involving the nonhydrogen atoms in the f;omplex
3.4
angle
N~ ,,)
"
C (2 :
:H ,: ,3,
"
0 (2;
,,I ,
,
~2 ,
:,:
.. 3 :
2ii) ,.. , ,
,: ;
:,.
:<:c ; "-
: ,: : .;2
angle
,;:
C,23
Table 3.5 (conI.) Intramolecular bond angles involving the nonhydrogen atoms in
the complex 3.4
angle
c;:-
:::2:) :::.;:10
Anl;lcsareindcgrccs. ESlimaledslandarddevialionsinlhc kaslsignific:lnl flgure are given in
rarcmheses
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Table 3.6 Sdl,.-cted torsion or confonnation angles for the complex 3....
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\11 (2) (3) (-\) angle (1) (:!l (3) (-I) angle
::c ':
fable 3.7 Dala collection and refinement parameters lor the complex 3.8
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DitTractometer
Radiation
Take-otT Angle
Delector Aperture
Crystal to Detector Distance
Voltage. Current
Tempcralurc
Sean Type
Scan Ratc
Scan Width
20~"
No. of Reflections Measured:
Corrcl;tions
Slructure Solution
Retincment
function Minimized
Least Squares Wei!;hts
p-l:1clor
..\nomalous Dispersion
No. Obser":lIions (1)2.000(1))
:-10. Variables
RellcclionlParamcter Ratio
Rcsiduals: R: R..
Goodness of Fit Indicator
Rigaku AFC6S
Cu·Ka (I : 1.54178 A). graphite monochromated
6.0~
9.0 mm horizontal. 4.5 mm vcnical
400mm
50kV. 27.5 mA
26.0"C
(11-29
4.0"/minute (in wI (up to 10 scans)
(1.57 +0.14 tan81"
120.1"
4946
h~~~.'t~~~;~'ir.~~~2\brJ888f
Secondar.... extinction(coelTicie·nt: :!.]8205e·007)
Dircct Methods (SIR921
Full-matri .... least-squares
~w<lr-ol-Ifcll~
IIcr(Fo) = 4Fo~/cr(Fo~l
0.0052
all non-hydrogen atoms
3752
641
5.85
0.067 . 0.065
3.60
Max Shift/Error in Final Cycle 0.00
Maximum peak in Final Dirr. Map 0.89 c·/A'
]\:Iinimum peak in Final Diff. Map -0.61 c·/Ai
Table 3.8 Alom coordinates and B(eq) for Ihe complex 3.8
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::~ : 2
-0.; ~S8 '? (€) -0. 6,,-:, O~ : s ~
-:." :~n"~(:.:
':>:: C.2S0r.
_.:. ~6:;2'
-:.05:'21
'soh"en!
-C.:3:E: "
Table 3.8 (con!.)
soh'cnt
-:. :2~€ (
-c.2C63(
-;.;;.(:;;..;:
.:)7;;'::
-: . S~ 03 (
-"1.0';:'7
-').€2E:
.0'21
.:'2
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Table 3.9 Sel~cted bond dislances for the compkx 3.8
Disl3ncesarc in angstroms. ESlimated Sl3ndarddeviations in lite Ieaslsignif1cant!1gurean:l;.ivenin
parentheses
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:::.·2
L
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Table 3.10 (cont.)
,\nglcs arc in dcgrt'es. ESI;matcdslandarddcvialiQfls;nlhclcilSls;g.niticantliyurcan: given in
parcnth"so;s.
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Table 3.11 Selected torsional angles for the complex 3.8
205
Tabk 3.1 I Torsion or conlonnation angles (!;ont.)
angle
106
Table 3.11 Torsion or conformation angles (conI.)
The s!gn is JX!silive if "'hen lookin; from "tom :1 to ~Iom 3 ~ clo<;k.",ise motion or~tom 1 ",ould
§upenmposc11 On alOm4,
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Appendix 3
X-ray crystal structure determination of the macrocyclic complex 4.1
and 4.2
t\ yello\\- irregular cr~..stal ofC.....I..N.O,,,Cu! 4.1 having approximate dimensions 01'0.15
x 0.05 x 0.35 mm and a red rectangular plate crystal ofC.....H.~N.O~Ni!Cl.j 4.2 having
approximate dimensions 01'0.10 x 0.08 x OAO mm were mounted on glass fibres. The
data wen; collected at a temperature of:!6:: l"C using the 0)*20 scan tcehnique to a
maximum 20 value of 1:!1.2" (4.1).50.1"( 4.2) on a Rigaku AFC6S diffractometer \\ith
grnphite monochromated Cu-Ka rndiation or Mo-Ka radiation. Cell constants and an
orientation matrix for data collection. obtained from a leasHquares refinement using the
sctting angles:!4 (4.1) or 16 (4.2) carefully centered reflections in the range 56.20 < 28 <
5<).68"(-U lor 20.47 < 20 < 22.84"(4.2) corresponded to a primiti\'e monoclinic ccll
(constants are gi\'en in Table 4.2 of crystal data). Based on the systcmatic absences of
OkO: k ±:!n lor 4.1. packing considerations. a statistical analysis of intensity distribution.
nnd the successful solution and relinement of the structure. the space group was
dctcnnined to be P2 1 (#4) 4.1 and PI (# 1) lor 4.2.
Omega scans ofse\'eral intense retlections. made prior to data collection. had an average
width at half-height 01'0.31"( ·U). 0.33" (4.2) with a take-otTanglc 01'6.0", Scans of
( 1.15 + O. [4 tanOt for ( 4.1) or ( 1.26 + 0.35tan8)" for (4.2) were made at a speed of
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2.0"fmin (4.2). 4.0o/minulc (4.2) (in (0). The weak reflections (I < 10.00(1)) were
n:sc<lnned (ma.."imum of 10 scans) and the counts were accumulated to ensure good
counting statistics. Stationary background counts were recorded on each side orlhe
rctle<:lion. The r:1I10 ofpcak counting time to background counting time was 2;1. The
Jiamctcr oflhe incident beam collimator was 1.0 rom. the c~'slallo detector distance was
400 rom. and the dete<:torapcrture was 4.5:-.:: 3.0 mm (-I.I). 6.0 x 3.0 mm(-I.2) (horizontal
xn:rticall.
Grlhe C)gS2 rellections for complex 4.1 which were collc\;;tcd. 3178 were unique (R_ =
0.027). The intensities orlhree rcprescntati\'c rctlcctions were measured after every 150
rcllections. No decay correction was applied. During data collection of the complex
(".2) thc crystal unden.,'em slow decomposition, The resulting data wus corrected for
decay but was limited to 50.1 degrees in :1.0. Ofthc 3564 rcllections which were collected
lor crystal ".2, 3326 were unique (RoO "" 0.033): cquh'alent reflcctions were removed. The
inlensities of three representative rellection were measured aticr every 150 rcllections.
Ol-er the courso: of data collection. the standards decreased by 38.8%. A linear correction
factor was applied to the data to account for lhis phcnomenon,
The Iinearabsoll'tion coefficient. I!. torCu-Ka radiation was 19.4 cm" and 11,3 cm" for
;'vlo-Ka radiation. An empirical absoll'tion correction based on azimuthal scans of
sel'eral rellcctions was applicd which resulted in transmission factors ranging from 0.86
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to 1.00. The data were corrected lor Lorentz and polarization effects. A corrcction for
:;econdary extinction was applied to crystal (4.2) (coefficient = 4. I7322e-007).
Th~ structures were solved by dir~ct methods and expand\"~ using Fourier techniques.:
The non-hydrogen atoms were relined anisotropically lor 4.1. Some non-hydrogen atoms
wen: relined anisotropically. while the rest were relined isotropical1y lor 4.2. Hydro~en
moms wcre induded but not relined. The tinal eycle of full-matrix least-squares
rdinemem: \vas based on 3174 (4.1) 2385 (4.2:) obsen:cd rcl1ections (I > 0.000(1) for 4.1.
1::- ~.OO 0(1) tor 4.2) and 542 (4.1). 357 (4.2) \·ariablc paramch::rs and convcrged (largest
parameter shift was 0.00 times its esd) with unweighted and weighted agreement factors
uf:
for complex 4.1:
R(F:)= ~ IHobs): • F(ealcd.):1 / ~F(obsl: '" 0.049
R. = [~Iw IVo - Ve[:[ I ~ Iw Yo:II"" 0.060
where Yo '" F{obs):. Yc '" F(calcd.):
For comple)!; 4.2:
R = ~ I[Fol- [FellI ~ IFol = 0.052
R. = I{ :::w (lFol • [Fel):,' ~w Fo:ll'" 0.053
The standard deviation of an observation of unit weight'; was 1.87 (4.1). and 1.94 (4.2).
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The wciglning st:hemc was based on eouming statistics and included a factor (p = 0.007
for·U and 0.017 tor 4.2) 10 downweighl the intense rdleclions. Plots of~w ([Fol- IFcl)"
\·.:rsus IFol. relk-ction order in dala collection. sinOn. and various classes of indices
showcd no unusual trends. Thc maximum and minimum peaks on the final di fference
Fouri",r map corresponded to OAI and -0.44 c"rN 4.1. 0.55 and -0.-13 c"lN 4.2.
rcspceti\·cly.
Neutral alom scattering lat:tors were taken from Cromer and \Vaber.' Anomalous
dispersion cflects wert: included in Fealt::! the values lor Of and Of' were dlOSC of
Cn:agh and McAuJey.~ The values tor the mass attenuation coefficients are Ihose of
Creagh and Hubbell.1 All calculalions were pcrfonned using the TEXSAN"
crystallographic software package of Molecular Slrut:lure Corporation.
Table .s." Crvsrnl Darn lor [he complt'xcs 4.1 and ....2
'.\
Empirical Formula
formula W~ight
C~·SI3IColour.Uabil
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'.2
C",H._N.OtNi~CI.
104-1.12
rm.n:o:\;\ngvl.... pI3Ic
LauiccTypc
No. of Rencclions Used for Un;1
C.:1i Delerminal;on (20 IOInge)
Omell3Sc:lllPcakWidlh
:11 Half-heighl
uuiceP:tr:amClCTS
Spaee Group
f:..,
),(Cu·Ka)
p(Mo-Ka)
0,15 x 0.05 x 0.35 mm
monoclinic
Prim";,"e
2~ (56.:! 59.7")
0.:'"
II- IHI0'li(3IA
h- 7200(11A
.··11.75I(IIA
fI- I01.782(8r
'··1915.9(5)'\'
P1, ("'~l
1.S86g1o:m'
956.00
19.Jgem· t
020 x O.OS x OAO mm
Prim;I;"C
16(20.5-12.8")
h~ 1:!.170(3IA
•. - 10.011121A
,,- 106.:!9(1r
11~91.69(1r
7'" 68.64(2Y'
'··ll16.3(5)'\'
PI("ll
1.539g'em'
II.nem·'
Table 4.3 Intensity measurements for cz:'stals 4.1 and 4.2
,.,
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Dirfractomeler
fake-orr An;;.!e
Del~~tor:\pcnurc
Crysml 10 DetCClOrDistance
Voltage.CulTCnt
I"emperaturc
Scan Type
S<,:an\Vidlh
ColTt.~tions
RigakuAFC6S
Cu-"',,(I~ 1.54178 A)
graphitemonochromaled
400mm
2.0"'minUle(inw)(UplO 10 SCans I
(1.IS-0.14IanOI"
Unique: 31711(R,,,,·O.027)
Lorenlz-polarizalion
Absoi1'lion
(trans.faclors:0.8630-0.99%1
Se<,:ondary E.~tinction
(<,:ocllicicnl:4.17322e-0Q7j
RigakuAFC6S
M"o-Ku(1 s 0.71069 Al
graphilcmonochromated
6.0mmtlo<"i;rontal
3.0mmvcnical
SOkV. 27.5 mA
26.0"C
--l.O'''minUlc(inu,)(uplOIO
scans)
(1.26-0.3S1anl.ll"
TOIal,3564
Unique: 3326(R,.. mO.033)
Lorenlz-polaril.alion
Absorption
(lr;ms.faclors:O.7992+I.OOOOJ
Oecay(38.80"kd.,<,:line)
]:[4
Table 4.4 Structure solution and refinement oflhe cryslals 4.1 and 4.2
Slrue[ureSolulion
Refinement
l'unelionMinimized
1.':351Squar",W"ights
p_Fae[or
,\nomalousDisp.:rsion
No.Olnervaliorls/l:>O.OOo(I»)
No. Variabl<.-s
Residuals: R: R~
Goodrl.:sso(Fitlndical0r
O;r"elM"lhOOs
Full-matrixl.,35f-squarc:s
~w(iYo- Yc:~):
0.(lO65
All non-hydrogen aloms
DireCl M"lhods(SHELX86)
Full-malrixle:t$l-squares
~w(:Fo-Fc,):
I .r(Fol- ~r:o: .r(Fo:j
,\!Inorl-hy"drogenaloms
Ma.~Shifl'ErrorinFinalCycic
:-'la.~imum peak in Final DiO'. Map
Minimum peak in final Dirr. Map -oA~e".A'
0.00
0.55 ,,·:A'
Table 4.5 least-squares planes inl;omplex ~.1
Plane number I
.\lom~o.:linin~I·I;me OiSI:lllCe
215
Plane number :!
·\tomsDdln;o.,l'l:llle
(11)1 I)
(>12)( I)
Sill I I)
UI~II
illS I
.lIln
t>1SI
HUS
\kano.!e\'bli"n r",m plane""" .lilH an~roms
....h;-sql-'<'red: 29S;,2
Plane number 3
""'m,o."linin~Plane fli'lance ,"So.!
(>l51, II
OH,) , I)
\km<le'iat'onl'ompl:l.>1"""S ,11'J1<J anl,l'cr,,,,,,,
....hi_sqLL1'c..:·
.\leande'-'al;on(romplane''''-' .17U angstrom'
Chi-squan:u: :!<JS;.2
PI:l.nenumber~
.-'.om'lklinin:!'lan...
"
"
\!can Jc'ialion l'om plane w"" .1191<) ""l?'lmm,
....hi·squared:
plane plan" anl?!c
2 (~I
phmc plan... an!?l...
(>-5(,
(,.5(,
'"
Table 4.6 Positional parameters and B(eq) for the binuclear copper complex 4.1
='''C;l
l: " i ~U
:?
'" t,
:;i
"
:'
"
;,
."
;;
:
i
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Table 4.7 Intramolel;ular distanl;cs involvinq the nohvdr0!!ien atoms the complex 4.1
-;'3:
-::2;
~~ c: 3-
-:"3-, C:.;2;'
;. . e98 ~ .;
_,,.5:':,
: _53~ '';)
: , .; 3': ~ 9 \
: _';;. ~:9
-::.;::,
Dismnces Me in Jngslroms. ESlimaled slJndard deviJlions in lhe leas! significJnl figure Jre gi"en in
rafcnlhc5Cs
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Table 4.8 Intramolecular bond angles in\"ol\·ing. the nonhydrogcn atoms lor the complex
'.1
Table 4.9 Positional parametcrs and Breq) tor thc binuclcar nickel complex 4.2
3(eg)
219
:220
Table 4.10 Intramolecular distances involving the nonhydrogcn atoms in the complex 4.1
221
Table 4.11 Intr.lmolecular bond angles involving the nonhydrogen atoms in the complex
•.2
Table4.ll (cont.)
·\nl'ks "r~ in d~l'n...,s. brimmed standard de,;arions in the lea" si1'nifie:tnl 111'0'" ,,'" ..iwn in
r:lrenlh~",s.
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Appendix 5
X-ray crystal strudure determinations of the chiral mac:rocyclic
binuclear copper complex
Inlroduclion
The struclUre solved partially bUI further development proved troublesome and
retinement impossible. until it was realized thai significant but ditTuse electron density
was locaied in the cavity of this complex. There were also water mol...-culcs surrounding
the complex and through H-bonds linking it to neighbours in the lattice. Two of these
water sitcs were partially occupied. The isopropyl groups appeared to have a strongly
preferred confonnalion. but the anisotropic thcnnal parameters and peaks in difterence
maps close to these unils suggested some disorder might exisl. [I is important to nOle that
the modelling of the internal electron dcnsily and the partially occupied water siles has
been of necessity somewhat arbitra~'. It was impossible 10 rcach convcrgcnce while all
nlriables were still set to refine and so the ~problem" atoms have been fixed in both
position and thennal parameters for the last rounds of least squares. Hydrogen location
had also been a problem for some of the water molecules. Furthennore a persistent
ditlerence map peak seemed to suggest Ihat 05 has three fairly close hydrogens. Whether
this makes chemical sense or not depends vcry much on the nature of the inclusion. It
had been modelled as a highly disordered CH:CI: molecule in which one chlorine (CII)
was fairly static but the resl of the molecule was highly mobik. The geomct~· of the
\'arious partially occupied carbon and chlorine si!cs constituting the rest or the molecule
was not convincing
Alternatives-might be partially hydrolysed CH:CIOH. or water with a localised chlorinc
ion (CII). The hmer might allow 05 to be a hydronium ion. Wilhout evidence from
othcr analytical techniques it was impossible to distinguish. (Elemental analysis ofthc
crystals suggested thai the molecules within the cavity were most likely to be CH:CI1 )
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Experimental
Data Collection
A dark-green irregular plate crystal ofC~~H7f>O.N.Cu,CI! having approximate dimensions
ofOAO x OAO xO.11 mOl was mounted on a glass fibre. All measurements were made on
a Rigaku AFC6S diffractometer with graphite monochromated Cu-Ka radiation. Cell
constants and an orientation matrix tor data collection. obtained from a least-squares
rc1inement using Ihe setting angles 01'15 carefully centered reflections in the range 58.51
< 10 < 59.91 6 corrcsponded to a primiti\'e onhorhombie cell with dimensions:
18.410(1)..\
h = 15.100(1) A
c == 12.738(1) A
f'= 5909.4(7) AJ
For Z= 4 and F.W. = 1135.11. the calculated density was 1.18 glcmJ • Thc systematic
absences of:
1'100: h::: 2n
aka: k::: 1n
001: I:!:: 2n
uniquely determine the space group to be:
1'1,1,1,(#19)
The data were collected ata tcmperature of16 ± I"C using the w-10 scan technique to a
maximum 10 value of 110.4". Omega scans ofscveral intense renections. made prior to
data collection. had an average width at half-height of 0.33" with a take-off angle 01'6.0".
Scans of( 1.31 + 0.14IanO)" were made at a speed of8.06 /min (in (0). The weak
rcllections (I < 10.0 (I)) were rescanned (ma.ximum of 10 scans) and the counts were
accumulated to ensure good counting statistics. Stationary background counts were
recorded on each side of the reflection. The ralio ofpcak counting time to background
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counting time was 1:1. The diameter of the incident beam collimator was 1.0 mm. the
crystal to deteclordistam:e was 400 mm. and the detcrtorapcnurc was 6.0 x 3.0 mm
(horizontal x venical).
Data Reduction
\ lotal of4919 rdlections was collected. The intensities of three representativc
re!leetions were measured after every 150 renections. O\·er the course ofdata collection.
the standards decreased by 4.5%. A linear correction factor was applied to the data to
account tor this phenomenon.
rhe linear absorption coefficient. ~. for Cu-Ka. radiation is 11.6 cm· l . An empirical
absorption cOTTcction based on azimuthal scans ofscveral reflections was applied which
resulted in lransmission factors ranging from 0.67 to 1.00. The data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization effects.
Structure Solulion and Refinemenl
The structure was solved by dircct mcthods l and expanded using Fourier tcchniques.~
Sume non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. some isotfOpically. and some
wet<;: fixed. Hydrogen atoms were included but not refined. The final cycle of full-matrix
least-squares relinement' was based on 3798 obscrved rel1ections (I > 1.000(1)) and 611
\·ariable parameters and converged (largest parameter shift was 0.00 times its esd) with
unweighted and weighted agreement factors of:
R ... r:IIFJ -lFcll/~lFnl ""0.061
R.. =[(.Ew(W.J-IF<Il::/~\\"F,,::)jt =0.064
Thc standard deviation of an observation of unit weight· was 1.85. The weighting
schcme was based on counting statistics and included a factor (p = 0.010) to dO\\ITlweight
the intcnsc rcnections. Plots of ~w(lFnl-IF<Il::vcrsus IF,.!. renection order in data
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collection. sinOIi, and various classes of indices showed no unusual trends. The
ma:dmum and minimum peaks on the final difference Fourier map corresponded (0 OAI
and -0.56 c·/A). respectively.
Neutral atom scattering factors were taken from Cromcr and Wabcr.-' Anomalous
dispcrsion effects were included in Fcalc;~ the valucs for Of' and Of' wcre those of
Creag.h and McAuley.; The values for the mass attenuation coefficients are those of
Creagh and Hubbdl.~ calculations were perfonncd using. the teXsan" crystallographic
sollware package of Molecular Structure Corporation.
Table A5.! Crystal dala of the chirnl binuclear Cu(I1) complex
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Empirical Formula
Formula Wdght
Crystal Collor. Habit
Crystal Dimensions
Crystal System
Lattice Type
No. of Rellections Used for Unil
Cdl Determination (28 range)
Omega Scan Peak Width
alHalf-height
Lattice Paramelers
Space Group
7. value
Dealcd
FUOO
.u (eu-Ka)
C~~I-Iu.O~N,CucCI~
1135.22
dark-green. irregular plate
OAOx0.40xO.12mm
orthorhombic
primitive
25(58.5·5().9")
(I'" 18.410(1)A
h '" :!5.:!00(Il A
c-I:!.738(:!) ..\
r·", 5909.4(7) A3
1.276g.1cmJ
2392.00
:!1.56cm·'
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Table A5.2 lmcnsit}' mcasuremenlS and structure solution and refinement
intensity measuremenCS
Diffractometer Rigaku AFC6S
Radimioll Cu-Ku (I ~ 1.54178 Al
grophitemollochromau,d
Take-Qtl·Angle 6.0"
Dctcctor Aperture 6.0 mm horizontal
3.0mmvertical
C':'stalto Dcte<:tor
DiSlancc 400mm
Vollage. Current 50 kV.17mA
Temperature 16.0"C
slructure solution and refinement
SmJCIureSolutioll Direct Methods(SIR91)
Retinement Full-matrix leasl-sqUMe'S
FunclionMinimiZed ~w(iF":·:F,I)'
Least Squares Weights 1:.r(F.,)-4F,,'/.r(F.'1
p-faCfor
Anomalous Dispersion all non-hydrogen atoms
No.Obscrvations
(1'·1.00<:s(1))
No. Variables
RencctionlJ>arometcr
Residuals: R: R.
Scan Typc Goodncss of Fit
8.0"'min(illwl(IOscans) 1.85
Scan Width
:"0. of Rel1e<:tions
(Ul -0.141anOI"
in Final Cycle 0.00
Ma:'timumpeak
in Final Diff. Map 0.41 c·'A'
Trons. factors
Dccay
Lorelltz·polarizalion
absorplion
0.6681 - 1.ססOO
4.51% deCline
Minimum peak
in Final Diff. Map .0.56c··A'
Table AS.3 Posilional parameters and B(eq) for the chiral binuclear copper complex
=(eq)
" " :; ";i ';
:1 "
ii: "
"
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Tab1c A5.3 (cont.)
232
233
Table A5.4 lntramoleculardislances involving the nonhydrogen aloms in the binuclear
copper complex
,,~7 311
:.:c:::
:;;: :. ~62~ ::.
~ . 2 ~€:;:
. . ~6 (!)
Table :\5.4 (cont.)
Distances urc in angStroms. Estimaled ~landard in the lca~1 ~ignificant figure are given in parenlheses
234
Table A5.5 Intramolecular bond angles involving nonhydrogen alOms
235
Table A5.5 (con1.)
236
TableA55 (conI)
137
Table A).) (com)
238
Table A5.5 (cant.)
239
Table A5.6 Torsion or confonnation angles in the binuclear copper complex
': ~ :; 4 : C : :; :; ,
:;'::c=:;
:!40
Table A5.6 Torsion or conformation angles (conl.)
241
Table A5.6 (cant)
'= :li.C';~ ·C.'::O'
:- ~';~'C:H~ :120
242
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References for X-ray studies
I. aj ShcJdrick. G. M. In Cry~·lall()~rap"k Compll/ing 3. Shcldrick. G. M.: Krugcr. c.:
Goddard. R. Eds.: Oxford University Press. 1985. b) Walker. N.: Stuan. A. .·!l:tl/ Ct:~'.~t.
1983. A39. 158.
2. Admiraal. P. T.: Bcurskens. G.: Bosman. G.: de Gelder. W. P.: Israel. R.: Smits. J. M. M.
The DIRDIF-94 Program Sy.ffI:m In Tet'hnk,,/ Report offhe Cry.fwllography Lahara/ory
1994. University of Nijmcgcn. The Netherlands.
3. Least Squares function minimized:
~ll-(ir.J-iFj): where It· "" 1/{cr(Fo)l '" (o:r.(Fo) + p:Fo~i41-'. s.(Fo) = e.s.d. based on
counting statistics. p = p-factor
4. Standard deviation ofan observation orunic weight:
where N" = number of observations. N, = number of variables
5. Cromer. D. T.: Waber. J. T. Intcrn"/ional Tahfc.ffor X-ray Cry.~/lIlIlJgraphy.Vol. IV.
fable 2.1 A: The Kynoch Press: Birmingham. 1974.
6. Ibers. J. A.: Hamilton. W. C. Acw Cry,\"{. 1964. 17.781.
7. Creagh. D. c.: McAuley. W. J. Imernllfional Tahfe.lfarCry.\·wf!ogr"phy. Vol. C. Table
·L2.6.8. p. 219-222. \Vilson. A. J. C. Ed.: Kluwer Academic Publishers: 130ston. 1992.
t]~;c:.~~4.~: ~:2~O~~~I\~;il~~~:1~~:·/;~I~(::'E~.~t~{~Y:/r~~d;~i~'~·~'r;::~he~~I·B~scon.
1992.
9. TeXsan for Windows O:Htal Structure AIll/lysis P",:kl/gc. Molecular Structure
CorpoTalion.1997.
Appendix 6
Sdectc:d IH. Uc NMR and ESMS spectra
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